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The best way to predict the future is to invent it.
Alan Kay

Abstract
The thesis addresses two main topics in game studies: the video game as a
new medium and form of art, and its narrative possibilities. The first part is
intended to provide an overall view of the connections between games, other
media and art. The second is focused on the relation between interactivity
and narration, engaged with a practical approach and introducing the new
concept of performative storytelling.
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Introduction
Video games are considered by many people just a pop culture phenomenon
or, worst, “digital toys” packed with violence. But along this common
opinion, that is fought everyday by developers and gamers, others have seen
in video games a powerful new medium.
It was 1997 when Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature was first
published becoming one of the most influential books about hypertexts
and games for an academic public. The author, Espen Aarseth, would sub-
sequently found the Department of Humanistic Informatics at the University
of Bergen.
Today the field grew embracing most part of the intersections between
computer science and humanities, and it is commonly known as Digital
Humanities. Concurrently specific researches on video games gave birth
to the Game Studies.
The actual trend of Digital Humanities seems to go toward linguistics and
in general to provide computational methods to classic fields of humanities,
in a way that maintains the separation between the two areas (humanities and
computer science) and that makes one the “ancilla” of the other. Moreover
the discipline seems to neglect the study of innovations brought by the
digital revolution, contrary to their initial spirit.
Game Studies represents an exception, since they approach an artifact
(video games) that is a son of the digital, and they use on a same level
both humanities and computing tools. Digital Humanities should recon-
sider their approaches and expand themselves taking under their wings
also Game Studies.
Games arise different problems, and so they can be studied from different
standpoints. There are at least three main approaches: one from engineering,
one from Social sciences and one from humanities. Game Studies are mainly
founded on this last one asking what are video games, how they should be
analyzed, and the relation they have with narration.
The growing academic interest towards them already demonstrates a
change of perception about video games. Indeed the first part of this thesis
discusses whether they are a form of art or not, trying to legitimate this
interest. The problem is approached with a comparative method considering
media studies, cinema, literature and fine arts. Moreover it’s provided a
new definition of video game and an alternative taxonomy based on new
classification principles.
The second part instead shifts towards narration and interactivity, a topic
debated both in Game Studies and game design. The thesis contributes to
the question by remarking the importance of a practical methodology of
study and presenting the concept of performative storytelling, alongside
some game design proposals.
A note about the terminology: in this thesis is used the expression “video
games” rather than its variations because, while console games, mobile
games or computer games refer only to specific platforms, the term “video
games”, intending all the games that make use of a screen, refers to all games
independently from their target platform.
For what concern who play the game, in the course of the exposition
are used without differences player, gamer and user. Gamer is a specific
word to describe the video games’ players, user is adopted since video
games are software.
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Part I
Beyond art

Chapter 1
Video game as new medium
Our society is actually strongly permeated by media, they are the tools for
transmitting information, and we use them everyday. The data we produce
using them are growing increasingly, so starting from the first years of the
twentieth century, notably with the Vannevar Bush’s article , humankind has
searched new methods for stocking data and knowledge. Computers and
hypertext came out from these researches. Gradually also media changed,
especially from the nineties1 and on. In those years, every important media
like television, cinema and papers gradually switched to a digital pipeline,
and from this switch were born new media and new production techniques.
Our life is based on new media, and Marshall McLuhan was ahead of his
time in understanding that «art, like games or popular arts, and like media
of communication, has the power to impose its own assumptions by setting
the human community into new relationships and postures». This quotation
from Understanding new media explains clearly how, already before the digital
revolution, art, games and media have influenced our life and how they were
already connected. But now more than ever this connection is becoming
stronger because all our communication technologies are based on the same
language: the digital one. The convergence caused by the technology has
produced deep changes in the traditional media, but apparently not much
has changed. The new media are in fact a sort of revamped and powered
traditional media, at least the majority of them, but one of them is totally new,
because its existence would be impossible without computers: the video
game. The true sons of the digital revolution are the computer programs,
but only the video games may carry a message in addiction to a function,
and this characteristic made video games a new medium.
1It was in those years that the digital started to truly enter in the everyday life of most
people.
New media through our life and society have naturally influenced art,
that picked them and it has included them in its production system. Indeed
the world of art has always been very perceptive about the technological
advancements. Two examples are the oil painting and the canvas, which
fore their qualities were immediately adopted by the majority of the painters.
If subsequently there were no special technical upheavals, the reasons of
this are to find principally in the high level of sophistication and expressive
versatility achieved by the media, and from the lack of valid alternatives.
This stillness will end in 1816, the year of the birth of photography: from
the XIX century onward the art will be continually shaken by technology,
which will provide new expressive possibilities and from time to time also
debates on the legitimacy of new art forms.
In this continuous process of technological absorption the video games
have been incorporated too, but before a specific analysis it’s appropriate to
analyze in a general perspective the relations between new media and art.
1.1 About new media
New media have acted on art in two different directions: a more theoretical
one, about definitions; a more practical one about the new possibilities of
expression given to the artists. These changes were caused by specific charac-
teristics that traditional media did not have and couldn’t have had, and that
had deeply undermined the set of concepts on which the art was based until
then. Walter Benjamin was one of the first to notice these changes and in the
essay The Work of art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction2 exposed his reflec-
tions on the topic. The philosopher arises a problem that in the digital era is
even more present: the impact of the mechanical reproduction on the concept
of the work of art, which, being able to be duplicated, loses its uniqueness,
and its aura. From a Marxist point of view this is a positive process, since the
work loses its appearance of worship, and therefore elitist, and it gains in the
expositive aspect, which nears the work of art to the masses.
Definire l’aura un’«apparizione unica di una distanza, per quanto questa
possa essere vicina» non significa altro che formulare, usando i termini
delle categorie della percezione spazio-temporale, il valore cultuale
dell’opera d’arte. La distanza è il contrario della vicinanza. Ciò che è
sostanzialmente lontano è l’inavvicinabile. Di fatto l’inavvicinabilità è
una delle qualità principali dell’immagine cultuale. Essa rimane, per
2The following quotes from this books are in Italian because the English editions seem to
lack the note from which are excerpted.
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sua natura, «lontananza, per quanto vicina». La vicinanza che si può
strappare alla sua materia non elimina la lontananza che essa conserva
dopo il suo apparire.3 (BENJAMIN, L’opera d’arte nell’epoca della sua
riproducibilità tecnica)
So the aura isn’t what makes the work of art in itself, but just a social aspect.
The technical reproduction, to not to be mistaken with the reproduction
per se, allows to create indistinguishable replicas of the original (unlike the
pictorial fakes, which are however reproductions) without high costs: now
the art could really get in everybody’s houses. However this prevision did
not come true at all: if for the literary arts the theory of Benjamin is perfectly
valid, but it lacks of revolutionary flow (novel and poems can already enter
in the houses, with the prerequisite of the literacy), for what concern the fine
arts there has been only failed attempts (just think of ready-made and Pop
art): it remains the grey zone of the industrial design.
The failure of the democratisation of the fine arts is to search more in their
economic system than in the media used. It’s useless to emphasize that media
aren’t art in themselves, but just a tool (how the Latin etymology suggest) that
the artist use to express his creativity. From the Wikipedia entry a medium is:
un mezzo di diffusione attraverso cui è possibile diffondere un messag-
gio, secondo le caratteristiche proprie del mezzo, ad una pluralità di
indistinti e diffusi destinatari, senza che sia necessaria l’interazione tra i
due poli.4 (Wikipedia, Media)
In the last years there has been a growing attention to the interaction,
which the digital media make it always more simple. According to Man-
ovich we’re assisting to a transition from a broadcasting system, which is
the unidirectional model of communication typical of the television, to an
atomized and infinitely remixable system. This process is started at the turn
of the new millennium when the remix has started to pass gradually from
option to cultural default. The hybridization is one of the most important
peculiarities of new media. It has been the digital revolution to create a
3 Defining the aura an «apparition in a unique distance, however near it may be» doesn’t
mean other than formulate, using the terms of the categories of space and time perception,
the worship value of the work of art. The distance is the opposite of the vicinity. What is
substantially far is the unapproachable. In fact the unapproachability is one of the main
qualities of the worship image. It remains, for its nature, «distance, however close». The
vicinity that can be ripped from its substance doesn’t eliminate the distance that it retains
after its appearance.[My translation.]
4A means of diffusion through which it is possible to spread a message, according to the
characteristics of the medium, to a plurality of indistinct and distributed receivers, without
the need for interaction between the two poles.
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technological humus common to the various media, indeed the range of this
standardization goes beyond the simple remix and it reaches something that
in Manovich’s Software takes command is defined as deep remixability.
For what gets remixed today is not only content from different media
but also their fundamental techniques, working methods, and ways of
representation and expression. United within the common software
environment, the languages of cinematography, animation, computer
animation, special effects, graphic design, and typography have come to
form a new metalanguage. A work produced in this new metalanguage
can use all the techniques, or any subset of these techniques, that were
previously unique to these different media. (MANOVICH, ‘Software
takes command’, p.110)
This new kind of remixability goes beyond the classic multimedia composi-
tions where many different expressive forms are juxtaposed. This practice
was already used in predigital design when different physical instruments
were used to produce one single product. Manovich’s concept of digital
remixability refers to a true medial crossover where techniques linked to
a specific medium are used in another one: texts in 3d spaces, the shallow
depth of field typical of the cinema used in computer graphics, particle effects
algorithmically generated in films, all of these aren’t simple combination,
but true integrations, the result is an hybrid, entwined, complex and rich
language possible only thanks to the deep remixability.
The interactions of this contemporary aesthetic are possible only thanks
to the media virtualization allowed by computers, which Manovich define as
meta-medium: a growing container of resources. The computer has replaced
all the previous production technologies and it has put them on the same
level. This horizontalization is the basis of the modern hybridization, which
differ from the old one for its incredible ease of use.
The computer is just a magical hat from which everything can get out,
a machine producing metalanguages: in front of a device of such infinite
potentiality, it can be used just a subset of what it offers. These subsets
are composed of many different techniques, which aren’t casually coupled,
but they follow specific conventions, some elements will be found always
together, others will be isolated, still others will be mutually exclusive and
so on. Accordingly the computer’s potentiality will never be fully used and
it will be limited to already codified patterns. But these rules don’t apply in
the same manner to a medium that is born with the computer like a video
game, because it hasn’t a set of rules derived from the tradition.
Video games have their own set rules that are extremely flexible. They
are containers and they continually remix other media together and with
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interactivity, their distinctive strength. Though always more other media
tend to integrate interaction they cannot reach the same interactivity level
because they have different core characteristics.
Cinema and literature (especially the second) have tried to go beyond
their boundaries seeking interaction, but all these attempts, even with inter-
esting results (like the short stories of Borges, the production of the writers
of Oulipo: Calvino, Perec and Queneau or the Cortàzar’s novels, and the
more commercial gamebooks) have failed in trying to give the control to
the spectator or the reader.
Video games have the possibility to remix instead and to use incredibly
well the techniques and the strengths of other media (especially cinema)
maintaining interactivity. The movie is going to the cinema, and the novel
to the writing, as the video game being at the computer.
Another feature of new media that video games natively have more than
others, and directly linked to the remixability is modularity. In many fields
there’s already a separation of the production steps: microstocks used for
graphic design, samplings for music production and libraries for program-
ming that are continually reused in new and sometimes unconventional
ways. But what seems on the horizon, at least according to Manovich, is a
modularity without a defined set of rules: every cultural object can become
part of another, without any restraints.
Unlike a strict modular system which has limited and, in the long run,
repetitive possibilities, the systems based on software allow a constant di-
versity, the pieces re-adapt themselves based on the use context and they
allows the remix. This atomization process allows to split the content from
the form, producing device-independent usable data.
The development pipeline of video games is extremely modular and
barely everything can be reused such as the assets used for the graphics, the
game engines themselves, libraries and pieces of code, music, sound and
video effects, sometimes game mechanics and design choices too.
This versatility is possible thanks to a fully digital base that natively
doesn’t need footage from reality, though nowadays, to get best results,
many techniques of animation and graphic design are based on real act-
ors and photography.
Beware that literature and music don’t have particular requirements
to produce work of art but don’t have the same grade of modularity or
hybridization, cinema instead is near to the capabilities of games and shares
many things with them like special effects, animation techniques and often
the narrative style.
The growing diffusion of professional producing tools (from Adobe suits
to all the open source softwares) in the hands of non professionals and the
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remixability and hybridization of new media are leading us to a communica-
tion system based on a global media cloud more than broadcasting, where
users can pick up content of their choice, remix it, and share it. The AMV
(Anime Music Video) and the supercuts that can be found on youtube are
just an example of this tendency.
Video games are remixed in two main ways: creating machinima, which
are cinematic productions realized through game engines, or directly in
game; and mods (from “modification”), user-created modifications of the
game itself.
There are many types of mods depending on how deeply they change
the game: total conversions, total overhauls that considerably modify the
experience and add-ons, unofficial patches and art mods.
Total conversions replace virtually all of the artistic assets in the original
game, and sometimes core aspects of gameplay. Total overhauls instead
change or redefine the gameplay style of the original game, while keeping
it in the original game’s universe (this may include upgrading the graphics
or adding new models, dialog and music to the original, still respecting the
plot, or changing the pace of how the game is played).
The other three kinds of mods modify the game far less deeply. Add-
ons add specific contents, from new weapons, to new characters, without
changing any other part of the game. Unofficial patches resolve minor
problems and bugs and art mods are modifications for the games done for
artistic purposes (more on this will be discussed later on in chapter 3).
Developers themselves often release the software for modding their
games, which is an unicum in the artistic field. Video games seems to
be strictly bound to the salient characteristics of new media.
The concept of remediation, analysed in the essay by Bolter and Grusin
Remediation. Understanding new media, is similar to that of remixability: the
fundamental difference is in the way how it is intended.
Remixability is more similar to a practice achievable by everyone, remedi-
ation is intended more like a trend in the evolution of media, which gets its
best in the digital era. In a synchronic perspective, every times a medium
was born, it imitated the pre-existent one to be recognized as a mean for art.
The first attempts to ennoble photography were done by artists like
Reijlander, who has produced photos that emulated the paintings as The two
way of life. The photo is the result of thirty-two different negatives merged
in printing and have the dimensions and the allegorical meaning (the photo
represents the luxurious life and the straight life) of a classic painting.
Same things can be said about cinema: the early movies had the same
recitative techniques and same sets of the theatre. The gestures large and
showy, the strong make up, the not realistic sets are all taken from the theatre.
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Figure 1.1: Oscar Gustave Reijlander, The two way of life, 1857.
In the last century this trend has spread indiscriminately in all the media,
taking techniques and styles from each other to renovate themselves and this
is one of the three aspects which Bolter and Grusin have remarked:
Remediation as reform. The goal of remediation is to refashion or rehab-
ilitate other media. Furthermore, because all mediations are both real
and mediations of the real, remediation can also be understood as a
process of reforming reality as well. (BOLTER and GRUSIN, Remediation.
Understanding new media, p.56)
This continuous transmutation process has as basis the reality, so «remedi-
ation as the mediation of mediation» as every mediation act depends on other
mediation acts. Media comment and replace themselves in a net where every
media cannot exist without the others. But the remediation is also and mainly
«remediation as the inseparability of mediation and reality», in fact all the media
tend to imitate specific aspects of reality and sometimes the whole thing.
The remediation realize the mimesis through two different logic: imme-
diacy and hypermediacy. In the course of history, art has always sought for
new techniques to reach a total transparency, starting with prospective and
trompe l’oeil to the pointillism and the hyperrealism. The privileged medium
for this research was the painting which started to show its limits when the
photography was born. Technology provided a new level of realism: no
more mediated by the paint brush, the reality seemed to reach directly the
observer. The paint couldn’t reach the same objectivity of the photography
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and some genres like landscape and portrait painting vanished, but this crisis
pushed the artists towards the exploration of the subjectivity and the limits
of their medium. From this moment onward the art will begin to fight the
ideal of immediacy that, before the advent of photography, was a goal to get,
and it opposed the search for hypermediacy to immediacy.
The hypermediacy, in the essay of Bolter and Grusin, is intended both
like a rearrangement of pre-existent forms and like an ostentation of the
reality and materiality of the medium itself (Fontana’s works are a valid
example of this second trend).
Modernism was the first trend to have this reaction, modernist artists
had used techniques like photomontage and collage, defining a new space
through the disposition and interaction between decontextualised and re-
combined forms. But during the twentieth century the two remediation’s
logic will live one beside the other in a continuous encounter/clash. The
immediacy, for its transparency and objectivity will be used in design and
software development, the hypermediacy will be used instead by the artists
for its opacity.
One of the main feature of the contemporary art is how the spectator is
pulled to come back to the surface or how he’s been maintained indefinitely
on it, in order to make the spectator feel the medium as a medium and
to please him of this perception. This continuous redirection is obtained
multiplying spaces and media, and with the repeated redefinition of their
visual and conceptual links, which goes from the simple juxtaposition to
a complete absorption.
In the last years technology has incorporated the two logic together, on
one side we have the virtual reality which tries to give a total illusion of the
world producing synthetic stimuli for all the senses5, on the other side we
have ubiquitous computing: the reality is not simulated by a device, but
the devices enter in the reality overlapping senses. Both strategies focus
on the authenticity of the experience, and it is this that joins immediacy
and hypermediacy.
From an epistemological point of view this two logic differ: the immedi-
acy is transmutation, absence of mediation or representation intended as the
ability of a medium to erase itself and let the spectator in the presence of the
represented object; the hypermediacy is opacity, the spectator is made aware
of the mediation itself or of the fact that he acquires knowledge through it.
However, from a psychological perspective, the final goal is always to
give an authentic experience: for the immediacy of what is represented, for
5Actually the more advancements have been done in visualisation and sound, but there
research for haptic, olfactory and taste feedback too.
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the hypermediacy of what allows the representation. Anyway the new media
always try to give experiences and not to just deliver a message.
New media are linked to reality and at the same time they generate it,
because they stimulate the interaction and the production of new contents.
They are all based on the same technology and device (computer) and then
interconnected with each other. This absorption process, called by Bolter
remediation, which has two opposed and complementary logic, takes place
in different degrees: the digital medium, intended as computer or meta-
medium, can emulate the analogical ones in a transparent way; it can extend
and improve them (dictionaries and online encyclopedias); it can become a
container for them (think of multimedia); or it can unify them generating
something new. This latter case is the video game one, which gathers all the
main media: cinema for the visual and narrative style, literature for the plots,
music, and adding interactivity creates a whole new experience.
Video games find themselves between transparency, because they try to
give the sensation of another reality, and opacity, because often they overlap
game data on the view of the digital world. Indeed they can take advantages
of both: some games use graphics in an artistic way with handmade, abstract
or figurative drawings to give special atmosphere and sometimes to remix
the comics, some other games try to give experience of a photorealistic
world for the sake of immersion. Video games can pass from animation to
cinema without problems, and they can use the best of both to give specific
experiences and deliver a message in the best way possible.
After reviewing the characteristics of the new media, we can give a new
definition of medium, citing Bolter:
[. . . ] a medium is that which remediates. It is that which appropriates
the techniques, forms, and social significance of other media and at-
tempts to rival or refashion them in the name of the real. A medium in
our culture can never operate in isolation, because it must enter into rela-
tionships of respect and rivalry with other media. There may be or may
have been cultures in which a single form of representation (perhaps
painting or song) exists with little or no reference to other media. Such
isolation does not seem possible for us today, when we cannot even
recognize the representational power of a medium except with reference
to other media. (BOLTER and GRUSIN, Remediation. Understanding new
media, p.66)
The video game fully parts in this definition and indeed it demonstrates to
have an incredibly high capability of hybridization and remixability. So the
video game is apparently a powerful medium and it should be capable of
producing art like cinema and literature, even to be the tenth art, but it is
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mainly perceived only as an entertainment tool, why? There are a lots of
video games that are not for entertainment, they are often collected under the
category of serious games, and they usually have social or political themes,
or educational purposes (see also 4.3). There is also a category which is
called game art defined by Jansson as games that «question, explore and
stretch the boundaries of your experience. [. . . ] An art game is more than
same hours of mind-blowing hilarious fun. Like all good art, it should
affect you and makes you reflect and think in new different ways.»6. Still
video games are not considered a medium for art, these categories, together
with modding and fan art, are totally divorced from the mainstream games
dominated by franchise titles, spin-offs, and genre titles. Video games are
perceived as entertainment tools because the industry wants them this way.
Only in the last years the indie productions seem to be really opposite to
the mainstream games system, trying to change the general perception of
the video game from a mean to just entertain, to an art form, but the way
is still long, and if from a certain point of view this is a normal process,
economic interests keeps experimentation and innovation limited. There
is also another factor to be accounted, the video games are the first real
interactive medium, but people play with games, do not interact with them,
so the perception of play is another restraint for the acknowledgement of
video game as a medium and as an art form.
1.2 The problem of play
Play is an integral and vital part of mental development and learning, and
playful activities are essential aspects of learning and creative acts. His-
torically, there have been two fields in the study of play: those who see
play as voluntary, intrinsic, and important to class structure (leisure) and
socialization, called “the idealizers” by Sutton-Smith, such as Huizinga and
Caillois; and those who look more to ritual, to communication, and who
study play in natural settings, such as Bateson, Turner, and Sutton-Smith
himself. Johan Huizinga, set play and games up at the roots of all cultures
and clarified that they permeate various sectors of society such as art, philo-
sophy,law and politics. In his 1938 book Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play
Element in Culture, he defines play in an extraordinarily loose way: play
is an intrinsic part of life that cannot be exactly defined. Huizinga rather
defines the formal characteristics of play as «a free activity standing quite
consciously outside ordinary life»7 Other aspects include play as a voluntary
6JANSSON, Everything I shoot is art, p.15.
7As cited in FLANAGAN, Critical Play. Radical game design, p. 6.
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activity, executed within certain fixed limits of time and place, having rules
freely accepted but absolutely binding. In play, the aim is play itself, not
success or interaction in ordinary life. Huizinga focuses on adult play, and
he argues that play activities tend not to be serious in and of themselves but
shape culture nonetheless through ritual and social custom. At the same
time, they absorb the player utterly in a special time and place set aside for
play: a closed space built inside the everyday life but outside of it that he
later famously refers to as “the magic circle”.
The notion of games as a core element of culture is also perceived by
McLuhan. He states that «games are popular art, collective, social reactions
to the main drive or action of any culture».8 He hints at the historic import-
ance of games as a form of collective art at the heart of ancient non-literate
societies, for the constant modelling of the universe through dramatization
and enactment. Similarly, Callois describes tribal rites as forms of play with
mimetic functions that are often related to full bodily involvement.
Brian Sutton-Smith has defined play consistently through the years as a
fun, voluntary, intrinsically motivated activity that incorporates free choices,
offers escape, and is fundamentally exciting. He has argued that play activit-
ies can be grouped in four categories: play as learning, play as power, play
as fantasy, and play as self.
While quick to recognize the dark side of play, including bullying, abusive
situations, and frightening circumstances, Sutton-Smith also notes that play
can be defined as a variety of activities: as exchanges of power, or “power
plays” that prioritize competition and traditionally aggressive play styles;
as the act of bonding and belonging; as a practice of real-life functions; and
as fun, being with friends, and choosing freely.
Play is recognized as one of the most fundamental aspects of the human
condition. While play spaces are generally fantasy spaces, players often
experience real stakes when inside them. One might easily find examples
of the “serious” aspects of play in sport and gambling.
As Flanagan states in Critical Play. Radical game design Sutton-Smith, in
The Ambiguity of Play, suggests that play provides a working model of species
variability by incorporating mental feedback that keeps a species flexible
in evolution. He particularly focuses on play’s potential to help to define
social norms and identity, noting that the «use of play forms as forms of
bonding, including the exhibition and validation or parody of membership
and traditions in a community»9 is essential to cultural formation. Playing
together people form close communities and develop a group identity and
8MCLUHAN, Marshall. Understanding Media. London: Routledge, 2001, p. 255.
9As cited in FLANAGAN, Critical Play. Radical game design, p. 5.
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a sense of belonging. Play can also function as a tool to understand the
self. Many anthropologists like Sutton-Smith have argued that play is the
way children work out social and cultural norms. Sutton-Smith notes that
play is a way to free the children from the hypocrisies of adult life, arguing
that children’ play spanning from early childhood to teenage years offers
narratives that negotiate the risks of the real world: the stories contain all
of the emotions that will be explored and developed during growth (such
as anger, joy, jealousy, fear and so on).
Distinct themes emerge in scholarship attempting to define play. Most
anthropologists and historians agree that play is central to human and an-
imal life; is generally a voluntary act; it offers pleasure in its own right
(and by its own rules); it is mentally or physically challenging; and it is
separated from reality, either through a sanctioned play space or through
an agreed upon fantasy or rule set. Because play and the ordinary world
are intermingled among the increasing popularity of games (specifically, at
present, computer games and sports), games are becoming the “sacred spots”
Huizinga identifies in his anthropological writing.
Play though wasn’t always perceived as a form of fun or something
childish, according to McLuhan the shift towards literacy brought a change
of focus from a mimetic relation with the outer world to a division from the
inner world of the human psyche and the outer world, the consequences of
this separation are many: the tribal and participatory forms of art, which
were indistinguishable from games, started to turn towards the individuals
and games began to loose their social status because of their demanding
bodily involvement and mutual participation.
It was gradually considered art only what creates a one-on-one relation
with the observer. The games remained in the society and they were used
from time to time in many ways: for representing the world to children,
as educational tools, as good practice for health (sports), as recreational
pleasure and enjoyment, as an occupation for leisure. This last one is the
modern concept of play and it was born with the industrialization and the
coming leisure class. In the West, play became organized and structured
around objects at the onset of the industrial revolution, which caused the
separation of the social from the occupational.
Henri Lefebvre, whose influential writings connect social systems to
space, noted that it took the development of a bourgeois culture to create
the idea of “leisure” for all. A concept considered by the French the key
to the contemporary notion of the everyday. The free time enjoyed by the
ruling class, the changing in classes relations and a growing desire for leisure
combined among the masses, created a “culture of the consumer.” In turn,
the commodities and goods developed to satisfy the masses’ desires for
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leisure time came to reflect the power structure of a developing elite. Play
cannot erase these distinctions, but play may often reinforce established
power or challenge it.
In many cases, the activities of play carry nostalgic and class-informed
notions of free time, leisure, and access, a tendency still inadequately ad-
dressed by most theorists of play; studies of play have been relegated to the
nursery, with a significant body of scholarship in the field of play research
emerging from developmental theories emphasizing childhood play. From
this perspective, play grows the children’ mind, and it accompanies the
stage of operational thought together with the physical, emotional and social
development. Moreover, even this limited view of play’s significance and
function finds itself dependent on cultural shifts. First was the conceptualiz-
ation of childhood as a specific time with specific needs and goals: the idea
of “childhood” itself is a cultural invention, existing in Europe and North
America for about four hundred years. The concept gained influence during
the industrial revolution, as debates raged over child labor in factories. The
new awareness of childhood as a category of experience was emphasized in
the nineteenth century by the burgeoning areas of educational theory and the
corresponding establishment of the Montessori, Catholic, and Steiner schools.
One theorist who has considered the effects of a cultural split between
childhood and adulthood is the developmental psychologist Bruno Bettel-
heim: who discovered that until the 18th century (and even more recently in
some parts of the world), the children’s play and games were also the adults’
play and games. Bettelheim, arguing that adult activities have become too far
removed from the places where a child’s world unfolds, goes on to note that
the adult world is now separated from the world of children in deep ways.
In this new culture, games, whether public spectacles or parlour amuse-
ments, emerged as necessary interaction mediators. At this point, leisure
must be defined as an operational term. Sports, fairs, rodeos, crafts, music,
all of these could be considered contemporary adult forms of leisure. They
are intentional, voluntary, and active activities. In other words, participants
in leisure activities must choose to pursue them. As Aristotle theorized,
leisure is a decidedly adult activity, an extension of child’s play. This play is
often collectivized in terms of competitions, exhibitions, or teams, becoming
an activity for groups as well as individuals.
The social role of leisure has been well articulated through Veblen’s notion
of conspicuous consumption (1899), which interprets free time as spectacle.
It can be argued that leisure is an “object,” or goal, as well as a process, one
that is born out of the interaction between individual and collective actions
within the larger context of a consumption-oriented economy. A great deal
of institutionalized play emerges from this “goal-oriented” notion.
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In a sharp observation of play research, Sutton-Smith critiques much of
the play literature of the twentieth century, noting that play has consistently
been framed within a Western notion of progress where play, especially
children’ play, is justified as educational and moral, helping to build intel-
ligence and good behaviour, and preparing children to take part as good
citizens of the adult world.
Nowadays the culture of leisure is still dominating and there is a clear
division of the social from the occupational, new media, despite having the
goal of transmitting information, are usually used as a way to evade reality.
In this sense all the media are games, as cinema, theatre, television, literature
give a way to escape from the “occupational” and help the spectator to make
up a parallel world, art is not an exception and events like exhibitions are
other options on how to spend the leisure. Actually one of the reasons that
make to separate interactive experiences (such as interactive art) and video
games is the rich background of the concept of play that doesn’t have a
neutral meaning such as interactivity. But things are changing, Eric Zimmer-
man and Heather Chaplin in their manifesto claim the twenty-first century
will be the Ludic Century. Digital technology has given a new relevance to
games and actually they are always more present in our life, and not just
as games themselves. Our society is shifting towards a world of systems
«the ways that we work and communicate, research and learn, socialize and
romance, conduct our finances and communicate with our governments, are
all intimately intertwined with complex systems of information – in a way
that could not have existed a few decades ago»10, games can be a relief valve
from the rules of the system, but being systems themselves, they can give
the basics to orientate in this new world, and influence it.
Our information networks no longer take the form of vast card
catalogues or webs of pneumatic tubes. Digital networks are flexible
and organic.
In the last few decades, information has taken a playful turn. To take
a prime example, Wikipedia is not about users accessing a storehouse of
expert knowledge. It is a messy, chaotic community in which the users
are also the experts, who together create the information while also
evolving the system as a whole. (ZIMMERMAN and CHAPLIN, Manifesto:
The 21th Century Will Be Defined By Games)
If the Zimmerman and Chaplin’s manifesto will prove to be true (and just
the gamification can be a positive answer) we will see a return of play
revised in a modern way, but substantially similar to what was in the first
centuries of our societies.
10ZIMMERMAN and CHAPLIN, Manifesto: The 21th Century Will Be Defined By Games.
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The problem of terminology is one of those problems which divides the
interactive art from the games, it is basically caused by how the meaning
of the word “play” is strongly bound to our history, the interactive art is
something relatively new and without all this semantic nuances. Indeed
there are more connections than differences: as already stated exists the “art
games”, and during all the twentieth century many artistic currents have
invented new games, but can the video game in itself be an autonomous
art form? Before answering this question is better to proceed comparing
the games with the media that most influenced it, and explore deeply the
relations that occur between them and the art.
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Chapter 2
Video games, remix and
convergence
Our century is changing incredibly fast, we are witnessing to a deep renewal
of the traditional media and the rise of the video game as a new medium,
the potentialities of video games are huge, but being new, many of them are
still unexplored. We are in the early age of games as stated my Zimmerman,
and like the early years of the twentieth century, which was the century
of the moving images, this is a period of experimentation. As the history
repeat itself, when photography and the cinema were born, people didn’t
know exactly how to use those media fully, so they went to a process of trial
and error mainly looking at the pre-existent media. In the digital era this
process became more frequent making already stabilised media influencing
each other leading to a convergence. Remediation and remixability are the
occurrences by which the convergence is realized.
Video games are one of the results of the convergence, at the same time,
being in their early stage of life, they shift towards specific media in the effort
to replicate them, instead of making a full use of their distinctive quality:
interactivity. The reasons for this can be find in the difficulty to mastering
such a complicated medium and in the economical system that regulates the
gaming market. As in the cinema, the great production companies (it must
be reminded that the game industry produce around the same amount of
money of Hollywood) cannot afford to experimenting with big budgets, in
fact the so called AAA titles are usually sequel, and the marketing is one
of the most important phase in the creation of these games. The increasing
budgets are bringing a stagnation and a castration of the creatives who
work in the industry, in this sense the first cinema directors were more
lucky not having, at least in the early age of cinema, an economic system so
constraining. Parallel to the big productions, in the last two years, always
more developers, some out of necessity, others by choice have decided to go
indie. Without the restraints imposed by the publishers the indie developers
are now pushing in all directions the medium, though there are two main
kinds of experimentation: the narrative and the non narrative one. While the
non narrative path is mainly explored by artists and art games, the narrative
one is nearest to cinema and literature.
The first attempts to tell a story with a video game are the text adven-
tures, interactive stories that rely only on text. Further the development of
computer graphic caused games to became more and more a visual medium
than a literary one. Since hearing and sight became the most engaged senses
in modern video games, game developers started to look at the techniques
and narrative style of the medium that most engaged those senses: cinema.
2.1 Video games and cinema
One of the most evident cinema’s influence on games is represented by
cutscenes. Cutscenes are non interactive sequences, similar to short movie
footage, starring game’s characters, usually used to advance the plot.
The first video game to feature cutscenes is credited to be Pac-Man (1980),
though Space Invaders Part II published in the same year features a similar
technique. In these games between levels there are short animated sequences
that create a sort of narration.
There are three main kind of cutscenes: live-action, animated and interact-
ive. To reach a more realistic flavour, not having advanced CGI (computer-
generated imagery), many games of the early-mid nineties had real actors
and real sets in their cutscenes. Usually the standard weren’t as high as
the cinema ones, but games like Enter the matrix (2003) have their cutscenes
directed by the Wachowski brothers themselves with the same cast of the
films, and Wing Commander IV (1996) have in his cast famous actors like
Malcolm McDowell and Mark Hamill. An interesting case is Nirvana X-ROM
(1996) a game conceived to be a complement to the film Nirvana by Gabriele
Salvatores realized with material from the film (about 50 clips). Another
game that deserves an honorable mention is Gabriel Knight 2: The Beast Within
(1993) by Sierra On-Line, which is entirely realized in full motion video
(FMV) a video game narration technique that relies upon pre-recorded video
files (rather than sprites, vectors, or 3D models) to display action in the game.
Being the FMV expensive and with the rise of better and more affordable
CGI, the cutscenes started to be realized with pre-rendered computer graph-
ics, or rendered on the fly by the game engine. The first way was taken by
SquareSoft in the praised series Final Fantasy, starting with Final Fantasy VII
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(1997) and in the games by Blizzard Entertainment such as Diablo II (2000)
and Warcratft 3 (2002), but the pre-rendered scenes, having a much better
graphics than the game itself, often broke up the immersion, for this reason
other games feature cutscenes rendered by the game engine, which weren’t
particularly cinematographic, but more immersive, some of this games are
The Legend of Zelda (1986), Chrono Trigger (1995) and Dungeon Siege (2002).
The separation between pre-rendered and non pre-rendered cutscenes lasted
until the game engines became capable to render scenes with techniques like
bump-mapping and per-pixel lightning, which before were exclusively pos-
sible with pre-rendered animations. The first engine to have these features
was the id Tech 4, used the first time to develop Doom 3 (2004).
In the continuous effort to give more interactivity and immersion, the
third kind of cutscenes gives the player a less passive role: the computer
take control of the player character while it is required to the player to press
specific buttons at the right time in order to continue or succeed at the ac-
tion. This technique was born with the first attempts to realize interactive
films and it spreads together with the laserdiscs, the first optic support
with enough space to store videos. During the eighties games like Dragon’s
Lair(1983) and Road Blaster (1985) were just made of interactive footage, and
they featured a completely cartoon graphics, such as traditional animation
films. Though these games gave the player only the illusion of control, other
than responding to the prompt requested, there were no other commands
the player could enter; effectively, these games were considered the equival-
ent of watching a movie and responding every few minutes to allow it to
continue, moreover performing the prompted action improperly or not at all
resulted in the character’s failure at her task and often in an immediate game
over, causing a frustrating experience, so these games tended to disappear
concurrently with the failure of laserdiscs. Later on this technique was used
in video games partially, and it took the name of quick time events (QTE),
name coined by Yu Suzuki director of Shenmue (1999), one of the first games
to feature them and where they were not used just to connect the parts of
the game, but they were integrated in the gameplay, for performing some
actions in the game or in some combats.
The animated sequences in games were also criticized, the traditional
ones because they abruptly interrupt the action, and the QTE because they
force the player to repeat such sections until they get it right, so a recent trend
is to avoid cutscenes completely. This technique was popularized by Valve’s
1998 video game Half-Life where the player retains control of the character
at all times, including during non-interactive scripted sequences.
Cutscenes are a paradigm on how video games and cinema converge,
on one hand we have an intrusion of the cinema in the game with sample
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between the in game graphics and the pre-rendered cutscenes in
Final Fantasy VII.
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Figure 2.2: Dragon’s Lair can feature a beautiful cartoon graphic to the detriment of a deep
interactivity.
animations, video game remediates cinema just adding it. On the other hand,
with the growth of the medium it has been searched to deeply remix this two
media and the interactive cutscenes are an example, continuing on this path
there is the interactive film, a total fusion between games and films. However
there are good and bad examples, for instance games such as Dragon’s Lair
don’t involve deeply the player. Throughout the years there were been
several attempts to reach a more profitable union. The best example in this
direction are those product by Quantic Dream, led by David Cage, his games
Fahrenheit and Heavy Rain try to create a «narrative space»1 where the player
can choose different paths that lead to different consequences on the plot.
These games are basically a mixture between a graphic adventure and an
interactive movie having explicitly the same cinema’s visual style, imitating
the photography and the depth of field of the classic films, moreover the
interaction is not based just on failure or success. In both games the player
control the character which can be freely moved, he may miss certain QTEs,
or may be given a choice of multiple QTEs he could perform; depending
on the chosen QTE the story could change, with the possibility of character
death at some later point. In Heavy Rain, for example, the player controls the
fates of the game’s four playable characters, leading to numerous different
endings if the characters remained alive and if they had discovered critical
1See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vobKSRdryw
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information. The latest game by David Cage Beyond: two souls (2013) is on
the same line of the previous ones, but it feature also professional actors
like Willem Dafoe and Ellen Page and it has been realized with cutting edge
technologies for face animation and motion captures. Beyond: two souls is
the second game to be screened at the Tribeca film festival, the first was
L.A. Noire (2011), a game inspired by hard boiled and noir films (it feature
also an option to be played in black and white). The game feature another
advanced facial animation technique called MotionScan used to capture the
facial expressions of the actors from every angle. This technology was not
used just for aesthetic purpose, but in the game’s interrogation mechanic
too, as players must use the suspects’ reactions to question and subsequently
judge whether or not they are lying.
Martin Picard identify the convergence of video games and films in
graphic adventures such as The Secret of Monkey Island (1992), Sam and Max
Hit the Road (1993), Full Throttle (1996), Grim Fandango (1998). All games
produced by Lucasarts, the game division of the studios set up by director
George Lucas. Picard defines them «some of the most narrative and cine-
matographic video games ever seen»2. The involvement of cinema directors
in the game industry isn’t new, another example is The Dig (1995), another
game by Lucasarts, whose screenplay was written by Steven Spielberg. The
director has always admitted being a video game enthusiast and in 1995
with Jeffrey Katzenberg and David Geffen he founded DreamWorks Inter-
active (now DICE Los Angeles), a division of DreamWorks SDK Studios
dedicated in producing video games. In 1999 DreamWorks Interactive de-
veloped the first game of the Medal of Honor series, featuring a story written
by Spielberg himself.
From the cinema perspective video games are having a strong influence,
Henry Jenkins states:
Games increasingly influence contemporary cinema, helping to define
the frenetic pace and model the multi-directional plotting of Run Lola
Run, providing the role-playing metaphor for Being John Malkovich and
encouraging a fascination with the slippery line between reality and
digital illusion in The Matrix. At high schools and colleges across the
country, students discuss games with the same passions with which
earlier generations debated the merits of the New American Cinema.
Media studies programs report a growing number of their students
want to be game designers rather than filmmakers. (JENKINS, Art Form
for the Digital Age)
2PICARD, ‘Video Games and Their Relationship with Other Media’, p.1.
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Other than films influenced by video games there are also a lot of movies
based on video games, in the eighties many productions have video games
deep involved in the plot such as Tron (Lisberger, 1982), the cult film where
the protagonist is being trapped in the world of video games or The Last
Starfighter (Castle, 1984), where the protagonist is involved as a pilot in an
interstellar war because he completed a video game. After the crash of
the video games industry in the mid eighties, Hollywood regains interest
in the nineties thanks to the success of fighting games like Street Fighter II
(1991), Mortal Kombat (1992), Virtua Fighter (1993) and many others. Movie
studios then decided to adapt some of them, these games were well-suited
for Hollywood movies’ audiences due to their kinetic combat and stylish
graphic violence. In 1994, following Double Dragon (Yukich) based on the
1987’s arcade game of the same name, an adaptation of Street Fighter (de
Souza) was released, but without much success.
The first relative success came with Mortal Kombat (Anderson, 1995) and
an even bigger commercial success was the first adaptation of a video game
with a female icon: the heroine Lara Croft. With an $80 million budget,
Tomb Raider (West, 2001) grossed $131 million in United States, making it
the biggest commercial success for a video game adaptation. Meanwhile
in Japan the software house SquareSoft, which developed the Final Fantasy
series worked on an adaptation of its own video game series. Square Pictures
(their movie division) in association with Columbia Pictures wanted to make
the first entirely photorealistic digital animation movie. Although the film
was noted for its technical achievement thanks to the enormous budget, Final
Fantasy: The Spirits Within (Sakaguchi, 2001) was a major commercial failure.
Hollywood have tried also film adaptations from survival horror games
like Resident Evil (Anderson, 2002) and Silent Hill (Gans, 2006) with moderate
success. Other films to mention are the unsuccessful Doom (Bartkoviak, 2006)
based on one of the most famous and influential video games in the history
of the medium for featuring 3d graphics and a first person view, and Max
Paine (Moore, 2008), a successful game influenced by neo-noir and Hong
Kong action cinema, particularly by John Woo’s films. It featured graphic
novel panels instead of cutscenes and it was the first game to involve in the
gameplay bullet time based combat, an effect that was popularized by The
Matrix. Though the game being much cinematographic, the film had many
negative reviews although it has been quite successful at the box office.
Another practice become usual is to make video games out of blockbuster
movies. However the adaptations to games from movies are usually a failure,
being marketing operations. An exception is the game based on the famous
movie Indiana Jones and The Last Crusade (Spielberg, 1989) released in the
same year and developed by Lucasarts.
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In some cases games have such a good narration, but strongly divided
from the gameplay, that users edit the cutscenes to make films. This kind of
machinima are becoming frequent and one of the most notable is the one from
the game The Last of Us (2013). Though being a youtube phenomenon, these
kind of operations show how the games can be cinematographic, and how,
sometimes, games struggle to join gameplay with the proceeding of the story.
One of the main reason for the similar narration style in both video games
and cinema is to found in the tools used. Besides the animation techniques,
game engines are based on virtual sets identical to the cinema ones, but
without the bounds of reality.
A developer has at his disposal different kinds of lights and cameras,
with any lens that can be moved freely in the virtual space, potentially using
the same photography style of the classic cinema.
Being the metaphor of cinema so strong in the production of games it’s
not a surprise if they have a similar type of narration. Insomuch as LucasFilm
announced in 2013 to be planning to use video game engines to render movie
scenes in real-time, potentially eliminating the post-production process in
film-making over the next decade. However Jenkins note that «Some of the
best games – Tetris comes to mind – have nothing to do with storytelling.
For all we know, the future art of games may look more like architecture
or dance than cinema.»3
The similarities between both media are also in their industries, in the last
years the rise of the indie developers’ community have created a system sim-
ilar to the cinema’s one. There is a mainstream industry well established and
surrounded by other forms of practice, in cinema these are music video, art
movies, experimental film and video, television, and documentary, in video
games there are indies, casual games, social games, art games and so on.
The difference between cinema and video game industries resides in
the crossover of ideas, techniques, and personnel from one area to another
that characterize the movies’ system. Appropriation and assimilation is
something that mainstream cinema is forced to do to stay ahead and survive,
and as a result, it stops it from becoming complacent, even though it occupies
such a dominant position.
The mainstream games industry is instead dominated by franchise titles,
spin-offs, and genre titles to an even greater extent than mainstream cinema,
and this reduces the need to be innovative. There is also no pressure from
outside forcing change, because the most part of the gamers perceive indie
as strange variations and sometimes as not being games at all for their
experimental direction.
3JENKINS, Art Form for the Digital Age.
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Because of the games’ relying on cinematic conventions game theory
overlap certain areas of film theory such as suture, first person narrative,
spatial orientation, point of view, sound and image relation, editing and
semiotics. Though, there are some core differences too, first of all the context
of fruition is different, movies are targeted to be seen at cinema. The absence
of lights and the big screen are used to remove the context. Removing the
signs of reality is needed for a better identification.
Video games don’t have a standard place or device for their fruition. Mo-
bile games allow a lot of context around the small screen of the smartphone or
hand-held console, the television screens have many dimension, and usually
the lights are kept on, on the opposite, device like the Oculus Rift, a to be re-
leased virtual reality head-mounted display, completely remove the context.
How the context is present during the fruition of a medium directly
involves the sense of identification and of reality. The spectator is basically
passive, and her identification is possible thanks to the removal of the context,
the point of view and other techniques of suture, and the empathy that she
develops for the movie’s characters.
The player instead, though in a less measure, feels empathy too, identifies
herself in the game thanks to interactivity and immersion, her role is active
and she experiences the story through her actions in the game. It follows
that also the sense of reality is different, during a movie:
reality assumes presence, which has a privileged position along two
parameters, space and time; only the here and now are completely real.
By its very existence, the narrative suppresses the now (accounts of
current life) or the here (live television coverage), and most frequently
the two together (newsreels, historical accounts, etc.). (METZ, Film
language. A semiotics of the cinema)
A game instead can’t give presence to reality as the graphics are still not
photorealistic (some games are deliberately realized with different graphic
styles than the reality) and the interactivity always take back to the here and
now, but thanks to this it can give an impression of reality, and when played
with virtual reality devices, in a certain degree, the perception of reality too.
Impression and perception are reached thanks to interactivity that allows
to perform through the controller actions that can be performed in real life.
The cinema is a transparent medium, video games are both transparent and
opaque, because, though the graphics and the interaction try to reach the real,
the interfaces always take back the player to the reality of the medium (see
also 4.1). Games in such balance between immediacy and hypermediacy are
capable to create parallel worlds, in a manner that is close to that of novels.
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2.2 Video games and literature
If on first sight video games and literature would seem disconnected, a
deep look would reveal how theory of literature, combinatorial literary
experiments, and hypertexts are all strongly bound. In turn hypertexts and
video games are connected, starting to the first text adventures up to late
narrative games, especially the ones which offer choices. At the core of these
games there is always a text, the game and the player together realize this
text. The strains of the theory, especially those of the structuralists, aimed at
demonstrate how the text is independent from the context and the author.
Barthes in his effort to find a general structure that could describes all the
texts has theorized that texts were composed by autonomous parts that he
called lexias and that is the reader to build up the lexias to create the text. He
exemplifies what he means in S/Z, in which he takes a short story by Honoré
de Balzac (Sarrasine) and analyzes each individual sentence. When analyzed
closely, every sentence in a story has multiple meanings, all of which are
functioning simultaneously in the reading process. As Barthes puts it:
in this ideal text, the networks are many and interact, without any one
of them being able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers,
not a structure of signifieds; it has no beginning; it is reversible; we gain
access to it by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively
declared to be the main one. (BARTHES, S/Z)
Barthes’s goal is to illustrate how the meaning of a text as it is traditionally
understood, is indeed a retroactive construction. Instead of seeing the nar-
ration as a structure (as Russian formalists did, dividing a story in initial
situation, first twist, adventures, second twist, conclusion), Barthes defines it
more similar to a constellation or a «“nebulae” of signifieds».
Stanley Fish, in his essay Is There a Text in This Class? claims that texts
doesn’t exist at all, according to Barthes the text still exist however it is not
stable, for Fish it is just the reader who write the text during the reading. He
present the interpretations of Kathleen Raine and E. D. Hirsch of the Blake’s
poem The Tyger which are based on the same word “forests”, but they are op-
posite. According to Raine the poem is about how nature can be aggressive,
the tiger represents a predaciuos selfhood and the word “forests” refers to
the natural fallen world. Hirsch instead believes that Blake’s intention was to
«celebrates the holiness of tigerness» and he found in the word “forests”, sug-
gesting tall straight forms, a metaphor for the orderliness of the tiger’s stripes
and his ferocity. However after having destroyed the text Fish avoid the risk
of solipsism defining the interpretative communities. Not all the meanings a
text can have are actually accepted, but just some of them; who adopts one
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specific interpretation find himself in an interpretative community, when
there are two contrasting opinions the one which will prevail will enter in
a body of rules commonly accepted by the interpretative communities, the
other will not be considered. The rules that regulate this process of accept-
ance and exclusion are in turn based on the society’s rules, with the flow of
social customs the cloud of allowed interpretations changes too.
The theories of Barthes and Fish outline reading as the most important
process for the text to be realized. In this perspective games and novels are
identical, unlike cinema where the story can go on without the spectator,
games and literature cannot realize themselves without a user. But the theory
seems to go even beyond we can actually achieve. When the two quoted
theorists wrote they refer to traditional texts and the underground processes
that happens reading a book, but these processes emerged in a more explicit
way in hypertexts and therefore games, though they aren’t so deep. What
Barthes and Fish seem to talk about is a text that has multiple entrances
and exits, and not a correct path but many, this characteristics could be
those of a narrative space. Something that many developers (David Cage
is one of these) have tried, more or less consciously, to reach, but to this
day not still fully realized.
The first attempts to create a narrative space though are not from de-
velopers but from writers, in 1929 Sergej Michajlovicˇ Ejzenštejn in the preface
of his essay Beyond the shot (also known as The Cinematographic Principle and
the Ideogram) complains about the impossibility to publish all his essays in
such a way to make them simultaneously perceptible.
In the seventies Calvino coined the word «iperromanzo» (hypernovel)
defining it a place «d’infiniti universi contemporanei in cui tutte le possib-
ilità vengono realizzate in tutte le combinazioni possibili»4, where all his
parts «sviluppano nei modi più diversi un nucleo comune, e che agiscono
su una cornice che li determina e ne è determinata».5 As defined by the
writer an hypernovel is a device to multiply narrations, something close
to a narrative space.
Calvino is the author of books such as Le città invisibili (Invisible cities,
1972) consisting of brief prose poems describing 55 cities and short dialogues
between Marco Polo, who narrates about the cities and Kublai Khan inter-
spersed every five to ten cities. The cities are divided into eleven thematic
groups of five each and this allows to approach the book in different reading
4Of infinite contemporary universes where all the possibilities are realized in all the
possible combinations (CALVINO, Lezioni Americane - Sei proposte per il prossimo millennio,
p.130).
5Develop in the most different ways a common core, and which act in a frame that
determine them and which is determined by them (ibid., p. 131).
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order, allowing to found different meanings in the enigmatic cities’ descrip-
tions. Another example by Calvino of narrative space is Il castello dei destini
incrociati (The Castle of Crossed Destinies, 1973) a book of short stories build
using two tarots deck, one for each part of the book. Each card is a part of
a story and the same card in a different sequence has different meaning, all
the cards on the table represent a network of possible, though not infinite,
stories connected and at the same time independent.
In his effort to write the hypernovel Calvino published also Se una notte
d’inverno un viaggiatore (If on a winter’s night a traveler, 1979) where the protag-
onist is the reader. The aim of the writer was to give the reader the greatest
possible freedom, but instead he seems to bound him to his composition, in a
manner similar to how the player move a game’s character (on the problem
about freedom and narration see 5.2).
A precursor of the hypernovel cited also by Calvino in Lezioni americane –
Sei proposte per il prossimo millennio (Six Memos for the Next Millennium, 1988)
is Jorge Luis Borges. He doesn’t written an hypernovel himself, but most of
his short stories are about possibilities and combinations, insomuch as he can
be defined as a theorist of the hypertext. The stories of Borges feature often
imaginary books that are infinite (El libro de arena, The book of Sand, 1975) or
have combinatorial plot (Examen de la obra de Herbert Quain, An Examination
of the Work of Herbert Quain, 1941; El jardín de senderos que se bifurcan, The
Garden of Forking Paths, 1941). Other stories instead describe fictional worlds
like La biblioteca de Babel (The Library of Babel, 1941) and La lotería en Babilonia
(The Lottery in Babylon, 1941). The first short story is set in an library which
contains all the possible books that could be wright with the letters of the
alphabet (22), the space, and punctuation marks. La lotería en Babilonia, set in
Babilonia, tells the story of a lottery that becoming more and more complex
assumes a role similar to destiny in the life of the Babylonians.
Borges plays with the possibilities that can be generated by a finite space,
or characters, and illustrates how many can be these combinations.
Another important author regarding the literary hypertext is Cortàzar
and his Rayuela (Hopscotch, 1963), where each chapter is autonomous so
the reader can choose his own path, although the author recommends two
of all those possibles.
The members of the Oulipo (Ouvroir de littérature potentielle) have
also given important contributes, especially George Perec and Raymond
Queneau. The former wrote La Vie mode d’emploi (Life A User’s Manual,
1978) set in a block of apartments in which different things happen. The
chapters are strongly connected with references to one another, in a structure
regulated by strict internal rules, like puzzles, and the reader has the role
to recompose the plot.
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Raymond Queneau tried to use the combinatorial possibilities with poems
in his Cent mille milliards de poèmes (A Hundred Thousand Billion Poems, 1961),
a set of ten sonnets printed on card with each line on a separated strip, like
a heads-bodies-and-legs book. As all ten sonnets have not just the same
rhyme scheme but the same rhyme sounds, any lines from a sonnet can be
combined with any from the nine others, so there are 1014 (= 100 000 000
000 000) different poems.
In the eighties were born the first literary hypertexts. With the spread-
ing of personal computer and text editors, some writers started to wright
hypertextual novels. The first one was Afternoon, a story by Michael Joyce,
presented in 1987 and published in 1991 written with Apple HyperCard. The
novel talk about Peter a recently divorced man who witnessed a car crash
that may or may not have involved his ex-wife and their son.
Another example of hypertextual novel is Shelley Jackson’s Patchwork
Girl (1995). The work is divided in five section, and tells the story of the
life of a female Frankenstein made by Mary Shelley. The woman and her
creation become lovers; the creature then travels to America, where she
pursues a variety of adventures before disintegrating after a 175 year. The
story is told through illustrations of parts of a female body that are stitched
together through text and images.
In those years didn’t exist a standard form of hypertext and different text
editors feature different functions. Though all of them provided many types
of links, allowing to produce quite complex hypertexts. With the birth of the
world wide web this kind of software started to disappear. Despite the web
Figure 2.3: A photo of Cent mille milliards de poèmes.
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was by far more limited had the advantages to be easily accessible without
specific programs, replacing the other kinds of hypertext.
Alongside high literature experiments in seventies and eighties there was
the spread of gamebooks and interactive fiction. A gamebook is a work of
fiction that allows the reader to participate in the story by making effective
choices. After each page or chapter the reader is asked to choose how the
story have to continue. Each option refers to a numbered page or paragraph,
granting multiple paths and endings.
Four main types of gamebooks can be recognized: mainstream, this
definition gather all the gamebooks which not have a clear playful aim, and
are more focused on the story such as Pretty Little Mistakes:A Do-Over Novel
(2007) a gamebook for adults by Heather McElhatton; erotica, gamebooks
with erotic or porn content; role-playing solitary adventures, this type of
book was intended to allow a single person to use the rules of a role-playing
game to experience an adventure without need of a referee, though the rule
book of the role-play was needed; and adventure gamebooks, that include
elements from mainstream gamebooks and role-playing solitaire adventures.
The adventure gamebooks involve a branching path format in order
to move between sections of text, but the reader creates a character as in
a role-playing game, and resolves actions using a game-system. Unlike
role-playing solitaire adventures, adventure gamebooks include all the rules
needed for play in each book.
Role-playing games are a joining link between gamebooks and video
games, indeed one of the first kind of video games, the text adventures,
was inspired by them. Colossal Cave Adventure (also known as ADVENT
and Colossal Cave, 1975) by Will Crowther, and significantly expanded in
1976 by Don Woods, contained many Dungeon&Dragons (one of the most
famous role-playing game in the world) features and references, including
a computer controlled dungeon master.
A text adventure, or interactive fiction is a software simulating envir-
onments in which players use text commands to control characters and
influence the environment. Originally the environments were described
in simple text, and despite their lack of graphics, text adventures included
physical dimension where players move between rooms. Input was usually
provided by the player in the form of simple sentences such as ”get key“ or
”go east“, which were interpreted by a text parser.
Going on, interactive fiction evolved including also graphics and even-
tually becoming graphic adventures. Though text adventures still exist in
their original form and in hypertextual forms too. Tools such as Twine (a
visual editor for interactive fiction) permit to everyone to write hypertextual
adventures without knowing how to code, and it provides advanced features
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Figure 2.4: The rooms’ map of one of the version of Colossal Cave.
for those who know javascript. These possibilities were immediately grab by
artists which produced many art games using plain html or more advanced
techniques such as the Twine’s provided ones (for more on this topic see 3).
Another early evolution of text adventures are MUDs (Multi-User Dun-
geon). According to Wikipedia:
a MUD [. . . ] is a multiplayer real-time virtual world, usually text-based.
MUDs combine elements of role-playing games, hack and slash, player
versus player, interactive fiction, and online chat. Players can read or
view descriptions of rooms, objects, other players, non-player characters,
and actions performed in the virtual world. Players typically interact
with each other and the world by typing commands that resemble a
natural language. (Wikipedia, MUD)
Although interactive fiction is single player and MUDs are multiplayer, both
represents examples of collaborative writing. If overall text adventures are a
little poor on this side (the kind writing involved don’t requires particular
skills, regardless the complexity of the sentences), along with the diffusion
of the web were born collaborative gamebooks (called also addventures).
Addventures allow the reader to add options to each page of the gamebook
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extending it. Therefore they require logical and artistic skills to wright
options that would catch the reader’s attention and would provide a coherent
continuation. MUDs represent too a form of collaborative fiction, though
more aimed towards play. Firstly players together write a story, despite the
game’s rules. Secondly the descriptions of the actions performed by the
player’s character are judged also on their quality and precision, requiring
at least a basic proficiency in creative writing.
Both books and interactive fiction request the collaboration of the reader
for being complete. This collaboration is mandatory both in linear and
hypertextual texts, though it’s more evident in the hypertextual ones. The
need of a user means to produce impression of reality since these media
can’t give an objective representation of it. Unlike cinema and photography,
which show the real objectively and without user’s intervention, literature
and games, giving an incomplete representation of the real, ask the user to
complete it and therefore to build a fictional world for the story.
Also Jim Andrews in his essay Videogames as Literary Device compare
literature and games writing:
Even the process of reading a poem or book or viewing a picture or
listening to a piece of music etc. can be thought of as a process whereby
events are generated by some mechanism and the events are interpreted
and meaningful within the world of the piece of art. When you read
a poem, you make something different of/from/with it than the next
person, just as two playings of a game may differ. At every turn in the
reading, you will have probably responded differently from the next
person reading the same words. The events are reading/interpreting
the words or sentences etc. of the work of art. (CLARKE and MITCHELL,
Videogames and Art, p. 54–55)
He continues presenting games such as The intruder and Viewing Axolotls that
«are subordinated, in every sense, to the literary dimension».
The intruder (1999) by Natalie Bookchin is based on the same name short
story by Borges. For advancing in the story, narrated by a female voice, the
player have to win different mini-games, each of them being inspired by
some classical video game (Pong, Space Invaders), and so on). The gameplay
is subordinated to the story and indeed it doesn’t help the narration, but
is used instead as trigger for the audio.
Viewing Axolotls (20046) by Regina Célia Pinto, is a flash game with an
hypertextual structure that feature completely the Cortàzar’s short story
Axolotls. The game combines links, images, sound and in some part re-
quires interaction, the text is divided in different screens and certain link
6Playble at arteonline.arq.br/viewing_axolotls
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open up other browser windows. The gameplay is aimed to improving
the sensations that the reader should prove reading the story, namely the
identification with an axolotl.
Alongside Bookchin and Pinto’s games, that can be considered art games,
there are several commercial games inspired by novels and short stories.
The genre most influenced by literature is that of text and graphical ad-
ventures. In 1984 was published The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
based on the comedic science fiction series of the same name, and designed
by series creator Douglas Adams and Steve Meretzky. Another series of
books that had luck in video game industry is Discworld by Terry Pratch-
ett. There are five Discworld games: a text adventure called The Colour
of Magic (1986) which strictly adheres to the events of the first Discworld
novel; Discworld (1995), also known as Discworld: The Trouble With Dragons
a point-and-click adventure roughly based on the novel Guards! Guards!;
a direct sequel titled Discworld II: Missing Presumed...!? (1996); Discworld
Noir (1999), a stand alone story starring an original character in which was
involved directly Terry Pratchett.
Two notable games,respectively inspired by Kafka’s Die Verwandlung (The
metamorphosis) and by Poe’s short stories are Bad Mojo (1996) and The dark eye
(1995). Both games are graphic adventures, the first feature multiple endings
and is loosely based on the famous work of Kafka, the second featuring stop
motion clay animations translates three Poe’s stories The Cask of Amontillado,
The Tell-Tale Heart, and Berenice from the perspectives of both murderer and
victim. The Dark eye features also direct readings of Poe’s stories, and the
voiceof William S. Borroughs as actors and narrator.
Maybe the most successful games connected to literature are the two
role-playing games The Witcher (2007) and The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings
(2011), though not directly based on any books, the games continue the book
series’ story of the same name by the Polish author Andrzej Sapkowski.
Especially the second game features a complex system of choice that has
a deep influence on the story, and this system is optimally blended in the
game play. The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings represents one of the rare case
when the narration is not only good, but integrated pretty good in the game
to give a really sense of immersion and empathy.
Lately, many games had their worlds expanded by books. Successful
series such as Halo, Mass Effect, Gears of War have gave birth also to book
series that develop side stories or enrich the original one.
This expansion process, similar to the movies one, was called by Jen-
kins transmedia storytelling. Telling a story through different media was
advanced by the Star Wars franchise, in which the tie-in products played a
central role. During the eighties were produced toys, books and video games
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that expanded the Star Wars universe. Subsequently other franchises have
adopted similar strategies both in cinema and game industry.
The link between games and literature goes beyond deep remixability
and remediation, the two media share the same modalities of fruition for
which the user is necessary for the actual realization of the work. In this
sense both media converge through the same sense of engaging. When a
wreader, term coined by Andrews, reads a book or plays a game she actively
collaborates in building its story and set, she build his own engagement in
the medium, and this have direct and positive consequences on the empathy
and immersion. The spectator of a movie projects himself in it, the reader
wrights the book and the gamer realizes the game.
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Chapter 3
Video games and art
Video games seem to be an incredibly versatile medium, though the popular
perception sees them still as toys. One reason could be find in the fact that
actually the main use of video games is popular entertainment, although new
ways to use the games and to intend them are springing up (see also 4.3).
Artists have always been very perceptive for what concern media and
technology innovation, taking possession of them. With their experiment-
ations and innovations they usually produce what the industries will later
adopt in the mass market, and sometimes they even start changes in the
social aspects of society. The video game is not out of the appropriation pro-
cess of art, instead artists are exploring the medium to its limits in a research
similar to that of the indie developers. However, despite the similarities,
there is a deep separation of the two worlds.
In the game scene many developers and theorists are trying to make
recognize video games as a form of art, simultaneously the appropriation
of the medium by artists generated the game art. So, actually there is a
fracture, since the games produced within the fine art system are recognized
as artworks, the games produced by the insiders usually aren’t.
The main difference between the two it’s that the art games come out
from a process of appropriation unlike the other games. This process of
appropriation seems to ennoble games. Nevertheless day by day indie
developers started to follow a path of experimentation to setting free the
games’ artistic value from the fine art system’s hegemony and exclusivity.
The relations between art and games are indeed pretty complex: there
is always a certain amount of play in art, and interactivity make unclean
the separation from interactive artworks to games. Furthermore the concept
of art itself can assume different degrees of inclusion. For this reason is
important to analyze how the concepts of art and fine arts have changed
in the history of art.
3.1 On the concept of art
The word art disclose many concepts such as study, creativity’s product
and the experience a public has in enjoying it. The arts are a collection of
disciplines which produce works full of personal perspective. These work are
usually bearers of a message, state of mind or symbolism which the spectator
have to understand. The art is something that encourage individual thought,
emotions, or ideas through senses.
During the Roman empire the word ars had several meanings: craftsman-
ship, technique, cheat, science, magic, cunning, profession, theory
In Middle Age philosophers like John Chrysostom and Thomas of Aquin,
representatives of the religious culture of that time, associated art to crafts.
The latter in the Summa theologiae even affirm that only the crafts that produce
objects which can be used either for good and evil can be called arts.
The term though had always a complex meaning and this is proved by
the medieval division of the arts in artes liberales and artes mechanicae. The
artes liberales were taught in universities and subdivided in trivium (gram-
mar, rhetoric and logic) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music and
astronomy). The artes mechanicae consisting in vestiaria, agricultura, archi-
tectura, militia e venatoria, mercatura, coquinaria e metallaria were practiced
and developed in the guilds.
The division between art and craft will became more and more strong
as the word art will be connected to the meaning of creative art and beauty.
It’s in the eighteenth century that the problem emerge. In 1735 Baumgarten
coin the term aesthetic utilizing it in his thesis and in 1750 he publish an essay
entitled Æsthetica. Three years before in his Les beaux arts réduits à un même
principe (The fine arts reduced in one same principle) Charles Batteux puts
the basis of a fine arts taxonomy that is still used. Batteux identified five
proper arts: painting, sculpture, poetry, music and dance to which added
eloquence and architecture, all disciplines that had in common the imitation
of the reality in order to create beautiful objects.
The eighteenth century sees also the rising of the concept of sublime op-
posed to the concept of beautiful. From an objective approach that searched
the beauty in the intrinsic characteristics of the objects, the focus passed
on a search about the subjective effects of the work of art on the human
soul. Edmund Burke was the one who first proposed an analysis of the
effects of art on the viewer.
In his essay A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the
Sublime and Beautiful (1756) he define the two concept based on their effects
on the soul. Beauty is what can give aesthetic pleasure. Sublime is what
can arouse pain and danger, and whatever is terrifying, defined by Burke as
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a “negative pain”. The pleasure of the sublime hail from knowing that the
perception is a fiction and from the distance between the subject from the
object. Unlike the pleasure that gives the beauty, that is static and more based
on the form. According to Burke the sublime is the most strong emotion
that human soul can feel.
Immanuel Kant in Kritik der Urteilskraft (Critique of Judgment, 1970) op-
posed too the beauty aesthetic against the sublime one. He further divide
the sublime in dynamic and mathematical, respectively expressions of the
might, and of the stillness of the nature (this view will strongly influence
the Romanticism). On the other hand he places the basis of the formalism,
affirming that are the object’s properties to make him a work of art.
In the twentieth century the attempts to include photography and indus-
trial design in the fine arts system caused a crisis and a big debate on what is
art. The debate sees two main fronts: the formalists and the structuralists.
Clive Bell was one of the main exponent of the formalists. He distin-
guished the real form and the “significant form”, bringing to the extreme
consequences the formalist aspects of the Kant’s thesis. In his book Art pub-
lished in 1914, he recognized the “significant form” as the only one which
bring art. According to Bell what a painting represents is completely irrelev-
ant to evaluating it aesthetically. Consequently, he believed that knowledge
of the historical context of a painting, or the intention of the painter were
unnecessary for the appreciation of visual art.
The significant form allows the user to feel an “aesthetic emotion”, and
that’s it where the art is. He also suggested that the reason we experience
aesthetic emotion in response to the significant form is that we perceive that
form as an expression of an experience the artist had. The artist’s experience
in turn, he suggested, is the experience of seeing ordinary objects in the
world as pure form: the experience one has when she sees something not
as a means to something else, but as an end in itself.
Structuralists instead claim that the true art is just expression of an onto-
logical nature of the object. Between 1930 and 1940 the European art critics
will soon adopt the term “structure” to define what underlie all the things
that humans do, think, perceive, and feel. Understanding the mental process
that the observer applies on the work of art became essential to understand
the art and object themselves. Knowledge is built through socialization and
thought, so it is possible to experience only just through them.
The crisis of the twentieth century will resolve in a philosophical uncer-
tainty about art. The opening words of the posthumous Adorno’s work
Ästhetische Theorie (Aesthetic Theory,1970) are emblematic: «It is self-evident
that nothing concerning art is self-evident anymore, not its inner life, not its
relation to the world, not even its right to exist».
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Heidegger in his essay Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes (The Origin of the
Work of Art, 1938) highlights the importance of the materiality. The work of
art occupy concrete spaces, but unlike common objects it creates a constant
distance from its full comprehension, typical of that of enigmas, and so it
requires continuous reflection. Simultaneously, though, when art is true and
authentic, it “opens” the world. It isn’t a representation of an external model,
neither copy of the real, least of all documentation. The art establish itself
comprehension’s categories, conceptual principles, definitions that guide
the existence. For this reason the art is before the truth, because, founding
a certain kind of language, it is origin of the truth.
In the same years there are many attempts to define a fine arts system.
Architecture was the first one to be added with full rights in the taxonomy
of Batteux, later on the cinema will be added by Ricciotto Canudo, then
photography by Victor Keppler, and radio, television and comics by Beyle.
Actually the recognized arts are nine: architecture, literature, sculp-
ture, painting, music, dance, theatre and cinema, photography and ra-
dio/television, and comics. The Encyclopaedia Britannica divide them in
two main groups: literary arts and fine arts. The literary arts, such as cinema,
literature and comics are characterized by narration, and by a non material
nature. A novel is a work of art not because of paper on which it’s printed,
same thing for movies where the file or the film don’t have any value, but
only their content. The fine arts are the more traditional arts based mainly
on the appearance such as dance, music, sculpture and painting.
Over the centuries the concept of art and artwork drastically changed.
Until the eighteenth century the main problem was to find the objective
characteristics of the beautiful. In the nineteenth century with the birth
of photography and cinema arose the problem to find a comprehensive
definition of the art. All this changes brought to a shift of the art studies, that
passed from the artistic object in itself to what it raises in its observer.
Nevertheless any theory resolved the problem and in the twentieth cen-
tury the impossibility to found a clear and comprehensive definition of art
grew. Other new media (radio, television, computers and web) and new
modes of expression never tried before (just think to Dada and Fluxus)
were springing up causing the theorists to give up in finding an univocal
definition of art. Today it is preferred an inclusive meaning, as the Irish
art Enciclopedia report:
art is a global activity which encompasses a host of disciplines, as
evidenced by the range of words and phrases which have been invented
to describe its various forms. Examples of such phraseology include:
Fine arts, Liberal arts, Visual arts, Decorative arts, Applied arts, Design,
Crafts, Performing arts, and so on.
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3.2 Playful art
First sights of the hybridization between art and games date back to Dada
and Surrealism. Dada among other fields focused on language and the
subversive powers of word games and randomness. In many paintings and
performances, Dadaist wordplay favoured audience interaction and chance,
new concepts in the arena of fine arts, and sought the brusque everyday
quality of ordinary items. Tristan Tzara constructed cut-up poetry and
manifestos from the newspaper. Picabia and others would create collage
paintings that incorporated handwriting techniques alongside cut-ups and
found materials painted into the canvas.
Surrealism followed the Dada’s systematic, automatic writing approach.
Automatism, whether emerging from beyond-conscious levels of the mind
or from a physical process in which the artist is not in complete control, is
based on the absence of “conscious” design. Surrealist games and proced-
ures are intended to free words and images from the constraints of rational
and discursive order, substituting chance and indeterminacy for premed-
itation and deliberation.
One of the most famous Surrealist word games is cadavre exquis (ex-
quisite corpse). The classic example that gave this activity its name is the
first sentence ever derived from the game: “Le cadavre-exquis-boira-le vin-
nouveau”. This simple language game can either be played by knowing
only what the last person in a group work contributed, or by following a
language pattern rule (such as adjective-noun-adverb-verb-adjective-noun,
or with narrative structures such as who-with whom-where-what they do-
how it ends). The exercise, invented through inspiration from an existing
parlor game at a gathering at a house shared by a group of Surrealists in
Paris, was one of several language games and spontaneous group games
created by the Surrealist artists.
Several artists engaged with Surrealism made artworks related also to
board games. Two prominent examples are Charles Shaw’s Montage (1935)
and various works by Alberto Giacometti. Montage is a shadowbox which
incorporate playing cards, clay pipes, and ivory discs. Though the work don’t
give any type of interaction game elements are integrated and elevated to art.
In a series of game-board sculptures created at around the same time
when the portable pinball machine was developed, Giacometti showed an
early kind of “conversation” between art and the popular culture’s interest
in play. Giacometti’s work Circuit (1931) was among the first of these board-
game artworks. The game board consists of a simple platform with an
ellipse-shaped groove carved into it. A ball is placed on the groove, and
can therefore roll continually around the path inscribed on the board. The
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board contains one more element, however: an indentation, or a possible
goal, which is located outside the circuit the ball traverses. This end state,
or destination, is alluded to, but designed to be physically unattainable.
The ball’s trajectory is endless and insatiable, operating within a closed
system. Giacometti’s Man, Woman, and Child (1931) can never be on the
same interactive plane. The three figures representing each a child a woman
and a men, though reminding a family and one of them having open arms
as a sign of embracing, cannot be moved closer or farther, but just rotate
each on a different circle.
In No More Play (1932), Giacometti choose death as theme, but this theme
is played out in the landscape of a game board. The title in French is On
ne Joue Plus, which means that one is no longer playing. Indeed, the board
resembles more a war zone than a puzzle game. Thin human figures hover
amid the larger of the holes on either combatant’s side. No More Play goes
far to juxtapose the whimsical board game and the macabre theme of war.
The bombed-out “no man’s land” dominating the center of the board opens
to reveal human graves.
Interactivity as a mean for art was one of the main driving force behind
the happenings. This new form of art was invented by Allan Kaprow with
18 Happenings in 6 Parts presented in 1959 in the Reuben Gallery of New
York. The happenings are a mix of theatre music and performance without
improvisation but with little changes made by the executor.
Similar works were done by Fluxus. Created by a group of artists in the
1960s, Fluxus and its related magazine of the same name revolved around
the artist-organizer George Maciunas (1931–1978), its name emphasizing
both change and flow in the artists’ play, games, and “disposable” work.
Figure 3.1: No more play (1932) by Alberto Giacometti.
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The aim of the fluxers was to found a new way to make art, merging music,
poetry, visual arts, dance and theatre with a playful spirit.
The Fluxus practice of making games or instruction cards to create situ-
ations that are indeed artworks is said to have originated with John Cage in
the courses he taught at The New School for Social Research in New York
City from 1956 to 1960. Cage, in his focus on creating everyday actions as art
actions, draws Huizinga’s magic circle around the activity, making it a game.
The games produced by fluxers, usually called Fluxkits, were a range of
inexpensive, even disposable, interactive works, and they were performed
at Fluxus events. The Fluxkits offered players an assortment of playing
instructions that were often described as scores. Game pieces, everyday
objects, and altered existing games such as new card decks, most of which
are impossible to play in any predicted way, were other typical features.
Flanagan in Critical Play reports several games produced by fluxers: Ono’s
series of Instruction Paintings (1961), Finger Book of Ancient Languages (1982)
by Alison Knowles and the George Brecht’s works. Instruction Paintings are
a series of throwaway cards often distributed in the gallery, that Ono gave
to participants. The cards were instructions on how to create the artwork
themselves, having as a goal participatory art.
The work of Knowles Finger Book of Ancient Languages is instead an hybrid
board game/pop-up book/sculpture featuring “tactile” languages. The
work, which consists of seven eleven-inch-high pages, is in part written in
Braille. The work also contains a message in Kifu, a bead language. Carved
Chinese glyphs expressing a Tang dynasty battle cry are inscribed in the
standing “pages”. Stitched into a length of cloth are twenty-six objects that
represent each letter of the English alphabet. A sewn-in pin might stand for
the letter p, a feather, for f. To discern the alphabet, “readers” touch each
alphabetic zone and can, in effect, spell out words through touching objects.
Artist George Brecht made many collections of scores, instructions, and
game boxes including his Games and Puzzles – Swim Puzzle Box Game (1965).
Its instruction or score advised players to “arrange the beads in such a way
the word CUAL never occurs”. Paradoxically, the box contained no beads
or letters, only a seashell, making the score impossible to execute. Either
players cannot play this game, or they have already won this impossible
challenge. One common Fluxus game form was the design of a rule set that
left both the realization of a game and its outcome entirely up to its players.
Brecht’s Water Yam box (1963–1969), one of the most famous of the Fluxkits,
is another box filled with instructions and event scores that provided open-
ended tasks and performances one can select and perform. The success
of each task or performance is really up to the performers, the group, and
the intervention of chance. With about seventy event scores in the box,
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Brecht’s Fluxkit provides another example of how a Fluxus score creates a
performance, an art object, and an evocative physical situation.
The games are often a convergence’s place for the artistic tendencies that
want to explore and merge different disciplines, in this line are also some
works that belong to video art. Not by chance video art is started by two
fluxers Nam June Paik and Wolf Vostell, which in 1963 presented their work
in the Parnass Gallery in Wuppertal. Their approach to video is extremely
playful and experimental.
Paik’s Magnet TV (1965) is based on treating the video as an object. Play-
ing with a screen and a magnet Paik found out how charming can be the
distorted images caused by the electromagnetic fields on the cathode ray
tube. So he proposed again the game as a ready made. The close circuit of
TV-Buddha is another way to play, this time with time and space. A Buddha
statue is placed in front of a screen connected to a camera that point to the
statue itself, making the Buddha watch his videotaped image on the opposite
screen. Past and present gaze upon each other in an encounter between
Oriental deity and Western media.
Further in the years many artists have found new ways for video art
and the bound with games increased, especially through video installations.
One of the most emblematic installation that merges games and art is The
Legible City (1989) by Jeffrey Shaw.
In this work the visitor is able to ride a stationary bicycle through a
simulated representation of a city that is constituted by computer-generated
three-dimensional letters that form words and sentences along the sides of
the streets. Using the ground plans of actual cities (Manhattan, Amsterdam
and Karlsruhe) the existing architecture of these cities is completely replaced
by textual formations written and compiled by Dirk Groeneveld.
The handlebar and pedals of the interface bicycle give the viewer interact-
ive control over direction and speed of travel. The physical effort of cycling
in the real world is transposed into the virtual environment, weakening the
separation between the physical world and the virtual. A video projector is
used to project the computer-generated image on a large screen. Another
small monitor screen in front of the bicycle shows a simple ground plan of
each city, with an indicator showing the momentary position of the cyclist.
The Manhattan version (1989) of this work comprises eight separate fic-
tional story lines in the form of monologues by ex-Mayor Koch, Frank Lloyd
Wright, Donald Trump, a tour guide, a confidence trickster, an ambassador
and a taxi-driver. Each story line has a specific letter colour so that the bicyc-
list can choose one or another to follow the path of a particular narration.
In the Amsterdam (1990) and Karlsruhe (1991) versions all the letters
are scaled so that they have the same proportion and location as the actual
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buildings which they replace, resulting in a transformed but exact repres-
entation of the actual architectural appearance of these cities. The texts for
these two cities are largely derived from archive documents that describe
local mundane historical events.
The Legible City merge virtual reality, art and exploration in an experience
really close to that of a game. The control system, the use of computer
generated graphics make the installation similar to the car simulators of
penny arcades, or just a “father” of the new control systems based on body
such as Kinect, PlayStation Move, and Wii.
Interesting is also the presence of a narrative dimension and the use
of plain words, that show how important is the link between games and
writings. Indeed, often in art, words and games are deeply connected, as
already shown with the word-games of Dada and Surrealists. This tendency
continue throughout the contemporary arts until now. Other examples of
this bond can be found both in net.art and video art. For what concern the
latter other two notable works are Rain Text (1999) by Camille Utterback and
Plissure du texte (1983) by Roy Ascott.
Rain Text is an installation where letters from a previously written poem
drift, or “rain” down a screen located across from participants. A cam-
era track their movements so their silhouettes may be composited into the
program and their shadows may interact with the letters. As they play, par-
ticipants can catch letters as they fall, or hold them on a silhouette-shape
such as an arm or other object. Participants gather the letters and phrases
together, finding the poem to be about bodies and language.
Figure 3.2: Karlsruhe version of The Legible City by Jeffrey Shaw.
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Figure 3.3: Rain Text (1999) by Camille Utterback.
Plissure du texte was an event hosted on the ARTEX network, at the 1986
Venice Biennale. Ascott used the network both to organize and realize the
event. The work consisted in an hypertextual fairy tale written by artists
scattered all over the world. The artists from Europe, USA and Australia
participate simultaneously, interpreting each a character of the story.
Ascott is also a conjunction ring between video art, net.art and hyper-
textual literature. His sensibility brought him to see, before the birth of the
web, which direction would took the art and the technologies. Indeed his
works have a focus on the potentiality of the networks as a new possibility
of interaction and participatory art. As he states:
The emerging new order of art is that of interactivity, of “dispersed au-
thorship”. The canon is one of contingency and uncertainty. Telematic
art encompasses a wide array of media: hypermedia, videotex, tele-
facsimile, interactive video, computer animation and simulation, tele-
conferencing, text exchange, image transfer, sound synthesis, telemetry
and remote sensing, virtual space, cybernetic structures, and intelligent
architecture. These are simply broad categories of technologies and
methodologies that are constantly evolving — bifurcating, joining, hy-
bridising — at an accelerated rate. (ASCOTT, Is There Love in the Telematic
Embrace?)
The Ascott’s vision of art is focalized especially in interaction, technology
and convergence, all aspects present in both video games and many of the
contemporary art’s trends, such as Net.art.
Net.art born in 1995 when Vuk Cosic receive an email that he opens
with a wrong encoding. The only readable words were “net.art” and it is
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how Cosic will call the movement that gathers all the aspects of the artistic
practice on the web.
Besides some less interactive genre such as the ASCII art, usually many
aspects of the net.art involve a deep interaction. All the net.art is focused
on sharing and on a free fruition and participation to the work of art, some-
times with a strong political aim. Hacktivism, for instance, is focused on
resounding web based performances and happenings against corporations
and mainstream media. Artivism instead, despite using similar hacktivism’s
methods, is more focused on art itself. All the works, both of hacktivism and
artivism are always performed with a playful and ironic spirit.
One of the typical practices of hacktivism is cloning websites. Eva and
Franco Mattes, an Italian duo from Bologna, known as 0100101110101101.org,
have cloned several websites, mainly the ones which doesn’t respect the
global vision of the net.artists. The first website to be cloned was www.hell.
com a net.art limited access website, the copy gave an open access to the
original protected content. The second website was www.art.teleportacia.
org owned by Olia Lialina a first generation net.artists. Lialina started to
sell the domain of famous net.art works claiming that they were “original”.
0100101110101101.org cloned her site to fight the wrong commercializa-
tion of the net.art.
Another practice based on copy is the cybersquatting: instead of just
copying the website, it’s to copy also the domain. Copying a domain means
to redirect a lot of traffic and to attack the copied site. For instance www.
vatican.va the Vatican’s official site was copied in www.vatican.org. The
copy hosted heretical texts and lyrics from pop songs.
The most famous cybersquatting example though is www.gatt.org, the
old domain of the WTO (World Trade Organization), when it was called
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). The website was cloned
in 1999 during the fights of Seattle for the WTO conference by the group
R©TMark, an agency that emulates the corporations’ language for promoting
acts of sabotage against the corporations themselves. The copied version
had alternative texts written by protesters. After three days wto.org (the true
site of WTO) released a declaration advising that gatt.org was a fraudulent
copy, the declaration was immediately copied in gatt.org accusing wto.org
to be a copy, in a tit-for-tat of mutual accusations.
The attack on such an important domain forced R©TMark to pass the do-
main to the Yes Men another group of net.artist. The website wasn’t modified
so the Yes Men were contacted from institutions as they were the WTO, be-
ing asked to participate or organize conferences and seminars. This gave
them the possibility to organize even performances such as Management
Leisure Suit.
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In 2001 Hank Hardy Unruh participate, as a WTO exponent, at the “Tex-
tile for the future” conference in the Tampere University. Unruh dress a
golden suit claiming it’s a prototype of a management leisure suit. The
dress, with an oversized inflatable penis, Unruh says, is made for managers
that want to have constant control of their workers, but being relaxed at
the same time. Unruh is indeed Andy Bichlbaum one of the Yes Men, that
with Mike Bonanno have managed to do a crazy talk that was believed by
university’s professors.
The Yes Men’s performances are just an example of how the spirit of
net.art aims to play. Other variations of net.art instead of pursuing political
ideals using performances, and therefore go out from the net, prefer to remain
behind a screen or produce something virtual. These variations are more
close to video games, and the two most notable examples are hypertext and
software art, that became eventually game art.
Though hypertext haven’t replaced paper like many academics thought
in the eighties, it’s influence is still strong in both video games and art.
Alongside text adventures, that represent a more mainstream hypertext
variation, some artists, especially net.artists, have used hypertext for more
experimental aims.
Ascott was the first one, and his vision is still valid today. His view
have a lot in common with those of literature theorists and it can be applied
to video games as well:
In a telematic art, meaning is not created by the artist, distributed
through the network, and received by the observer. Meaning is the
product of interaction between the observer and the system, the content
of which is in a state of flux, of endless change and transformation. In
this condition of uncertainty and instability, not simply because of the
crisscrossing interactions of users of the network but because content
is embodied in data that is itself immaterial, it is purely an electronic
difference, until it has been reconstituted at the interface as image,
text, or sound. The sensory output may be differentiated further as
existing on screen, as articulated structure or material, as architecture,
as environment, or in virtual space.
Such a view is in line with a more general approach to art as residing
in a cultural communications system rather than in the art object as a
fixed semantic configuration — a system in which the viewer actively
negotiates for meaning. In this sense, telematic networking makes
explicit in its technology and protocols what is implicit in all aesthetic
experience where that experience is seen as being as much creative in
the act of the artist’s production. (ASCOTT, Is There Love in the Telematic
Embrace?)
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Figure 3.4: The suit dressed by Andy Bichlbaum during the performance Management
Leisure Suit (2001).
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Olia Lialina is one of the first net.artists to use the possibilities undisclosed
by the hypertext as in his work My boyfriend came back from the war (www.
teleportacia.org/war/war.html, 1996). The work is an hypertextual story
which at each choice divide the screen allowing to have a visual feedback of
the ramification of the texts and allowing also to check all the links without
restart to the beginning. Sometimes are used also posterized images.
Alexei Shulgin is another first generation net.artist who produced many
works based on hypertext in a vast range of variations. Linkx (http://
basis.desk.nl/~you/linkx/, 1997) is a fairly basic project which consist in
a list of common words which links to the respective domain. A work a
bit more complex is Easylife XXX (www.computerfinearts.com/collection/
easylife.org/xxx, 1997), a parody of a porn website. All the photos are
converted in ASCII, and links that seem to redirect to other porn sites or
videos, redirect to net.art websites instead.
Turn Off Your TV Set (http://www.desk.nl/ you/turnoff/index.html,
1995) is another Shulgin’s project, more close to hypermedia. The user is in
front of a TV screen and he can push a button to turn it on. On the screen
flow a total of twelve images representing what commonly is broadcast on
television (war, sex, pollution, money). Overlayed on all the images there is
always a photo of the artist. Turn Off Your TV Set is a reflection on television
and a call to turn it off as says the title.
Jodi, formed by Belgian Joan Heemskerk and Dutch Dirk Paesmans,
created similar works to those of Shulgin, but further focused on interaction.
The most famous is maybe 404 (http://404.jodi.org, 1996) a website
about the famous error 404, file not found. The page present just the number
404, but every number is a link to a section.
The first one entitled Unread is a list of brief text line apparently without
meaning, at the end of the list there is a text prompt. Writing in the prompt
and pressing enter the user discover that all the vocals have been removed
explaining how the text line were created. The other section called 404 show
all the Ip address of the people which accessed the site. The last section
entitled Unsent behaves in a mirror image of the first one. There is a text
prompt but instead than removing vocals it removes consonants.
A work similar for certain aspects was made also by Jenny Holzer in
1999. Please change beliefs (http://www.adaweb.com/project/holzer/cgi/
pcb.cgi?please) is a site where internet users can participate in the artist’s
“statement making” by uploading their own new “truisms” to a list of truisms
already databased in the program. Texts pass at timed intervals, but are open
to be changed by users.
A more narrative hypertext is Doll Space (http://dollyoko.thing.net/
title.htm, 1997) by Francesca da Rimini realized with the collaboration of
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Ricardo Dominguez and Michael Grimm. The protagonist is Doll Yoko a
character inspired by the lake Midori-gaike in Kyoto where women drown
their female babies. The hypertext have about 700 pages and is composed
by animations texts and images, accompanied by the music composed by
Michael Grimm.
On the video games side most notable hypertext games that have simil-
arities with net.art were realized by Porpentine. Her games, made with
Twine, have often social or political themes entwined with episodes or
thoughts of her life such as Parasite (http://aliendovecote.com/uploads/
twine/parasite.html#b) and Ultra Business Tycoon III1 both realized in 2013.
The games by Porpentine have often strange and sci fi settings.
Parasite is a game about a queer (the author is transexual) who need
money to buy hormones, the story starts in what seem a normal setting until,
for having money, you sell your own dreams. The writing style in some
point is fragmentary such as Dollspace or My boyfriend came back from the war
and the meaning of the words is emphasized by the effects used on the font:
on mouse hover the letters became blurred.
Ultra Business Tycoon III is a meta-game as you play a kid which is play-
ing a game, titled as the work of Porpentine. The game contains several
ironic reference to capitalism, but playing further is also about the relation
between self and video games and how sometimes we sacrifice leisure time
with friends and parents for completing a game. Indeed at the end of the
interactive fiction there is a dedication from Porpentine to her sister.
Many interactive artworks, as the ones presented, can be compared in
different degrees to video games. Starting to the works of Porpentine that
are fully recognized by the gamers’ community to the works of most of
the net artists that are totally unknown to them. This lack of knowledge is
caused mainly by two factors: the big distance between the contemporary
art world and the popular culture; and the unclear idea of what the concept
of video game includes.
3.3 Video games and game art
The separation between game industry, where many developers strive to
make recognize games as an art form and the contemporary art where in-
teractive artworks and art games are put in museums is caused both by the
lack of communication between them and what is intended for games. Even
game art, the most close art genre to video games is somewhat distant to the
1http://aliendovecote.com/uploads/twine/tycoon/crime.html
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game industry, and especially from the average gamer. If the reasons of this
distance are complex to be explained herein and they found their roots in
the art’s history, how video games are intended in both worlds can be found
out, and it’s indeed one of the aim of this paper.
The various use of the hypertext well exemplify the problem of interactive
art versus video games. Interactive artworks do not share the idea of the game
with video games, though video games share interactivity with interactive
artworks. As already stated in the first chapter the problem resides in the
concept of play and how interactivity is perceived. Being interaction the basis
of games, we can state that play requires interactivity.
Gonzalo Frasca in the first chapter of his master thesis Videogames Of
The Oppressed: Videogames as a Means For Critical Thinking and Debate, define
two categories that well explain the link between interactivity tout court
and games.
Frasca based his definitions on the work of Roger Caillois and Jean Piaget.
Both, in their respective games’ taxonomy, identify a kind of game with less
or no rules and without winner or looser, this game type can be associated
to interactive artworks and interactive experiences.
Caillois defines four main categories of games. The first category is alea
and it includes all the games that are based on chance, such as bets and
lotteries. The second is agon, games mainly based on competition, where
players try to beat each other like in races. Illinx groups all the games based
on the pleasure produced by movement, such as jumping or hide-and-seek.
Mimicry, gather games where the player pretends to be part of an alternative
reality, as role-playing games. These categories are not exclusive, so one
game can be classified in more than one category.
In addition to this classification, Caillois describes two different ways to
play games. Depending on the complexity of rules games can be played as
paidea or ludus. He defines paidea, a Greek word that means both child and
school, as games with very simple rules and he uses the term ludus, Latin
word for game, to describe games which rules are more complex.
Piaget, instead, identify three categories and he associates them to dif-
ferent children development’s phases. The games of exercise includes games
performed by babies and young children, during their first two years of life.
These games involve both senses and movement. The actions of the player
are usually repetitive and serve to explore the environment and its objects.
Symbolic games are started to be played by children between age two
and seven. These games rely a lot on the player’s imagination and include,
for example, role-playing games. In this stage it is common that children
associate one object with a different one (for example, a piece of wood might
become a “gun”). The more advanced kind of games, that start to be played
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at seven, is the games with rules, such sports. All the three kinds after being
acquired remain during adulthood.
Frasca associates Caillois’s paidea concept to Piaget’s games of exercise
and symbolic games. Caillois asserts that paidea games have sample and
few rules, the first two Piaget’s categories according to the psychologist
itself are without rules, but with “regularities”. Being the concept of reg-
ularities similar to the loose rules of paidea, two kinds of games can be
distinguished: paidea, and ludus.
Later on Frasca redefines these concepts associating to paidea, games that
have “regularities” and haven’t a winner or a looser; and to ludus, games
having challenges and a win or loose situation. This division could be the
starting point of a not genre based taxonomy of video games that will be
further developed in 4.3.
In paidea falls the art games and experimental games, in ludus fall the
mainstream games. Of course this division isn’t mutually exclusive, allowing
games to be part, in different degrees, of both categories.
When developers try to go beyond design conventions, producing ex-
perimental games, strong debates were brought up if their works were real
games. Gamers are mainly used to ludus game types, and they are bewildered
by something that don’t have clear goals or don’t offer challenges.
Games such as Proteus have caused strong reactions in the game com-
munity. Developed by Ed Kay and David Kanaga, and released in 2013
Proteus is a game based around exploring and discovering an island, with
no specific goals set. The island is procedurally generated in pixel art style
and it contains hills, trees, some structures, and animals such as frogs and
rabbits. The player cannot interact with the world directly other than when
she comes close to animals which may run away from him, and the focus
is on exploration rather than interaction. As the player moves around the
island, the soundtrack changes based on the player’s movements, playing
different sounds when the player is close to various objects or in certain
locations. Proteus is a clear example of paidea. And though it won many
prizes, some gamers don’t consider it a real video game.
Summing up, paidea gathers all the interactive experiences that aims to
critical thinking, emotions and sometimes narration. The whole is extremely
vast including interactive artworks, certain commercial and indie games, in-
teractive fiction and hypermedia. Ludus gathers games in strictu sensu, where
there is a challenge to win, and clear goals, and that aims mainly to enter-
tainment. Ludus includes traditional games and the video games’ most part.
Game art is an art genre strictly connected to video games, not just be-
cause artists make them, but also because they use them to produce artworks.
Game art gathers all the ways artists approach video games.
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Figure 3.5: A screenshot of Proteus.
A good game art’s definition is the one proposed by Matteo Bittanti and
Domenico Quaranta and reported by Jansson:
Game Art is any art in which digital games played a significant role in
the creation, production, and/or display of the artwork. The resulting
artwork can exist as a game, painting, photography, sound, animation,
video, performance or gallery installation. (JANSSON, Everything I shoot
is art, p. 12)
Stockburger recognize three main strategies that artists use in relation
to video games: appropriation, modification and production. Indeed all the
three strategies can be considered different kinds of appropriation. The
modalities of the first one are many and goes from artworks made from
video games, to the use of video games icons, in a superficial appropriation
of what games represents in the popular culture. Modification is a more
deep appropriation requiring also technical skills: artists take and transform
already existing video games producing their artworks. Production is indeed
the deepest way video games can be included in art, instead of modifying
already existing video games or creating from them artworks, artists develop
them, appropriating the whole medium, and not just his instances.
Appropriation was the first strategy used by artists in the beginning of
the game art. The first sights of this approach can be track back in 1993 at
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the 45th Venice Biennale where Chinese artist Feng Mengbo exhibited The
Video Endgame Series. The series is a set of acrylic-on-canvas paintings in
which he mixed images from the Culture Revolution of the sixties with his
childhood memories of playing 8-bit video games.
The works of Mengbo are a notable example of all the strategies art uses
with video games. After his exhibition in Venice, and several other works of
appropriation such as the paint based Game Over: Long March (1994) Mengbo
started to modify games and in 2002 at Documenta 11 he represents the game
art with Q4U. Q4U is an extensively customized version of the game Quake
3, featuring as bot a 3d model of Mengbo holding a video camera in one
hand and a plasma rifle in the other. The audience could play against the bot,
which was programmed to react faster than any human contender.
One of the last Mengbo’s work Long March: Restart (2008) is an example
of art game production. Taking move from Game Over: Long March, Mengbo
realizes with Long March: Restart an installation consisting of two screen of
approximately 24 by 6 meters, used to play a side-scroller. A side scrolling
video game is a game where the action is viewed from a profile-view camera
angle, and the character generally moves from the left side of the screen to
the right (think Super Mario Brothers).
The character in Mengbo’s work is a small Red Army soldier sweeping his
way across China, wiping out ghosts, demons, and deities, much in the vein
of Mario wiping out Koopa Troopas on his way to rescue Princess Toadstool.
The “Long March” in Mengbo’s title refers to the massive military retreat
of The Chinese Communist Party’s Red Army, under the command of Mao
Zedong and others, that began in 1934; pursued by the Chinese Nationalist
Party, the Red Army traveled over 8,000 miles in 370 days, covering some
of the worst terrain in China. Mao’s firm leadership throughout the Long
March sealed his fate as China’s leader for decades to follow. The political
reference, as we’ll see, is an important aspect of the game art production.
For what concern appropriation other examples can be found in the works
of Miltos Manetas. The Greek artist have worked on art from video games
from 1997 to 2000. With his Videos after Video Games series he recorded parts
of Super Mario 64 and Tomb Raider games. Some of the videos were plain
recordings of the in-game animations such as SuperMario Sleeping. In this
work Manetas simply recorded the animation of Mario taking a nap, that
is triggered when the player don’t move the character for a certain amount
of time. Other videos involve recordings of playing sessions such as Flames
where Lara Croft is continuously put on the flames taking damage.
Manetas, in his explorations of Tomb Raider and Super Mario 64 have
produced also several paintings and prints and he realized an entire series
dedicated to Lara Croft.
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The way Manetas used video games to produce videos was further de-
veloped by the net.artist duo 0100101110101101.org. The idea of Eva and
Franco Mattes was developed from the original performances of the group
Second Front. Second front, being founded in 2006, is the first performance
art group in the online virtual world of Second Life.
0100101110101101.org though doesn’t have performed original perform-
ances such as Second Front, but they replicated famous ones. Their series
called Synthetic Performances, as the artists themselves claim, are:
online live gaming sessions inside the virtual world of Second Life,
performed by Eva and Franco Mattes through their avatars, which were
constructed from their bodies and faces. People can attend and interact
with the live performances connecting to the video-game from all over
the world.
In 2007 they started to re-enact important performances of art history: Shoot
(1971) by Chris Burden, where the artist get fired by a friend; Vito Acconci’s
Seedbed (1972) where the artist, hidden under a ramp in Sonnabend Gallery in
New York, masturbated while describing his fantasies about the visitors who
Figure 3.6: Miltos Manetas, Supermario sleeping, 1998. Vibracolour print on super glossy
paper.
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walked on the ramp above him; Imponderabilia (1977) Marina Abramovic and
Ulay’s performance, in which the two artists stood naked on the entrance
of the Bologna’s Modern Art Museum; and many others.
Appropriation is by far the most various strategy of video games inclusion
in art. Artists take possess of the game as image, video or in itself and
use it as a tool to make art. Indeed we can also state that it is the most
superficial strategy too, because the game is used as a mean, and it’s not
elevated to art itself.
In a mid way between appropriation and production, therefore between tool
for art and art itself, there is modification. One of most famous example is Cory
Archangel’s Super Mario Clouds (2002) an hacked version of the Nintendo NES
Super Mario cartridge. The artist modified the game erasing everything but
the clouds which normally just drift by in the background. Cory Archangel’s
artwork is not by much distant from appropriation removing the interactivity
from the game, though is a common practice in modification to remove the
parts that make the game a game. The already cited work of Mengbo Q4U
is another example of this tendency.
On this front art is quite flexible since the online exhibition Cracking the
maze - Game Plug-Ins as Hacker Art curated by Anne-Marie Schleiner in 1999
gathers mods from artists as well as mods from hackers. Usually hackers
tend to improve or change the game experience, never to remove it or make
it frustrating. The exhibition featured also some important net.artists such
as R©TMark and Jodi which exhibit their mod Sod.
Jodi is famous to have modded several games, until today: Wolfenstein 3D,
Quake, Jet Set Willy and Max Paine 2. The mod for Wolfenstein 3D is Sod (1999)
and it replaces the game’s original textures with pure geometrical forms in a
limited palette of black, white and grey. The result is a game space that is
loosely architectural and extremely disorienting. It is easy to get lost, and
it can be difficult to distinguish the walls from the targets one is supposed
to shoot, making the game extremely difficult.
A similar treatment was done for Quake and Jet Set Willy. The mod for
Quake, called Untitled Game (2001), places the player inside a closed cube
with swirling black-and-white patterns on each side. The pattern is the result
of a glitch in the game engine discovered by the artists, presumably, through
trial and error; it is generated live as the Quake engine tries, and fails, to
visualize the interior of a cube with black-and-white checked wallpaper.
Jet Set Willy Variations c©1984 (http://jetsetwilly.jodi.org/, 2002) is
the mod’s title for Jet Set Willy, in this case, as in the title, Jodi had put up
variations of the same theme. They take a level of the game and proposed six
graphical variations. Three of them are geometrical simplification of the level,
one is a conversion in ASCII characters, the other two are more graphical.
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of Wolfenstein 3D.
Figure 3.8: Screenshot of Sod, mod by 0100101110101101.org.
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The one called Sprites map allow to play using as maps the sprites of the
game, the last one called Story map change the maps in words, the player
move the character jumping from letter to letter. In all of the variations the
control are tweaked to make movements difficult.
Max Payne Cheats Only (2005) is the last mod from Jodi and don’t modify
the graphical aspect of the game. Instead the mod add some “cheats” more
similar to bugs allowing to moving continuously jumping and seeing inside
the meshes of the game’s characters.
More playable art mods are Museum Meltdown (1996–1999) by the Swedish
artists Palle Torsson and Tobias Bernstrup, and Escape from Woomera (2003)
by an heterogeneous group of artists and developers.
Museum Meltdown is a series of three mods, two for the game Duke Nukem
3D, and the last for Half Life. The mods are similar, they add a level that
accurately replicate a specific museum. The first one was done in 1996 and
the second in 1997, and they replicate respectively the Arken Museum of
Modern Art and the Contemporary Art Center of Vilnius. Significant details
of the museum were photographed and transformed to match the game. The
rooms were reconstructed from architecture blueprints, but the rest of the
game was untouched allowing to kill monsters and destroy artworks in the
game. The other reconstructed museum was the Modern Museum of Art in
Stockholm in 1999, which was built as additional level for the game Half Life.
Another important mod for Half Life is Escape from Woomera. This mod
unlike the others presented create a whole new experience though is based
on a preexisting game, and it aim to be a full fledged video game though
different from the mainstream ones. So the game is a ring of conjunction
between modification and production.
Developed in 2003 by an Australian-based group of professional game
developers, digital media artists and an investigative journalist Escape from
Woomera recreates, based on original research by the project team’s journ-
alist, the environment and living conditions of the Woomera Immigration
Reception and Processing Centre.
The player is put in the shoes of an immigrant detained at the infamous
Woomera Centre, and she have to try to escape from the detention centre in
a variety of ways. The player have a limited period of time to gain asylum,
if that fails then she must plan and execute escape. The player must use all
his wits to escape and a variety of strategies are encouraged, often through
replaying the game to affect the outcome. As the players’ character de-
velops, they unlock information that is key to revealing secrets/puzzles
within the game.
Escape from Woomera aims to make experience of the rough life in which
the immigrants live during their obligatory permanence in the center waiting
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for a visa. The game is based on documented facts, and it represents a critic
on the Australia’s immigration policies.
While appropriation can assumes many aesthetic forms, modification can
assumes many levels between hypermediacy and transparency. Through the
removal of interaction like in Super Mario Clouds, or making the experience
frustrating the artists want to make aware the observer, and the gamer, of
medium. Putting emphasis to the distortion of the video game’s components
and to its limits allow the emerging of his reality as a medium. In a total
modernist and post modern aesthetic showing the medium is the main
strategy to reach art.
On the other hand mods like Museum Meltdown and even more Escape from
Woomera, instead of being a self-referential show of the medium, tend to trans-
parency for the sake of experience and to give a message. The shift towards
transparency reach its full with the third strategy of inclusion: production.
To explain what is an art game, Rebecca Cannon quotes the Tiffany
Holmes’s definition of interactive artwork:
[. . . ] an interactive work, usually humorous, by a visual artist that does
one or more of the following: challenges cultural stereotypes, offers
meaningful social or historical critique, or tells a story in a novel manner.
To be more specific art games contain at least two of the following: a
defined way to win or experience success in a mental challenge, passage
through a series of levels (that may or may not be hierarchical), or
a central character or icon that represents the player. (CLARKE and
MITCHELL, Videogames and Art, p. 41)
Considering also the Jansson’s definition already reported in 1.1 the produc-
tion approach recognizes to video games a clear status of artwork. Artists
appropriate this new medium as it is and not just as a tool. In fact many
art games are realized to replicate an experience in a way that other media
can’t. Another main purpose is to give a clear message. Between message
and experience there are many variations with different aims including also
hypertexts and literature inspired games.
Waiting for (http://www.jimpalt.org/waitingfor/, 2011) by Olle Essvik,
is a game based on Beckett’s play Waiting for Godot and try to replicate the
experience of waiting someone who’ll never arrive. Though not having the
same profundity of the original work, the game gives some glimpse of the
play’s main themes especially through the graphics.
Another work inspired by literature is Walden, a game (currently in devel-
opment) designed by Tracy Fullerton and based on Henry David Thoreau’s
book Walden, written in 1854. Thoreau lived for about two years in Walden
Pond (Ma, USA), with a self-made wood cabin as house and in self-sufficiency.
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The game wants the player to live the same experience of the book’s author,
putting him in a replica of the Walden Pond realized with modern graphics.
The most part of the team behind Walden, a game worked also on The
Night Journey (2008), game conceived by Bill Viola, one of the world’s most
famous and influencing video artists.
The Night Journey is not based on some specific book but was inspired by
the lives and writings of poets and mystics, such as Rumi, a 13th century
Islamic poet and mystic; Ryokan, 18th century Zen Buddhist poet; Shank-
ara, 8th century Hindu mystic and commentator on the Upanishads; and St.
Anthony, 3rd century Christian desert father.
The main theme of the game is indeed «the universal story of an indi-
vidual mystic’s journey towards enlightenment»2. The player is set free to
move in an abstract 3d black and white world, and to “reflect” through the
push of a button. Reflecting in different places will allow to have different
visions inspired by the works of Viola and with the same visual style.
The net.art scene is always more influenced by the game industry as much
that on specialized websites like www.turbulence.org it’s not uncommon to
find them. Nothing you have done deserve such praise (http://www.turbulence.
org/Works/nothing/, 2013) by Jason Nelson is an example.
The game have an ironic attitude about the tendency of producing al-
ways more simple games, as it can be noted by the title. Nothing you have
done deserve such praise is a platform where almost everything gives a lot
of points and the levels are extremely simple. Through the game appears
many phrases that praise the player for what she does, increasing the overall
irony of the game.
Instead of appropriation and more than modification, production gathers
also many games by indie developers. As already stated many developers
strive to push video game to their bounds and to make recognize them as
art. Among video game makers there is people more connected to the world
of art such as Pippin Barr and Tale of Tales, and other more connected to the
ludic industry such as Jason Rohrer and Molleindustria.
Pippin Barr is an artist and a game designer that realized many art games
that have art also as a theme. The artist is present (http://www.pippinbarr.
com/games/theartistispresent/TheArtistIsPresent.html, 2011) is about
the Marina Abramovic’s performance with the same name.
The game give the possibility to assist to a virtual copy of the performance,
and it has a focus on realism, though the 8-bit graphic. The player start in
front on the Moma, where the performance was originally performed, and
2Quote from the Fullerton’s website, url: http://tracyfullerton.com/projects/the_
night_journey.html
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she can go in only on the real hours of opening. After entering the player
have to do the cue in order to assisting the performance that consist in the
possibility to sit face to face with Marina Abramovic herself for some minutes.
The time in the game is the same as the real one, so the cue requires hours
as if it was the real cue.
Another game by Barr focused on the wait is The Digital Marina Abramovic
Institute (http://www.pippinbarr.com/games/dmai/, 2013). This time the
game is a representation of a real ongoing project: the Marina Abramovic
Institute, that has still to be built.
The game, realized in collaboration with Marina Abramovic try to give
the same experience of what should be the institute when it will be completed.
The Digital Marina Abramovic Institute allow to do six exercises designed by
the artist and each of them are based on different mechanics trying to give
the most close experience to the real one.
Tale of Tales was founded in 2002 by Auriea Harvey and Michaël Samyn,
a net artist couple, and it produces experimental games. Having a strong past
in interactive artworks the founders have always tried to explore different
interaction mechanics. Their games are usually based on short stories: The
Path (2009) on various versions of Little red riding hood; Fatale (2009) is based
on Oscar Wilde’s Salome and 8, a still unreleased project, is based on several
versions of Sleeping Beauty.
Fatale is divided in three main part, and for each one mechanics and
controls are different. The story is narrated through different points of view,
in the first part the player control John the Baptist attending his death, the
second part requires to extinguish the lights around Salome and her mother,
in the third part the player is put in the shoes of Herod and she just have
to watch Salome performing the Dance of Seven Veils.
Alongside complex games, Tale of Tales have released also more simple
project such as The Graveyard (2008) and Luxuria Superbia (2013). In The
Graveyard the player is an old woman and the goal is to sit in a bench so the
old woman can remember of her past life and die in peace. Luxuria Superbia
is a metaphor of a sexual intercourse in the form of an arcade game.
Molleindustria distance itself from other art games developers being more
focused on making games with social and political messages. The project
was started in 2003 by Paolo Pedercini and it’s still active. Alongside protest
games such as McDonald’s Video Game (http://www.mcvideogame.com/, 2006)
and Phone Story (http://www.phonestory.org/, 2011) they produced also
more introspective games such as Every day the same dream3 (2009) and
Unmanned (http://unmanned.molleindustria.org/, 2012).
3http://www.molleindustria.org/everydaythesamedream/everydaythesamedream.html
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Figure 3.9: A screenshot of the game Unmanned (2012).
McDonald’s Video Game is a business simulation game where the player
control all aspects of the famous fast food, from production to marketing,
with all it’s dark sides. Indeed the game allow to destroy forests and village
in order to make farmings and livestock, to mobbing the employers and to
poison the animals and ingredients to improve productivity in addition to
corrupt politician, inspectors and journalists.
Unmanned is a day in the life of a drone pilot. The game has different
mechanics for each moment of the day, starting with a dream in which the
player is chased by Middle East people, and ending with a shooter like
approach playing a video game together with the son of the pilot. The
interface is divided in two and in one half there is the game, in the other
are given dialogue options.
The design of the game is done to suit the narrative and it changes
according to it. The pilot have bad dreams about his job, he drive to his
workplace, have calls from his wife concerning his son and after the job
he play with him the typical shooter about war. The game is about the
life of a soldier which has to care also about his family. The game doesn’t
give explicit messages against the war or the drones, though it’s clear on
what ideas it is founded.
Made in six days for the Experimental Gameplay Project that had as theme
“art game” Every day the same dream is one of the most known and awarded
video games by Molleindustria. The game is about repeating everyday the
same actions: woke up, take breakfast, go to the workplace and start to work.
Though in the repetitions there are details to interact that make change the
day. Every day the same dream is a game about life and how to live it inciting
to enjoy all the small things happens around us.
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Another game about life is Passage (2007) by Jason Rohrer. The game
was made for the korokomi’s gamma 256 contest and it lasts five minutes.
Anthony Burch in an article on Destructoid about the game stated that with
Passage «The “games as art” debate is officially over».4 Rohrer have made
a simple game where the player can move freely though she have a main
direction to follow. The path is basically a metaphor of life and the player
can decide to proceed with or without a significant other.
Actually there is a strong separation between art games and video games
in general. This division is mainly caused by the clash of two world com-
pletely different, though can be seen a slow convergence between indies
and game art. Indie developers, being free from the constraints of pub-
lishers and big budgets that force many aspects of the production, are free
to explore the medium, following about the same processes of artists, but
with an insider perspective.
Overall we can assert that the concept of art game produce division.
The games realized by artists and those realized by developers are not so
different indeed. Then seems more appropriate to use the more inclusive
definition of paidea, than the concept of art game. Especially because the
word “art” it’s arbitrarily added, considered that what is art remains overall
a subjective matter.
Turned out the games are definitely capable to carry art, remain to decide
(and indeed the problem can be never completely resolved, due to the sub-
jective base on which all the humanities disciplines are founded) whether
games are an independent art form or if they can assume an artistic value
only through artistic appropriation. To answer this question is necessary
to clear out a definition of video game.
4BURCH, Passage, the greatest five-minute-long game ever made.
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Chapter 4
What is a video game
Video games have proved to have very complex connections with other
media and art. These connections essentially consist both in a process of
appropriation and in sharing some perceptive characteristics.
Appropriation is articulated in two poles: deep and superficial. For
what concern cinema the appropriation is usually more superficial though
it involves more aspects of the medium. Cinema and games share similar
aesthetics and on a deep level games have taken many of the terms and
techniques of the cinema production, not to mention animation technologies
that are almost the same.
While only simple appropriation processes link literature and games,
mainly consisting in mutual transpositions, strong similarities join them in
the relation between reader/gamer and book/game. Indeed both literature
and video games are able to create fictional worlds thanks to the collaboration
of a wreader. The main difference between the two media is how much the
users are free, and the engine of the narration. While literature uses cause
and effect to tell a story, video games, when they efficiently merge gameplay
and narration, tell a story through the acts performed by the player.
Regarding art and video games, their relations are slightly more com-
plex. Alongside appropriation they dialogue also through modification and
production, that can be considered different kinds of appropriation.
The high hybridization capability of the video games makes them a full
fledged new medium and more. Video games, gathering recitation, narrative,
visual arts, cinema and music closely resemble what Wagner was seeking
with theater the Gesamtkunstwerk. Indeed video games merge almost all
the arts, although only in a virtual space. Architecture and sculpture are
present as 3d models; visual arts and sometimes photography are used for
textures and 2d games (it’s not uncommon to see games drawn by artists);
music is present mainly as soundtrack, but there are also games that have
music as main protagonist; in the great productions are used actors for the
animations gathering together theater and cinema, of which are used also the
photography techniques; literature is present because games are based on
scripts or literature itself, sometimes also dance is included (certain games
are based on dancing), television, radio and comics are as well present.
Video games though are not just a container of arts and media, they have
also peculiarities that make them stand out from the rest. And it’s thanks
to these characteristics that video games can be considered an independent
medium and possibly a new form of art.
4.1 Characteristics
Every medium and art has a distinctive way to communicate things that
differentiate it from the others and that allows it to excel in describing spe-
cific aspects of reality. Video games have two main strengths: interactivity
and virtuality.
Virtuality is what allows to video games to absorb other art forms and to
steal other media’ techniques, therefore it’s the base of appropriation. Indeed
video games inherit virtuality from computer. The digital revolution has
given the possibility to virtualize everything, the computer is the container
where this revolution happens and the tool wherewith is realized. Video
games take full advantage of this possibility being the only software to make
converge media and arts.
Alongside virtuality, inherited by the computer platform, interactivity is
the true strength of video games, and the key to understand them. In fact,
while virtuality allows to build the video games’ fictional worlds through
other media’ techniques, interactivity allows to live these worlds.
As Jesse Schell write in his book The Art of Game Design:
Game designers have to cope with much more interaction than the
designers of more linear experiences. The author of a book or screen-
play is designing a linear experience. There is a fairly direct mapping
between what they create and what the reader or viewer experiences.
Game designers don’t have it so easy. We give the player a great deal
of control over the pacing and sequence of events in the experience.
(SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of lenses)
From the words of Schell is clear how interaction influences two main aspects
of video games: the non-linearity of the experience and the control over
the experience. Both aspects are independent though they influence each
other: the control is always present, and it consist in the raw interaction of
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the player on the game itself or on the game character through the physic
controls (keyboard and mouse, joypad, kinect, etc). Control gives also the
possibility to tweak the experience itself changing graphics quality, volumes,
responsiveness of the controls, etc.
The non-linearity isn’t present in all games and it is realized when the
player can influence the game’s events, therefore his story, through her
choices. Of course without control would be impossible for the player to
play. The addiction of non-linearity just gives a new and powerful mean-
ing to control.
The concept of interactivity has been analyzed by many theorists espe-
cially for what concern hypertexts and digital media. Manovich uses many
different terms when he talks about it, but he points out in any case the
importance of considering what is beyond plain control:
When we use the concept of “interactive media” exclusively in relation
to computer-based media, there is the danger that we will interpret
“interaction” literally, equating it with physical interaction between a
user and a media object [. . . ] at the expense of psychological interaction.
(As cited in STALKER, ‘Gaming In Art: A Case Study Of Two Examples
Of The Artistic Appropriation Of Computer Games And The Mapping
Of Historical Trajectories Of "Art Games" Versus Mainstream Computer
Games’, p. 87.)
While Manovich calls psychological interaction the way interactive media ex-
ternalize and objectify mind’s operations through following a link, moving to
a new page, choosing a new image, or a new scene, psychological interaction
can be also intended as how much a user can be psychologically involved.
Indeed the player is always involved, otherwise she wouldn’t play a game.
However there are several kinds of involvement, from basic ones based
on simple feels such as fun, excitement or competition, to more complex
ones based on empathy and identification, that involve the player in more
psychological and intellectual ways.
Reach a complex involvement is one of the possibilities that interactiv-
ity unleashes when it gives choices over a narrative path. A definition
that well explain the aspect of non-linearity is the one provided by Peter
Bøgh Andersen:
An interactive work is a work where the reader can change the dis-
course in a way that can be interpreted and makes sense within the
discourse itself. An interactive work is a work where the interaction
of the reader is an integrated part of the work’s signification, meaning
that the interaction functions as an object-sign that refers to the same
subject as the other signs, not as a meta-sign referring to the signs of the
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discourse. (As cited in JUUL, ‘A Clash between Game and Narrative’, p.
16.)
Being used in several ways and with different meanings Espen Aarseth
prefer to use the term “ergodic” instead of “interactive” and he states that «in
ergodic literature, nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse
the text.»1. Aarseth gives a more broad definition of interactivity, but the
focus is always on the demanding approach that is requested to the wreader.
Interactivity has deep consequences on the video game medium. The
freedom to action in the game tends to erase the division between opacity
and transparency. It must be said that the degree of opacity strictly depends
on the video game genre. Though the general tendency is to embed the
interfaces in the elements of the game (the Dead Space series is a beautiful
example of this trend) some genres need interfaces such as simulation games,
real time strategy games (from now on RTS) and many arcade and casual
games where the interface is actually the game (Tetris, Candy Crush Saga).
Through the video games’ history there were different shifts for what
concern interfaces. The early games were rather simple and also for techno-
logical reasons they hadn’t particularly complex interfaces. Games such as
Space Invaders or Pac-Man had a simple line at the top of the screen with the
scores. Going on games became more complex graphically and in design too.
Role-playing games (from now on RPG), some graphics adventure and first
person shooters (from now on FPS) started to feature extensive interfaces
that often occupied most part of the screen. Especially RPG tried to give
an overall view about all the statistics of the game, series like The Eye of
the Beholder and Ultima Underworld have just a little square in the screen
through which players see the world.
In the last years games, having been increasingly influenced by cinema,
feature interfaces always more minimalistic and sometimes embedded in the
game experience such as Mirror’s Edge (2008), a game that managed to not
having interfaces at all; race simulator games which use the cockpit cars; the
already named Dead Space series, and games like The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
(2011) where elements of the GUI appear only when needed.
All the efforts done for hide the interfaces weren’t done for the sake
of transparency though. Indeed the interaction with a simulated environ-
ment remember continuously to the user that she’s in front of a medium
and she’s not dealing with reality. Interactivity obfuscate the transparency
typical of passive medium such as cinema and television, no matter how
the interface is well hidden.
1AARSETH, Cybertext. Perspectives on Ergodic Literature, p. 1.
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Figure 4.1: A screenshot of the game Ultima Underworld: The Stygian Abyss (1992), the
interface take most part of the screen.
Figure 4.2: A screenshot from Mirror’s Edge (2008), the game is in first person and make
no use of interface, instead it highlights in red the objects with which you can interact.
Rather than the concept of transparency and opacity, games rise up the
cross concept of immersion, that is exactly what designers and developers
seek hiding the interface.
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The concept of transparency is inappropriate for describing the medium.
The aim of video games isn’t to emulate reality, but to give realistic exper-
iences. It is useless to pursue “a window on the real” with transparency,
when what is important is to give a compelling experience that can involve
the mind of the player. Immersion is what makes the player feel a sense of
presence into the experience given by the game.
This concept is bounded to interactivity and so it is a specific peculiarity
of games, all kinds of video games. In different degrees immersion is present
from puzzles to virtual worlds. Immersion is the tool to reach the suspension
of disbelief, and at the same time, when the player is engaged so much to
suspend the disbelief, immersion is reached.
The main difference between transparency and immersion is that the
former aim to reality, the latter aim to a realistic experience.
As every digital media video games oscillate between immediacy and
hypermediacy. Immersion take the role of transparency to produce an im-
mediate experience, but around and sometimes within the experience video
games massively use hypermediacy.
Interfaces are not disappeared, they have been changed to be the most
possible unobtrusive but they can’t be eliminated since often they are integ-
rally part of the experience provided, such as statistics and inventory menus.
Often, interfaces are the only tool to enhance a game experience avoiding
realistic but too frustrating mechanics. If a FPS without a life indicator
could seems to be more realistic, since there aren’t layer on the reproduced
environment, the frustration that would arise in the player would instead
prevent immersion. Therefore a good balance of hypermediacy is necessary
to provide immersion.
Another consequence of interactivity is the complexity of the video games’
language. Books are based on natural language and its particular uses like the
figures of speech; movies usually make use of standard editing techniques
such as the black and white for flashbacks or the different shots’ field sizes,
and so on. The language of video games is embedded in their design and
mainly based on their mechanics.
Each video game has a specific way to deal with interactivity offering
different designs and possibilities, therefore different languages. This means
that every time a user approaches a new game she has to learn its language,
as it is the first time she plays a video game. Usually game of the same
genre feature similar mechanics, allowing to pass from one game to another
without too much changes. However different genres often means completely
different mechanics, for instance the differences between a sport game and
a FPS are self-explanatory.
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Interactivity is the distinctive and most important characteristic of the
video game medium: through immersion it allows video games to reach
the impression of reality; and through game mechanics it establishes their
language. Though video games have two more interesting characteristics as
a medium that don’t depend on interaction: their communicative scalability
and their “fullness”.
Digital media, thanks to their nature, are scalable to different public’ sizes.
Games can have from one player to many, depending on genre, and players
can be in the same room or across the world. Unlike other media video
games don’t have a target public size. Movies are for the cinema stalls, books
privilege one-one relations, video games, as already noted in this chapter are
heterogeneous. Usually they have a single player campaign and may have
one or more multiplayer modes. Console games often offer multiplayer for
people in the same room, giving a strong social experience. But lately many
games have online multiplayer campaigns and exist other games that are
specifically developed for online play that constitute a genre.
Massive online multiplayer games (from now on MMO) can host millions
of players contemporary connected, such as EVE online with more than
500 000 players2 gathered in one unique server or World of Warcraft with
a peak of 12 millions players in 20103. These numbers can be compared
to those of mass media, but players are involved in more active roles than
traditional spectators and the interaction between them is often necessary
to go through the game. In this sense games are more social than any other
media, excluding social networks and chat rooms.
Video games are a “full”, overabundant medium since they leave almost
nothing to imagination. Books and cinema instead have holes: books usually
don’t use picture, so they allow the reader to visually imagine their contents.
Basically the worlds created by literature are imagined, the worlds created by
games are synthetic. Cinema involves imagination less creatively, requiring
to fill the cuts between the framing, and what there is outside them. Though
when cinema makes a strong use of editing as for non linear cutting (Memento,
21 Grams), it pushes the spectator to continuously rebuild the storyline,
requiring a more creative use of imagination.
Video games contain cutscenes, therefore it is requested similar imagin-
ative effort as for cinema, but the main part of video games is the moment
of play. The game experience is continuous, without cuts and it gives all
the information necessary to the player without needs of imagination’s
intervention.
2http://www.edge-online.com/news/eve-online-passes-500000-subscribers/
3http://us.blizzard.com/en-us/company/press/pressreleases.html?id=2847881
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Nevertheless imagination is present. In games structured in levels it
fills the gaps in between them, as for movies with framing. In narrative
games the role of imagination is to reconstruct the non-narrated passages
of the story. Alongside these “filling” functions it has also deep roles in
the fruition process of the games.
Chris Crawford in 1982, when still games had basic graphics, wrote in The
Art of Computer Game Design that fantasy was responsible for the translation
from an objectively unreal situation to a subjectively real one:
Games are objectively unreal in that they do not physically re create the
situations they represent, yet they are subjectively real to the player. The
agent that transforms an objectively unreal situation into a subjectively
real one is human fantasy. Fantasy thus plays a vital role in any game
situation. A game creates a fantasy representation, not a scientific model.
(CRAWFORD, The Art of Computer Game Design, p. 8)
In other words, according to Crawford, it’s imagination that makes pos-
sible immersion. And indeed is true, our mind is extremely good at interpret
abstract inputs and bring them back to what we know. The abstraction
capability is so efficient that makes us see figures in clouds’ shapes, thus
we can understand video games though they doesn’t have photo-realistic
graphics, and even believe them as they were real.
After 26 years Jesse Schell remarked the importance of imagination as-
signing to it other «two crucial functions»:
the first is communication (often for storytelling), and the second is
problem solving. Since games prominently feature both of these, game
designers must understand how to engage the player’s imagination as
a storytelling partner, as well as having a sense of the problems it will
and will not be able to solve. (SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of
lenses, p. 126)
Summarizing, as a medium, games tend towards the creation of altern-
ative worlds, providing realistic experiences through interaction and stim-
ulating imagination. The compelling sensation of being in a real world is
called immersion, and it occurs when the player forgot about her neighbor-
hood. The player’s imagination have an active role in this process filling
the representation’s holes and providing solutions to the problems posed
by the game to the player.
But what is exactly a video game? Both Schell and Crawford make their
statements on imagination in relation to their definition of game. And with
them many other theorists have contributed to their definition. After having
accounted the qualities of this medium is time to find a synthetic definition.
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4.2 Definitions
Define what is a game is not a trivial matter considering its interdisciplinary
nature and its heterogeneity. Games have been always present in the human
history from the ancient times, with the first proofs of their existence attested
around 2600 B.C.. They have many roles and meanings in the human culture,
from children’ vehicle for growth, to entertainment.
As well many are the study fields that have approached the problem:
philosophy, psychology and lately game design, and game studies. From a
philosophic standpoint, being so entwined with the everyday culture, almost
nobody have picked games as a matter of interest until eighteenth century.
One exception is Aristotle that divided the game from the work, since it
is an activity not driven by needs, but by freedom and self-sufficiency. For
its nature the Greek philosopher associated game to happiness and virtue.
Friedrich Schiller is probably the first philosopher to involve games ser-
iously in philosophy. He sees in the game the one activity that merges the
double nature of the men: sensibility and intellect. Though he defines play
as «the aimless expenditure of exuberant energy»4 in the XV letter from Briefe
über die ästhetische Erziehung des Menschen (Letters upon the Æsthetic Education
of Man, 1795) he affirms that a «man only plays when in the full meaning of
the word he is a man, and he is only completely a man when he plays».
Schiller recognizes to game also a pedagogical value, since he affirms
that only through game based education is possible to grow up complete
men as synthesis of sensibility and intellect. The German philosopher re-
marks how play doesn’t have a rational purpose, sustaining how man is
free only when she plays.
More focused studies and a clear definition have been made by Dutch
historian and cultural theorist Johan Huizinga that dedicated an entire essay
on games. Homo Ludens written in 1938 discusses the importance of the play
element in culture and society. For Huizinga a game is:
A voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed limits
of time and place, according to rules freely accepted but absolutely
binding, having its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension,
joy, and the consciousness that it is different from ordinary life. (As
cited in FRASCA, ‘Videogames Of The Oppressed: Videogames As A
Means For Critical Thinking And Debate’, p. 15)
Huizinga’s definition points out several characteristic of the game in
itself (and not as a medium). He remarks that games are not necessary,
4As cited in SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of lenses, p. 27.
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but voluntary acts and that don’t have aims. Furthermore games inspire
feelings different from ordinary life, but above all games have rules. The
limits of time and place where these feelings are felt and the game’s rules
are in force is the “magic circle”. At the time of writing Huizinga referred
this term to the real playground as where immersion, narration, challenges
take place. Afterwords though it was applied by Katie Salen and Eric Zi-
mmerman to digital games.
The importance given to the magic circle by the two designers is reflected
on the play’s definition they give in Rules of play: game design fundamentals
(2003): «play is free movement within a more rigid structure».5 Again the
focus is on the rules, but treated as a structure that allows free movement.
Indeed the possibility of movement is given by the rules, since freedom exists
only in relation to restraints. The structure built by the rules is nothing too
much different from Huizinga’s magic circle.
Among the many attempts done for defining games, the position of the
Austrian philosopher Ludvig Wittgenstein standout because he renounce
to define them. In his Philosophische Untersuchungen (Philosophical Invest-
igations, 1953) he argued that the elements of games, such as play, rules,
and competition, all fail to adequately define what games are. From this,
Wittgenstein concluded that the term game is applied according to a web
of resemblances, without clear patterns, and therefore is useless to seek
definitions and classifications.
In the psychoanalysis field Donald Winnicott has reconsidered Schiller’s
theories. He affirms that only through play the human being can be creative
and fully unleash his entire personality. He too recognize to play and games
the status of places far from the everyday anxieties. Games represent a
neutral space of possibilities. These possibilities represent for Winnicott the
primary and basic creativity.
Winnicott defines games also as “transitional objects”. For Winnicott, one
of the most important and precarious stages of development was in the first
three years of life, when an infant grows into a child with an increasingly sep-
arate sense of self in relation to a larger world of other people. A “transitional
object” is an early and important bridge between self and other. Children
often use toys to be in relationships, these toys are the bridge between the
child’s imagination and the real world outside the child.
Video games can be considered transitional as well, since they’re a vir-
tual space which supply real experiences that have outcomes usable in the
real worlds. With other words the same thing is said by Raph Koster in
his book A Theory of Fun for Game Design (2005). Koster reconsider the
5As cited in SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of lenses, p. 28.
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whole question of play starting from cognitive psychology. He analyzes
the concept of “chunking” that is the cognitive process our brain goes in
for learning new things.
We learn chunking patterns that gradually get more complex. When
something isn’t understood or don’t like it may be because we don’t recog-
nize in it any pattern. Learning through patterns means that the difference
from real and virtual became almost non existent. From this standpoint
there’s no difference between plain play, games, puzzle, toys and sports since
all of them are based on recognize and understand patterns.
In other words, games serve as very fundamental and powerful
learning tools. It’s one thing to read in a book that “the map is not
the territory” and another to have your armies rolled over by your
opponent in a game. When the latter happens, you’re gonna get the
point even if the actual armies aren’t marching into your suburban
home.
The distinctions between toys and games, or between play and
sport, start to seem a bit picky and irrelevant when you look at them in
this light. [. . . ]
[. . . ] all these things are the same at their most fundamental level.
Perhaps this is the reason why language hasn’t done a very good job
of making distinctions between “play,” “game,” and “sport”. Playing
a goal-oriented game involves simply recognizing a particular sort
of pattern; playing make-believe is recognizing another one. Both
deservedly belong in the same category of “iconified representations of
human experience that we can practice with and learn patterns from”.
(KOSTER, Rules of play: game design fundamentals, p. 36)
Opposite to Koster, Crawford provides an extremely narrow definition
of game differentiating them from toys, puzzles and stories. At the same
time he holds together board games, card games, athletic games, children’
games and computer games. Crawford recognizes four common elements
to them: representation, interaction, conflict and safety.
A first definition of game is provided by the designer when he talk about
representation: «a game is a closed formal system that subjectively represents
a subset of reality»6. So Crawford immediately point out that games have an
established set of rules (closed formal system), and it is a representation of a
part of reality. Games, unlike simulations, don’t try to objectively replicate the
real, but provide a simplified representation «in order to focus the player’s
attention on those factors the designer judges to be important».7
6CRAWFORD, The Art of Computer Game Design, p. 7.
7Ibid., p. 8.
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The difference between games and toys lies on the interaction’s rules,
since toys don’t have them. For the opposite reason games are different
from stories, since they don’t give any control on the presented sequence
of facts, unlike novels where it’s the author to make all the decisions and
rules about the plot. Crawford outline also the difference between games
and competitions. If in the game players don’t interact between them, like
in a race, that is a competition.
Indeed what is the games’ distinctive element, according to Crawford,
is conflict. Conflict arise from interaction and it is always present in games,
being also what makes them stand out from puzzles. It is caused by the clash
between the player and an opponent that reacts accordingly to the player.
The opponent can be as well human as the game itself, but it has to react to
player’s actions placing itself as an obstacle. If there isn’t an opponent and
the obstacles don’t respond to the player it is a puzzles.
Game’s conflict though isn’t like the real one, with danger and con-
sequently risk of harm. Games provide the experience of conflict within a safe
environment, so the fourth element that Crowford identify is safety. Craw-
ford highlights that alongside these elements games cannot exist without
players.
Brian Sutton-Smith, which dedicated his life to discover the cultural
significance of play in human life, pointed out in his definition of game many
aspects considered important also by Crawford. From the book The Study
of Games (1971) written together with Elliot Avedon:
Games are an exercise of voluntary control systems, in which there
is a contest between powers, confined by rules in order to produce a
disequilibrial outcome. (As cited in SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A
book of lenses, p. 31)
With this statement the two theorists affirm that games are constituted
by a conflict between players that have goals and have willingly accepted to
participate. And that rules are needed to establish a winner/looser situation.
Among the many game’s definitions this is one of the most scientific, and
provides several core information about what is a game.
Schell in the effort to define what is a game drew up a list of qualities
extracted from several game’s definitions including also the one by Avedon
and Sutton-Smith:
1. Games are entered willfully.
2. Games have goals.
3. Games have conflict.
4. Games have rules.
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5. Games can be won and lost.
6. Games are interactive.
7. Games have challenge.
8. Games can create their own internal value.
9. Games engage players.
10. Games are closed, formal systems.8
This list gathers pretty much all the game’s characteristics identified in
the definitions reported previously. Though Schell isn’t satisfied with this
list and, putting himself in the viewpoint of the player, he gives his own
definition of game: «a game is a problem-solving activity, approached with
a playful attitude.»9
This definition is conceptually similar to that of Koster, since finding
patterns can be considerate a problem-solving activity. Moreover problem-
solving gathers the last nine list’s qualities, since it has a goal, it is a challenge
that engage the player and involve a conflict, the resolution of the problem
represents victory or defeat. Solving a problem requires rules, and it can
give value to something that usually isn’t important outside the problem,
which is indeed a closed system.
In his book Koster puts also emphasis on the fact that games are fun. The
playful attitude Schell talks about contains the idea of fun, together with the
first quality of the list: games are entered willfully.
Though Schell’s definition is quite broad, his focus on the goals excludes
art games, that often doesn’t have clear ones. Since art games can be re-
cognized as games according to the Caillois’s concept of paidea (see 3.3) is
appropriate to report the characteristics the French philosopher has out-
lined to define a game:
1. fun;
2. separate;
3. uncertain;
4. non-productive;
5. governed by rules;
6. fictitious.10
8SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of lenses, p. 34.
9Ibid., p. 37.
10Wikipedia, Game, from.
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These qualities remarks that games create a separate environment that is
fictitious and has its own rules, different from those of the real world. But
what is most important is that for Caillois games don’t have a clear solution
with winners or loosers, rather they have an uncertain outcome.
What almost all the game’s definitions have in common is that games
create an alternative space with its own rules. In addiction is recognized
also that the player decides to enter in this space, and within it she can move
freely without the necessity to seek a goal.
The space created by the game is a mirror of the real world, insomuch
as to provide a wide range of emotions alongside fun. Anger, happiness,
fear and so on can be all present like in the real world, but projected in the
fictional one. In a synthetic way games can be defined as virtual worlds with
their own limits, which, through interactivity, provide and stimulate emotive
or intellectual experiences comparable to those felt in real life.
Given this definition is important to point out that the word “limits”
was preferred to “rules”, since some kind of games have loose rules; that
worlds are flexible and may provide goals or challenges as well not; that
interactivity is the core of the game experience and thanks to it is possible
to live experiences that are the same of the real world and may produce
knowledge as well.
4.3 Taxonomy and new tendencies
The game’s definition provided is broad enough to contain all the different
kinds of games, notably also paidea games. Though, due to its scope, it could
be useful, if not necessary, to provide a taxonomy. The distinction between
paidea and ludus is a good starting point for a classification based more on
the general characteristics of games, rather than mechanics.
Historically games have been distinguished by genres, which in turn are
essentially based on mechanics and gameplay. Genres have been shifted and
changed throughout the years, although overall they maintained a certain
consistency. In this regard it’s interesting carry on a comparison between
the taxonomy made by Crawford in 1982 and the one on Wikipedia, as
representative of the actual common perception of the games genres.
Crawford divides games in two main classes: skill and action games and
strategy games, each of these gathering different sub-genres. Skill and action
games are usually in real time, put emphasis on graphics and require speed
and attention. This class is divided in six categories: combat games, maze
games, sports games, paddle games, race games, and miscellaneous games.
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Combat games are characterized by direct and violent confrontation. Usu-
ally they involve shooting against enemy and to avoid being hit by
them. They include games such as Space Invaders and Battlezone (a FPS).
Maze games are derived from Pac-Man and as the name suggests they’re
based on mazes. The player must move in the paths and, depending
on games, she has different goals to pursue. Some games require to
find the exit, others to explore all the maze’s paths, usually they also
feature one or more enemies that moves around.
Sports games refashion traditional sports, translating them on computer.
Despite what Crawford outlined, sports games remained still today
a genre quite alive, though not much productive. Nowadays sport
games, especially soccer related ones, keep to have fortune among
many people, though they’re often revamped version of the same game
(with updated soccer players and teams) such as the series Pro Evolution
Soccer.
Paddle games cover the games based on PONG (1972). These games in-
volve to intercept projectile with a paddle. There are many variants on
this design starting from PONG to Super Breakout (1978) which added
variety to the gameplay. Crawford himself affirms that this genre has
almost exhausted its potential.
Race games gather all the game which are based on races. Since many
of these games have obstacles and time limits but don’t puts a real
opponent and there isn’t a real interaction, Crawford considers them
puzzles more than true games.11 However, if they involve two players,
they become true games.
Miscellaneous games are all games excluded from the other categories, but
still requiring fast actions and attention. In this category Crawford
makes fall games such as Donkey Kong (1981) or Frogger (1981).
The strategy game class have less defined categories and gathers all the
games that require a more reflective attitude. Unlike skill and action games,
that are based on manipulation. This kind of games can be both real time
and turn-based, are generally slow paced and require to carefully consider
each moves or decision. Strategy games too are divided in six categories:
adventures, D&D games, wargames, games of chance, educational games,
and interpersonal games.
11When Crawford was writing race games didn’t provide intelligent computer-driven
opponents like nowadays.
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Adventures correspond to text adventures (see 2.2), and graphic games
based on puzzles. And indeed Crawford considers this genre as
puzzles, more than games, since it doesn’t have enemies that react
except someone. The challenges provided by adventures, once re-
solved, are not anymore a threat for the player. But some games like
Warren Robinett’s Adventure feature also dragons as enemies that react
to the player.
D&D games stands for Dungeons&Dragons games. Dungeons&Dragons is
the first fantasy role-playing game, it is based on dices and papers and
allows to players to freely move in a fantasy world under the guidance
of a “dungeonmaster”. The dungeonmaster applies the game’s rules
and she’s responsible for all the events in the game. There are several
games inspired by Dungeons&Dragons, such as Temple of Apshai (1979)
and usually they have graphical interfaces. These kinds of games are
true games since have reactive enemies. Though Crawford notes that
many adventure games started to have role-playing elements.
Wargames are conceptually similar to advanced board games, with mini-
atures that emulates battlefields. These games are considered the more
complex and are divided in two groups: direct conversions of board
games and original ones inspired by board games. The gameplay in-
volves to search enemies on a map, to dispatch troops and to manage
resources. Usually turn-based some of them were in real time such as
Legionnaire (1982).
Games of chance are just conversions of classic games of chance such as
blackjack or poker.
Educational games aim to provide knowledge through play. This genre
allows to make virtual experiments or simulations, in the attempt to
explain complex topics. For instance Scram (1981) is a nuclear power
plant simulation.
Interpersonal games are focused on relationships. This genre was and it’s
still mostly unexplored. Interpersonal games should give the possibilit-
ies to talk about different topics with simulated personas. An example
could be Façade by Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern, an interactive
drama based on artificial-intelligence. The player is entangled as a
friend in a word fight between Grace and Trip a young couple. She can
freely participate to the discussion trying to calm down or get a rise
out of bride and groom, like in a real conversation.
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Crawford clearly states that his taxonomy isn’t neither complete nor
definitive, and indeed he was right. But while some games genre have
disappeared, others were born or changed, still others are just the evolu-
tion of the older ones.
Paddle games aren’t considered anymore a stand alone genre and their
concept wasn’t developed too much further, although still today there are
some innovation like Turn Based Breakout (2013) a turn based version of Break-
out. Maze games have been merged with other genres, like role-playing
games and FPS. A new genre such as platform games and stealth games
arouse.
Overall games tend to remix themselves influencing each other, so that
FPS have role-playing elements and vice versa, race games that feature real
cars can be educational when are enough realistic, and so on.
The Wikipedia taxonomy is far more complex than the Crawford’s one,
that in certain ways is contained in the one of the encyclopedia. Indeed
Wikipedia taxonomy contains also categories historically recognized but
no more developed. It has seven main classes: action, action-adventure,
adventure, role-playing, simulation, strategy, others. Each of them split into
several sub-genres that will be reported but not discussed.
Action games are the same as Crawford’s skill and actions games, are fast
paced and require fast reflexes. Often they involve combat and they not
have necessarily a story. This kind of game usually has a level structure,
and at the end of each level there is a “boss,” a particular tough enemy
to beat.
Sub-genres: ball and paddle, beat’em up and hack’n’slash, fighting
games, maze games, pinball games, platform games, shooters. This
last sub-genre is divided in: first person shooters, massive multiplayer
online FPS, light gun shooters, shoot’em up, tactical shooters, rail
shooters, third person shooters.
Action-adventure games can be considered an emanation of Crawford’s
adventure game class, since he considers Adventure an adventure game,
while on Wikipedia it’s under the action-adventure class. These kinds
of games merge both action and adventure games. Usually this class
offers combat sessions along with riddles providing both physical and
intellectual challenges. Due to its nature this is one of the broadest class,
though it has mandatory characteristics such as the mix of puzzles and
combats, as well as a story. Indeed it’s extremely rare to find action-
adventure games that doesn’t have a plot.
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Sub-genres: first person action-adventure, third-person action-adven-
ture, isometric platform games, sandbox/open world action-adventure,
platform-adventure games, stealth games, survival horror games.
Adventure games are extremely focused on stories, and correspond pretty
much to the genre outlined by Crawford. These games puts in front
of the player many puzzles that she has to resolve in order to proceed
through the story.
Sub-genres: real-time 3D adventures, text adventures, graphic adven-
tures, visual novels.
Role-playing games are one of the most complex class of games, since they
expressly aim to give an all-around experience in a fictional world
like the pen-and-paper role-playing games. The player can control
one or more character, explore the world, solve puzzles and engage
tactical combats, both in real-time and turns. The story is usually
divided in quests, that alternate combat and simple puzzles. Through
quests’ completion, the character can be empowered with new abilities,
needed in turn to resolve successive and more complex quests till the
completion of the game. Many role-playing games give choices to the
player that may change the outcome of the story, in addiction to choices
about the evolution of the character and its power up.
Sub-genres: western RPGs, Japan RPGs, sandbox RPGs, action RPGs,
massive multiplayer online RPGs, rogue RPGs, tactical RPGs.
Simulation games aim to realistically simulate specific aspects of reality or
fictional reality. While not considered games at all by Crawford, the
kind of simulation games described on Wikipedia contain, in a certain
degree, Crawford’s educational games. Indeed Scram is a simulation
of a nuclear power plant. As already stated these games can simulate
also fictional reality, like space simulations. Overall this is another
broad class that covers from totally recognized games such as SimCity
to extreme simulations such as Orbiter (2010) that is barely considered
a game.
Sub-genres: construction and management simulations, life simula-
tions, vehicle simulations.
Strategy games as the ones in the Crawford’s taxonomy require thinking
and planning to win. Though from its first definition this class has
become slightly more narrow containing mainly games that involve
control of great resources, such as armies, or even whole aspects of
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a nation management. Alongside games more focused on strategy,
there are also games focused on tactics that can put in the control of
little squads instead of armies. These kind of games involves always
conflicts, though some of them provide diplomatic ways to resolve
them.
Sub-genres: 4X games (eXplore, eXpand, eXploit, eXterminate), ar-
tillery games, real-time strategy games (RTS), real-time tactics, tower
defense games, turn-based strategy games, turn-based tactics games,
wargames.
Other genres gathers non established or niche genres and basically include
all the games that remain outside the other classes.
Sub-genres: casual games, music games, party games, programming
games, puzzle games, sports games, trivia games, board and card
games.
After this main taxonomy Wikipedia reports also that games can be clas-
sified on their purpose, but the genres reported don’t perfectly correspond
to the ones described previously.
The primary purpose of video games is entertainment, therefore this
secondary taxonomy is needed for games that goes beyond entertainment,
according to Wikipedia these are: adult video games, for the erotic and porn
industries; advergames, produced for advertise products or organizations;
art games; casual games, thought for provide brief and simple experiences,
these games are typically played on mobile devices, and while their purpose
is still to entertain, they require much less commitment than traditional video
games; christian games, similar to advergames, have the purpose to spread
the Christian religion and to be suitable for the believers; educational games,
as the Crawford’s class, aim to teach the player in different fields; electronic
sports gather many canonical genres (FPS, MMORPG, RTS), and refer to
all the games that are played at a competitive and professional level, with
recognized tournaments like agonistic sports; exergames provide exercises
and they may or not require additional hardware to be played such as Wii
Fit that requires the Wii Balance Board; and serious games, that are similar to
educational games, but rather than teach, tend to inform or train the player,
sometimes offering political views of important social themes.
Overall the main Wikipedia’s taxonomy and the Crawford’s one are
similar: some of Crawford’s sub-genres are now recognized as classes, others
have been divided, but still these are minor changes. The reasons of these
similarities are to find in the division criteria adopted. Both taxonomies
are based on design differences, indeed some sub-genres are distinguished
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just because are turn-based or for adopting a first person view rather than
a third person one.
While these criteria have demonstrated to pass the test of time, their flaw
is to add a new genre each time a new design come out, increasingly adding
new branches to taxonomies, which have also to keep track of outdated
designs/genres. This kind of taxonomy has the benefit to be extremely
precise at the expense of continuous addictions and corrections.
For a taxonomy that would remain more flexible and synthetic through
time, it may be more useful to use different criteria: rather than base a
classification on design, base it on the games’ core elements.
Just consider the last game’s definition provided a game is a virtual world
with its own limits, which, through interactivity, provides and stimulates
emotive or intellectual experiences comparable to those felt in real life. From
this statement can be individuated at least three main elements in games:
the world’s limits, in other words the game’s rules; the degree of interaction;
and the emotive or intellectual experience provided.
These three characteristics are embedded in different degrees in all games
(even Tetris can be considered a small world with its own rules providing
emotions such excitement), so according to the overall influence of each of
them on the single game another taxonomy can be created.
Caillois’s separation of games between paidea and ludus, farther developed
by Frasca (see 3.3) can be used for the rules element. For what concern
interaction we have previously established two poles: a low interaction
level intended as just control, and an high interaction level intended as
control and non-linearity.
Unlike rules and interaction’s depth, the experience that a game can
provide cannot be easily measured, since it’s extremely subjective. However
video games are constituted also by other elements and one of them that has
a strong influence on the game experience is narration. A story isn’t a game’s
core element because exist many games that haven’t one, though its absence
as well its presence give a strong direction to the overall game experience.
Games without stories may tend more easily to provide emotional experi-
ences, while narrative games usually tend to more intellectual ones. While
it’s true that stories can arise emotions too, these are mediated, mainly by
the characters and the events. Indeed players identify themselves in the char-
acters, and it’s engaged also a feel of empathy. It’s mainly through empathy
and identification that narration provides emotions. Moreover to follow a
plot and to understand it are processes that actively involve the intellect.
Games without stories instead provide non-mediated emotions, that
usually are simpler than the ones arose by stories, but more direct. The
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players live directly emotions in a real first person experience, since they
don’t have to act following a plot or being bound by it.
It must be noted, however, that the experience provided by a game not
depends solely on stories, on the contrary it is based also on interaction and
rules. These three elements are strictly connected and almost inseparable.
Rules influence interaction limiting it, as well the story may influence
the rules. The story can interrupt the interaction or be carried forward by
it and so on. Even the absence of a story is fundamental on the experience
as previously noted. Furthermore games without stories and deep inter-
action can provide an intellectual experience, such as puzzles, and games
with a story that doesn’t clearly define the main character personality (so
to allow identification), as well provide choices that have impact on the
plot (such as hypertexts) provide emotional experiences instead. Therefore
cannot be clearly stated what kind of experience a game can provide without
considering all the three parameters.
This new taxonomy will have therefore three axes: rules rigidity, where
an extreme is a loose set of few rules, paidea, and the other extreme is a
formalized and strict set, ludus; interaction depth, where the minimum is
plain control and the maximum is control and non-linearity; and story pres-
ence, where the minimum is the total absence of a story and the maximum
is a game totally story driven.
It’s important to note how, not being narration a core game element,
it can be totally absent, unlike the other two parameters. And how the
three parameters together define eight zones (see Figure 4.3): four that are
two dimensional and non narrative, based on the combination of rules and
interaction; other four that are three dimensional and take account of the
story. Therefore can be defined two main macro-areas12: narrative and non
narrative games, each one divided in four zones completely different from
the canonical genres. Indeed games from the same genre, such as FPS, can
be classified in one of the four narrative zones, depending on the interaction,
rules, and story importance.
For practical purposes it’s useful to name the eight zones. Using minor
and maior to specify respectively the plain control interactivity and the control
and non linearity interactivity, can be defined four zones: minor paidea, that
gather the games that feature basic interaction and loose rules; maior paidea,
games with deep interaction and loose rules; minor ludus, games that have
rigid rules and superficial interactivity; and maior ludus, the zone of strict
rules and deep interactivity.
12But the taxonomy is liable of different divisions, for instance the two macro-areas may
be paidea and ludus.
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These four names can define as well narrative and non narrative classes.
Though, as already stated, narrative zones are three-dimensional while non
narrative ones aren’t, so potentially the narrative area is the biggest, and
the zones are less defined because of the influence of the story consistently
changing from game to game.
This taxonomy has the advantage to be extremely flexible and compre-
hensive, while it doesn’t need to be updated. Using the zone system can be
found a position for every game: Tetris would be a non narrative maior ludus
since it has strict rules and clear goals, and a non linearity interaction because
the ways to put the ascending elements on the bottom of the screen changes
the outcomes of the game sensitively; Unmanned is a narrative maior paidea
featuring a deep interaction used to going on through each passage of the
story, not having strict rules, since they change through the game, and goals
other than knowing the story’s end; Bulletstorm (2011), a FPS, has rigid rules,
that don’t change throughout all the game and it is moderately focused on the
story, it features a basic interaction, that doesn’t change the game’s end and it
isn’t necessary to the narration, therefore it is a narrative minor ludus; Proteus
is a non narrative minor paidea, the action of the player doesn’t have much
influence on the world around him, and there aren’t exact rules or goals.
Figure 4.3: A possible scheme for a taxonomy based on narration, interactivity and rules
rigidity.
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Another advantage of this taxonomy is that it can keep track of the new
game tendencies, which sometimes can have radically different designs.
Indeed in many game jams (contests in which is given a fixed amount of
time, generally from 24 to 48 hours, to make a complete game) participants
have experimented new kinds of gameplay involving physical movement
with the aid of motion controllers (often Playstation Move).These games
don’t raise any classification problem using the zone system taxonomy.
Classic taxonomies, being based just on one aspect of the games (the
arrangement of the interaction, namely mechanics and design), have to
add other branches every time a new design emerge. In the zone system
taxonomy instead, the three core game elements define a fixed number of
zones, and games are just positioned in these spaces without the need to
create new ad hoc ones.
Lately many other games are going beyond the screen merging with
reality. This is the case of the alternate reality games and augmented reality
games. Alternate reality games usually involve many players and have a
duration that may go from days to several months (sometimes more than a
year). These games require to be played both in the real world and online,
making use of transmedia storytelling to tell interactive stories. One or more
“puppetmasters” organize and manage the game while it’s going on, they
assign to players puzzles or “missions” across different media or in the real
world and consequently giving new clues for the game’s prosecution.
The majority of these games were realized for advertising purposes,
though after a short amount of time have been realized also serious alternate
reality games, and also artists have tried it.
A notable example from the art world is Space Invaders a project started in
2008, by the French artist Invader. He took the famous game and translated
it in the real life, he invades cities putting mosaic depicting the aliens from
the real game in public places, for each invasion he collects points. The
great difference with the other alternate games, is that Space Invaders doesn’t
involves anyone outside the artist himself.
More traditional alternate games usually have large number of parti-
cipants all over the world such as Why So Serious? (2007 – 2008) realized for
promoting the film The Dark Knight (Nolan, 2007). Why So Serious? gathered
hundreds of millions players in 177 countries, lasting 15 months, and hav-
ing both online and real events. The players were involved in scavenger
hunts, that lead to real places or other websites with new clues and new
contents about the film.
A serious alternate game is World Without Oil (2007) lasted 32 days, the
game called upon players to imagine their lives without oil. As the name
suggests World Without Oil sketched out a world were the oil finished. Players
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could produce stories as videos, images or blog entries and all the material
were linked on the website.
Augmented reality games are by far more similar to traditional video
games, they’re pretty exclusively for mobile devices since they take advant-
age of the sensors with which are equipped. Augmented reality superimpose
virtual data on the real world through a camera (depending on the applica-
tion markers may be needed). New handheld consoles such as Playstation
Vita have cameras to allow the development of augmented reality games,
such as those for smartphones and tablets.
Ingress is an example of what augmented reality games can be. Developed
by Niantic Labs and published by Google in 2013 Ingress is multiplayer and
involve two factions, each player can decide to which one join.
The game have a science fiction setting where the two factions try to
take control of portals scattered around the world. Players have to search
the portals, positioned in real world locations, and conquer them. Being
multiplayer Ingress is quite similar to alternate reality games except for the
fact that it doesn’t have a duration and require simultaneously real and
virtual to be played.
Other game’s new tendencies were already discussed previously: the
exploration of the medium outside its entertainment role leads to games
that have social or political themes, as well personal values. These kinds
of games are generally called serious games.
The use of game design as critic is indeed prior to video games. Many
traditional board games were designed based on political ideas. Monopoly is
such a case: it was a copy of The Landlord’s Game (1904), realized by Elizabeth
(Lizzie) Magie, a Quaker woman from Virginia for promoting the Single Tax
Movement. The Movement had the goal to prevent speculation and land
monopoly. Its proposition was to apply a single, high, uniform tax on all
land, raw or developed. The game is quite similar to the Movement ideas.
On the same path of The Landlord’s Game are Molleindustria’s McDon-
ald’s Video Game and Phonestory, or Escape from Woomera with clear political
and social themes, Dys4ia (2012) and That Dragon, Cancer are instead about
personal experiences.
Dys4ia13 by Anna Anthropy, is an autobiographical game realized in 2012
about the period when the author started the hormone replacement therapy.
The game is divided in four levels, three of which are thematic: one about
medics, one about genders and one about hormones, with the final level that
describes the first sights of the therapy. The levels are constitute by a series
13http://www.newgrounds.com/portal/view/591565
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Figure 4.4: The level selection menu of Dys4ia (2012).
of minigames, that are conceived to represent visually and interactively the
feeling of the author as well as things happened to her.
That Dragon, Cancer (to be released in 2014) as the website claim is: «an
interactive retelling of Ryan and Amy Green’s experience raising their son
Joel, a 4-year-old currently fighting his third year of terminal cancer». Though
the game it hasn’t been already released, it’s clear how personal it is, since
it’s developed by the Green spouses and other developers.
Personal games have raised opposed opinions between who retain that
they are just a way to unload anxieties, and who sustain that they represent
a base for a ludic literature. Personal games seem to have a creation process
really similar to that of the works of art and novels.
Authors and artists indeed create out of their experiences and their works
talk always about them, in addiction to have other contents. In this sense
they’re really close to be a literature, intended as a collection of author’s
works. Anyway personal games can’t be criticized just for representing
aspects of the author’s feels or aspects of her life.
Another recent tendency that involves video games is gamification. The
term was coined in 2002 by Nick Pelling’s, and made famous by Jesse Schell
in 2010. Gamification refers to the process of translating game mechanics on
non-playful tasks and problem solving activities. It is used to make more
acceptable or even fun everyday tasks, through the use of goals and prizes.
Gamification has been used on a variety of fields, from education to
marketing. An example is HabitRPG (2013) thought to achieve efficiency
on personal tasks and habits. HabitRPG treats the life of the player as an
RPG, assigning him an avatar.
The player puts her everyday tasks in the game as an organizer, intentions
of the day, and habits to take or to lose. Achieving tasks and complete
them give experience to the avatar, which can level up; continue with bad
habits make lose life.
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Another gamification application is the portal Babbel.com (http://lp.
babbel.com/). The website aims to teach languages, and each exercise gives
different score depending on the correct answers provided.
A similar strategy further developed is present on Steam (http://store.
steampowered.com/). An online store, where the users gain experience points
and level up according to their activity and the games purchased. Once
reached determined levels, account customization features are gradually
unlocked.
Many new tendencies go toward the real world maintaining a certain
distance from it. They have radical different designs though can still be
placed in the zone taxonomy outlined previously, since, according to more
than one of the definitions provided, they retain the classic game’s elements.
What remains, after have analyzed the game characteristics as a medium
and have outlined a definition and a taxonomy, is to establish if games can
be considered a form of art.
4.4 Are video games art?
The Costikyan’s definition for games, not provided previously, define them
as: «a form of art in which participants, termed players, make decisions in
order to manage resources through game tokens in the pursuit of a goal».14
Greg Costikyan is a game designer and he has been the only one to
affirm that games are a form of art directly in their definition. The designers’
position on the matter is not univocal. The well known creator of the Metal
Gear series Hideo Kojima, while recognizing that games contain art, affirmed
that they are not art because of their intrinsic popular nature opposed to
the niche interests served by art.
Also another developer, recognized to produce art games, such as Tale of
Tales affirmed that games are not art. The Tale of Tales standpoint though
is more complex than it seems and resume most part of the actual video
games’ situation.
In his Almost Art (2011) Michaël Samyn affirms that the game industry and
most part of the game developers restrain the video game potential keeping
it immature. Games are not created as work of art and therefore they aren’t,
their rules and goal-oriented systems are nothing than limits. Art is about
something and the works of art born to express this something. Following
predetermined development processes, thinking more to the genre of the
14As cited in FLANAGAN, Critical Play. Radical game design, p. 6. This is the definition
provided in the 1994 version of the essay I Have No Words & I Must Design, in the second
version Costikyan gives a different definition.
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game and its gameplay than its message, having an economical approach
in its creation are all great binds to games. Developers have to take up
their responsibility as authors.
Samyn affirms that the nowadays video games are not evolving neither
growing, basically remaining unexplored, though he confirms their incred-
ible potential:
I don’t want an artistic medium to emerge out of videogames simply
because it’s possible, or because of the obligation generated by the
capacity for representation. I don’t want it because I wish the games
industry commercial success, or even because the public seems to expect
it.
I want an art form based on videogame technology because I believe
it can allow for the greatest works of art our cultures have ever produced,
and it would be a crime not to do everything within our might to explore
this opportunity! (SAMYN, Almost Art)
A similar reason is what made leave the game industry to Chris Crawford
in 1992. During his so called “dragon speech” he talked about the game
industry in terms really similar to Samyn’s one, but several years before. He
pointed out that industry was searching more in depth, while he wanted
to explore the medium breadth. Another point of his speech was that art
is made for communicating something. His decision to leave was taken
for pursue his dream:
I dreamed of the day when computer games would be a viable medium
of artistic expression – an art form. I dreamed of computer games ex-
pressing the full breadth of human experience and emotion. I dreamed
of computer games that were tragedies, games about duty and honour,
self-sacrifice and patriotism. I dreamed of satirical games and political
games; games about the passionate love between a boy and girl, and
the serene and mature love of a husband and wife of decades; games
about a boy becoming a man, and a man realizing that he is no longer
young. I dreamed of games about a man facing truth on a dusty main
street at high noon, and a boy and his dog, and a prostitute with a heart
of gold. (Wikipedia, Chris Crawford)
The way Samyn and Crawford look at games, and their approach pro-
posals are similar to the personal game creation process. Indeed this kind
of games is developed outside the industry and it’s usually made for a com-
munication need. The traditional games instead are developed starting from
a design idea and not from a message or a story. Moreover the plot of a
mainstream game is usually written after the first development stages.
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Art games and indie games instead, as personal games, aren’t pressed by
economical interests, therefore their creators usually tend to explore more,
and have some communicative motivation under their game.
These kinds of games surely represent a great contribution towards the
recognition of the games as an art form, since they clearly prove that this
medium is well capable of producing art.
As a matter of fact the art world is increasingly more interested in all
kinds of video games and not just art games. The recent acquisitions of
the MoMA and the Smithsonian American Art Museum reveal how the
perception is changing.
The Museum of Modern Art of New York in november 2012 started a
game acquisition operation. The first games to have been acquired were:
Pac-Man (1980), Tetris (1984), Another World (1991), Myst (1993), SimCity 2000
(1994), Vib-Ribbon (1999), The Sims (2000), Katamari Damacy (2004), EVE Online
(2003), Dwarf Fortress (2006), Portal (2007), flOw (2006), Passage (2007) and
Canabalt (2009). In june of 2013 were added Magnavox Odyssey (1972), Pong
(1972), Space Invaders (1978), Asteroids (1979), Tempest (1981), Yar’s Revenge
(1982) and Minecraft (2011).
It was Paola Antonelli, senior curator for the Department of Architecture
and Design at the MoMA, to officially announce that the museum will start
to add video games to its collection. The motivation explained by Antonelli
is that video games are the best example of interaction design. Design is
everywhere and, according to Antonelli, it’s the highest form of human
creativity. In a following interview15 the Italian curator clearly affirmed that
video games are art, and interaction design is one of the most important
form of creativity in the last century.
The Smithsonian American Art Museum followed another path than the
one chosen by the MoMA. The museum organized the exhibition The Art of
Video Games which is focused on the visual aesthetics of video games as a
medium, and that will be on a tour carrying through at least 2016. Though
in December 2013 the museum, as the MoMA, acquired for their permanent
collection two games Flower (2009) and Halo 2600 (2010).
The exhibition has more than eighty games, that were voted during the
spring of 2011 by fans and it’s organized in chronological order. For each
consoles (including PC) were selected four games, one for each category
outlined in the exhibition: action, target, adventure and tactics. The games
can be freely played and the consoles are displayed in cases.
The Art of Video Games arose many critics. The main one was opposed
against the MoMA as well, since by many people video games are not
15PERSON, Museum Director Says Games Are Art But Shooters Aren’t Interesting.
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considered art. For instance art critic Jonathan Jones argued against the
MoMA that video games are not art because they don’t carry a personal view:
The player cannot claim to impose a personal vision of life on the game,
while the creator of the game has ceded that responsibility. No one
“owns” the game, so there is no artist, and therefore no work of art.
(JONES, Sorry MoMA, video games are not art)
Indeed, this critic is not as strong as it may appear. Authors are present
despite of interactivity, and they can leave a strong direction, as it will
be explained later.
Others focused their critics on the arrangement of the exhibition, because
games are presented without any reference to digital art and to the many
debates, that in the course of the years, have involved video games.
The interests of prestigious museums such as the Smithsonian and the
MoMA represent important milestones in the video games’ history, though
it’s not enough to make skeptics, the common opinion and even many
gamers recognize video games as a form of art.
There are also theorists that sustain that games are a new form of art such
as Jenkins. He recognize video games as the only true form of digital art.
As he states in his Art Form for the Digital Age:
Games represent a new lively art, one as appropriate for the digital age
as those earlier media were for the machine age. They open up new
aesthetic experiences and transform the computer screen into a realm of
experimentation and innovation that is broadly accessible. And games
have been embraced by a public that has otherwise been unimpressed
by much of what passes for digital art. Much as the salon arts of the
1920s seemed sterile alongside the vitality and inventiveness of popular
culture, contemporary efforts to create interactive narrative through
modernist hypertext or avant-garde installation art seem lifeless and
pretentious alongside the creativity that game designers bring to their
craft. (JENKINS, Art Form for the Digital Age)
Video games indeed represent the highest creative peak the digital can
reach. Their characteristics as a medium allow them to absorb and replicate
all other medium through virtuality, and to enhance them through interactiv-
ity, providing experiences much more realistic than any other medium can
do. When Jenkins affirms that video games are a new form of art,though
he seems to refer mainly to the capabilities of the medium and therefore its
potentialities, rather than actual games. Therefore as Henry Lowood notice,
it’s easy to critic Jenkins’s statements «by citing the narrative and social
aspirations» of most part of the games palette.
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Other theorists have analyzed the problem differently, trying to outline
what have in common video games and art. According to Stockburger:
[. . . ] we can identify a number of similarities, both are generating
spatio-temporal zones, which are perceived as different from everyday
life. Furthermore, art, as well as games, are said to be on the one hand
governed by rules and on the other hand related to notions of freedom.
(CLARKE and MITCHELL, Videogames and Art, p. 26)
Stockburger continues further asserting that works of art are recognized as
such through a process based on rules, as well as games are. And a normal
object is recognized as art when it is exposed in a museum. Although often
contemporary art is not understood by the majority of an exhibition’s visitors.
Ernest W. Adams in his essay Will Computer Games Ever Be a Legitimate
Art Form? analyzes the problem extensively. Though he wrote it in 2007
based on a 2001 lecture, many points of the paper are still valid. The main
argumentation is that art has a message, a content, an aesthetic, contains
ideas and «makes you feel things». As can be noted, this is the same main
critic to video games done by Samyn, Crawford and others.
Other problems pointed out by Adams are the critics and the author.
When Adams was writing the games were just reviewed, without any further
questions on the value of the game other than graphics, sounds and gameplay.
Today the problem is slowly fading away since alongside reviewers the
number of articles that analyze games with a more structured approach is
growing. Video games are gathering more attention from the academics too,
games studies are becoming more popular, and the critical debate on game
is now crowded not only by developers but also by academics. Though the
problem of the critic is real when video games have so many branches to be
too complex for being analyzed in all their aspects. In these cases the critics
became even more subjective than usually are.
The problem of the author is moderately important. While many games
don’t have a clear author, on the other hand, also in big productions, when
there is an authorial touch it is recognized. Basically the problem of the author
depends on who made the game. Games like Deus Ex (2000) or Populous
(1989) are easily associated to their authors, respectively Warren Spector
and Peter Douglas Molyneux. These designers are not only recognized to
have created famous and influencing games, but are also followed by the
community, like artists and book authors.
In the essay it’s also pointed out that art lasts, while for video games
this may not be totally true. Adams talks positively about games likeTetris
that according to him should resist the test of time, he questions instead the
durability of games like Escape from Monkey Island (2000). This is another
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non-issue for two reasons: the time make a selection of works as well as for
all other form of arts, and there are already recognized classics; old games
keep being played, and this practice is called retrogaming: games for old
consoles or PC are collected and played on their original game systems or
they are emulated on different hardware. This practice keep alive old video
games and help the process of classics selection.
Adams concludes his essay with a series of suggestions, that contain
also design indications:
• Games must seek to do more than provide “fun”. Fun is but
one, rather simplistic, form of entertainment. There are others,
and game developers must find a way to provide them through
gameplay.
• There must be an aesthetic for games and gameplay. How it may
arise, we do not yet know, and it will undoubtedly be subject to
endless debate. But arise it must, before computer games can be
an art form.
• Game developers must experiment with the medium. They must
take artistic risks and break new ground.
• Games must challenge their players as other art forms challenge
their viewers. They must force the player to experience new ideas,
to see things in new ways.
• Prizes and awards must recognize aesthetic merit and not merely
technological prowess or craft.
• Games must be the subject of genuine criticism, not merely product
reviews. They must be studied, discussed and analyzed as works
of art and aspects of culture.
• Game developers must treat themselves and each other as artists
and to grant credit where it is due. (ibid., p. 263–264)
Except for the last three all the other points have basically the same theme:
content. What games provide depends on content and the aesthetic is how
the content is organized and presented. Challenge the players to experi-
ence new ideas and experiment with the medium are directly connected
to content too.
Finally, are games a new form of art? On the one hand yes, they are
because they’re already being recognized by museums; because, as Stockbur-
ger notices, both video games and art create an alternative space opposite
and parallel to reality; and because, differently to traditional games, «video
games consist of non-ephemeral, artistic content (stored words, sounds and
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images), which places the games much closer to the ideal object of the Hu-
manities, the work of art».16
On the other hand they aren’t since, until now, most part of the game pro-
duction isn’t focused on the content, but on predetermined design patterns
for the sake of “fun” and of economical interests.
Basically the question is premature, games have advanced technologically
but not in contents, only in the last years some indie developers have taken
charge of a content revolution that seems to be far from its end. Video games
have the potentialities to be a new form of art, though they still have to
realize their potential.
There is therefore another question to be answered: does it make sense to
study video games, if they’re so immature? The answer is yes, because video
games still are the most complex medium we have; because they’re capable
to reach art and because they’re struggling and slowly shifting to became a
complete form of art. But above all because of their unexplored potentialities.
It has already been remarked how video games may contain all other
media. Aarseth highlights that’s because of the principle of computer uni-
versality outlined by Turing. According to this principle simulations (and
video games can be considered such) can contain most other phenomena,
such as machines or older media. «This omni-potential for simulation means
that computer games can portray, in principle, any phenomenon we would
care to think about, and so, also in principle, no research area is excluded.»17
So Aarseth adds to the reasons to study video games also their strong in-
terdisciplinarity.
Many academics are working to find the right tools for study video games,
but this may not be the best way to contribute to game studies. Games are
still changing, and fast, so the tools of today may not be useful tomorrow,
especially when the video games potential seems to be still undisclosed.
What can be done is to assume a science inspired method and start to study by
doing. As geography kept pace with the exploration of the Earth, games can
be better understood by developing them. Furthermore developing games
gives the chance to reach all their possibilities, to unbound them and make
them evolve. As new Columbus it’s time to explore the video game’s lands.
16AARSETH, ‘Playing Research: Methodological approaches to game analysis’, p. 1.
17Ibid., p. 1.
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Part II
Beyond narration

Chapter 5
Video games and narration
Video games are a new medium, and they can possibly became the first fully
digital form of art. Though some limitations exist due to the industry and
the gamers perception of what should be a game. Alongside these restrains
a main problem repeatedly come back: while in the first chapter was stated
that games may have a message, often their message have no relevance.
Media are used to communicate news, values, ideas, personal views.
Most part of video games instead has poor content, featuring violence and
being male oriented.
Messages can be communicated just with normal language, expressing
clearly their concepts, such as in essays, newspapers and newscasts. But
artistic media adopt different ways: words, images, sounds, acts. And ac-
cordingly to the possibilities of each medium all these ways may be arranged
by the author in two kind of works: abstract or narrative.
Abstraction is used to evoke emotions, and with interpretative efforts
also messages. Narration instead is suited for a wide range of messages,
from simple to complex ones, though not always it instills emotions and it
requires from little to great intellectual efforts to be understood.
As outlined in our taxonomy games may go through both paths. However,
to provide complex and meaningful messages (thus to be recognized as a
form of art), video games have to cope with narration. The shared authorship
between author and wreader, caused by interactivity, apparently prevents an
elements’ arrangement capable to form a coherent story. So games usually
carry on their plot taking off control from the player. This is not a new
problem, and many game designers as well as theorists have bumped into it.
Although this argument lends well itself to be theoretically debated, to
find an answer to the problem a different approach is required.
The analysis methodologies proposed until now may loose their effect-
iveness with innovative designs, as some theories have became invalid with
new games. For instance Proteus has proved that strict rules are not necessary
in video games, and The Stanley Parable (2013) represents a confutation to
who sustains that narration and play cannot be merged.
Therefore is necessary a scientific approach based on the formulation of
a theory and its practical demonstration. Interactivity changes some rules’
narration, though unexplored ways may exist to organically merge both.
5.1 Methodological approaches
One of the problem on which game studies are focused is the video game
analysis. In this area two main approaches have been adopted: studies on
the players, and critiques of the game themselves. While the first method
tends toward the social and psychological aspects of the games, the second is
intended to understanding what are the basic games’ structures and elements,
and to use them for evaluation.
Some scholars have noted the lack of methodologies for critical analysis,
so they tried to recognize video games’ elements to be used for qualitative
analysis. On the other hand also game designers contributed in this area.
Raph Koster analyzes games dividing them in system and experience.
The system of a game represents its mechanics and covers the interaction.
The experience instead is the whole set of graphics, music, narration, and
the overall aesthetic feel of the game.
The game designer goes further establishing that a solid critical criteria
should be based on the division of both system and experience intents from
their actual implementations. Discrepancies between the original intent
behind the game and its realization outline its flaws.
The game elements recognized by Jesse Schell are different, but analogous.
He identifies four of them: mechanics, story, aesthetics and technology.
Mechanics correspond to Koster’s system, and they defines the player’s
goals and how she have to achieve them.
Koster’s experience instead is divided into story, aesthetics and tech-
nology. Aesthetics gather principally graphics and sounds. Technology
is the basis of the all elements, what allow to interact and to display the
game world.
Putting the story in the game’s core elements highlights that for Schell
non narrative games doesn’t exist. Although he doesn’t distinguish nar-
rative frame to plot.
A completely different set of defining elements is the one provided by
Chris Crawford and presented in 4.2. Representation, interaction, conflict
and safety can be barely compared to Schell’s set.
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The approach of Crawford is more abstract: interaction and conflict can be
considered two mechanics’ aspects, while safety doesn’t have any equivalent,
being an aspect strictly connected to the player’s perception of the game.
Crawford’s concept of representation cannot be associated with the aesthetics
because it’s different. While the aesthetic aspects of a game are usually spatial,
Crawford refers to representation as more emotional than geometric.
Before Aarseth delineates his analysis method he too defines what are
the elements of a game. He points out three dimensions, as he calls them,
and they are: gameplay, game-structure and game-world.
Gameplay is focused on the player and it is formed by her actions,
strategies and motives. The game-structure is similar to the mechanics
and it represents the game rules. The game-world instead is similar to
Koster’s concept of experience and gathers the fictional contents, the level
designs and aesthetics.
Aarseth furthermore associates to each dimension different type of re-
search fields. To gameplay he associates sociological, ethnological and
psychological studies; to game-rules game design, business and computer
science; to game-world humanities, history, fine arts and cultural/media
studies.
The methodological approach suggested by Aarseth is based principally
on playing and non-playing factors. Differently from cinema and literat-
ure, video games give instant feedback, this means that the wreader is
evaluated in real time.
Reading a book or watching a film are activities which can go on even
if the user doesn’t have understood the content.
Video games are different, if the player doesn’t understand the mechanics
of the game and doesn’t use them to her advantage, she can’t proceed.
Therefore complete, and master a game is fundamental to understand it.
On the other hand to play a game is not enough to analyze it, so Aar-
seth suggests to use also non-playing analysis, that can provide different
views on the game.
He identifies several type of resources: the previous knowledge of the
genre or the game-system, other players’ reports and reviews, walkthroughs,
discussions, observing others play, interviewing players, game document-
ation, playtesting reports, interviews with game developers.
The combination of playing and non-playing analysis should provide an
overall vision of the game, however Aarseth himself advises how, depending
on the research goal, different approach may be more useful.
Mia Consalvo and Nathan Dutton in their essay Game analysis: Developing
a methodological toolkit for the qualitative study of games criticized Aarseth since
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he simply suggests to play games and «gather as much information about
the game as possible from other sources».1
Another method criticized by the two researchers was the one outlined by
Konzack, which recognized seven layers to be analyzed: hardware, program
code, functionality, gameplay, meaning, referentiality and socio-culture. The
problems appointed were two: Konzack doesn’t offer suggestions on how
to analyze these elements, and some of them are sufficiently complex to
be divided in further elements.
Then what Consalvo and Dutton propose is to adopt a «template for
the qualitative, critical analysis of games as broadly figured “texts”». Their
method is especially suited for thematic analysis as themselves demonstrate
in their essay. They define four main areas to properly study a game: object
inventory, interface study, interaction map and gameplay log.
The object inventory is a tool to understand the role of the objects in a
game, for instance it can answer to question such as «are objects valued more
than people or interactions in the game?». To keep track and evaluate the
importance of the objects, researchers should consider if they are single or
multi-use, if they can be used in one way or many and what are these ways,
if their utility change over time, their cost and what kind of objects they are.
The study of the interface indicates the information provided and the
one privileged, as well as the choices offered to the player and therefore
her freedom. It is considered interface:
any on-screen information that provides the player with information
concerning the life, health, location or status of the character(s), as well
as battle or action menus, nested menus that control options such as
advancement grids or weapon selections, or additional screens that
give the player more control over manipulating elements of gameplay.
(CONSALVO and DUTTON, Game analysis: Developing a methodological
toolkit for the qualitative study of games)
If the interaction with objects is analyzed in the object inventory, the
interaction map keeps track of the player’s choices and of the interactions
with other characters. Well defined questions make more simple on what
focus on. Hence Consalvo and Dutton provide some guidelines: check if
the interactions provide many or few choices; if they change throughout the
game; what is their range; and the choices given to the player to interact
with other characters.
1CONSALVO and DUTTON, Game analysis: Developing a methodological toolkit for the qualit-
ative study of games.
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The last area is the gameplay log, that has to be used for the gameplay
analysis and the game world. It is intended also to provide an overall image
of the game and to put in order all the elements together.
The gameplay is genre dependent so it’s the more difficult aspect to
study, it can refers to the aesthetics as well to the mechanics, and to the
overall “look and feel” of the game. Nevertheless Consalvo and Dutton
suggests some categories: the save system and its restrictions (if there are
some) and how well it’s integrated (if it is justified through the story or it is
extradiegetic); situations where the rules are not respected, or not expected
by the developers; references to other media and how they are expressed;
the representation of the avatar and the player’s control over its aspect; if
the game fit a genre.
The method proposed by Consalvo and Dutton is the most clear and
efficient presented until now, although even the two researchers advise how
the analysis tools should be modified to keep up the changes in video games.
Overall the methodologies proposed by the scholars divide games in two
main parts: the game world and the mechanics. Although they usually divide
further the two in different proportions, sometimes giving more importance
to interaction and sometimes to the appearance and perception of the game.
Juul in his master thesis A Clash between Game and Narrative applies the
same kind of division, distinguishing the program level to the material level.
While the program level is in between technology and mechanics, the mater-
ial level represents the aesthetics including also the texts present in the game.
He highlights that it is the combination of both that has to be analyzed.
Together with the relation between the program and the material, he suggests
to keep attention to the following elements: the game’s relation to interactive
fiction; the game type and its interface; the narrative frame (indeed for Juul
games don’t tell stories they rather have narrative frames, so he considers
to analyze separately the narrative sequences); finally he proposes to study
the relation between the player and the protagonist of the game.
These kind of methodologies, dividing the mechanics from the rest of
the game, aren’t much suitable for games like Façade (2006, see also p. 80)
and The Stanley Parable (2013). These games, in different ways, bond together
the story with the interaction.
Façade is, to date, the one and only completed attempt of interactive
storytelling, as defined by Crawford. The plot and the player’s actions
cannot be divided, since is the player’s input that makes the story happen.
The same is for The Stanley Parable, despite this game doesn’t feature complex
AI, neither an inference engine, the story is what the player do.
In the game there are two main characters, Stanley, controlled by the
player in a first person view, and the narrator, a male voice-over. The narrator
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tells the story of Stanley, and the player can decide to follow him, or to make
different choices. Depending on the paths decided by the player, the narrator
in turn changes the narration. If the story is not considered, the interaction
consists solely in moving and pushing some buttons. The mechanics are a
blend of the voice-over and the movement of the player.
A Clash between Game and Narrative is closed by Juul outlining an “al-
ternative utopia”: instead of «a number of developments with a number
of endings, you construct a number of elements capable of interacting, and
thus capable of creating interesting patterns.»2 Afterwards he even lists some
design details, indirectly suggesting a practical experiment. The Juul’s al-
ternative utopia should be based on human relations, it shouldn’t feature
a story with jumps in time and never take away control from the player,
instead it should allow to interact with everything presented on screen. And
finally «the game must develop not just on principles postulated; all rules
of development must be implemented.»3
Mary Flanagan concludes Critical Play. Radical game design in a more
explicit way, clearly indicating some design strategies that games can take
from art. The critical play method she defines is cyclical and it’s composed
by the following steps:
• Set a design goal/mission statement and values goals. The de-
signer sets the goals necessary for the project to create meaningful
play, and sets one or more equally weighted values goals.
• Develop rules and constraints that support values. The game
designers rough out a framework for play, including the types of
tokens, characters, props, etc. necessary to support the game’s
values and play.
• Design for many different play styles. The designer could, for
example, provide for a noncompetitive type of play alongside a
competitive play scenario. The designer should design for subver-
sion of the system and other means by which play can emerge.
• Develop a playable prototype. The idea is mocked up on paper or
by acting it out during the early stages of design.
• Play test with diverse audiences. Designers need to get out of the
studio or laboratory and play test with a wide-ranging audience,
making sure to play with nontraditional gamers. Various players
test the game for dead ends and dull sections, and types and levels
of task difficulty.
2JUUL, ‘A Clash between Game and Narrative’, p. 76.
3Ibid., p. 76.
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• Verify values and revise goals. Designers evaluate the game
through the play tests and player comments. They verify that
the values goals emerge through play, and revise goals and add or
drop options based on feedback to ensure an engaging game and
support the project values.
• Repeat. This process is repeated to make sure the game supports
the values it set out to frame and support, as well as provide an
engrossing and playable experience. These two criteria for success
must be measured in each iterative cycle. (FLANAGAN, Critical
Play. Radical game design, pp. 257–258)
With a similar spirit of the Flanagan’s critical play method, Michael
Mateas and Andrew Stern have designed a game that respects the charac-
teristics of the “alternative utopia” prospected by Juul. Their game is Façade
an interactive drama or storyworld (as called by Crawford) that models the
reaction of the two characters Grace and Trip. The player found herself in
the middle of a fight between the characters and she has to talk with them
(typing her sentences) in order to resolve their sentimental crisis.
In Build It to Understand It: Ludology Meets Narratology in Game Design Space
Mateas and Stern explain their methodology, which unify the game design
with the two main tendency of game studies, ludology and narratology.
The aim of Mateas and Stern was to demonstrate how is possible to
successfully merge interactivity and narration, on the contrary to what ludo-
logists sustained. The two researchers remarked how a practical approach
was useful to resolve the problem.
One goal of the game studies is to understand the form and the struc-
ture of video games, this problem may be approached simply by externally
studying them. Though understanding the features and the structure of
such complicate and heterogeneous medium may result quite difficult and
complex. Especially since the medium is such new and without previous
analytic systems that take account of interaction.
Build a game is a direct way to deeply understand its structure, fur-
thermore analyzing existing games doesn’t allows to think out of the box
and to the new possibilities that the medium may still hide. As Mateas
and Stern put it:
Building games within already sampled regions of design space provides
a more complete understanding of these regions, without relying on
only what commercial game developers happen to provide. Building
games that explore new regions of design space helps uncover game
forms that commercial developers have not yet ventured into, and
allows us to directly experiment with some of the more vexing ques-
tions in game studies, helping the field avoid making taxonomic and
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prescriptive errors. (MATEAS and STERN, ‘Build It to Understand It:
Ludology Meets Narratology in Game Design Space’)
A practical methodology is not new, it instead returns under the concept
of “applied humanism” the conceptual core under the Comparative Me-
dia Studies programs. This same approach was the one used by Kulešov
for his students at the VGIK, where he instituted a practical laboratory.
The Russian and his approach have formed influential directors such as
Pudovkin and Ejzenštejn.
Generally the industry has ignored the game studies as an academic
research field despite its growth. Microsoft researcher John Hopson has
accounted this lack of interest to the absence of concrete experiments. There-
fore he recommended to prove the theories.
The academic project GAMBIT (Gamers, Aesthetics, Mechanics, Business,
Innovation and Technology), born from a collaboration between MIT and
the Media Development Authority of Singapore (MDA), took charge of the
Hopson’s considerations. The GAMBIT is a laboratory of theory and practice.
These approaches doesn’t just have a theoretical value, but they can be
useful to the industry too, providing alternative development strategies
that often the mainstream scene don’t want or can’t afford to follow, but
once matured it can adopt.
5.2 How do video games narrate?
One of the most debated argument both in game design and game studies
is whether or not interactivity allows narration. Though some games have
demonstrated that both can live side by side, the debate is far from being
closed, especially on the game design field, while the game studies have
started to loose interest in the question.
The debate has reached its peak in the first years of the new millen-
nium, when some game scholars started to call themselves ludologists. This
group of researchers claimed that games should be studied with new tools
since an approach focused on storytelling wasn’t appropriate for a medium
based on interaction.
Throughout the years different researchers have assumed different po-
sition on the question, and some of them have even claimed that games
cannot tell a story.
One of these researchers is Jesper Juul, who affirmed that games cannot
carry on a story, rather they contains narrative frames. The bone of contention
is based on the fact that giving the control to the player, the author cannot
drive the narration on the correct path.
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A story is a series of events strictly connected by a cause and effect prin-
ciple, if the reader could choose for the three little pigs probably she would
built directly an house of bricks for all the three protagonists, “ruining”
the story.
The designer is then in a position whereby he should consider all the
possible branches of the story and develop them, or force the player, pre-
venting him to choose her way. Since video games usually tell one specific
story, to tell it, the game removes the control to the player, to showing her
a cutscene that makes proceed the narration.
This kind of structure is called by Juul narrative frame. And he suggests
that is unimportant to the enjoyment of the game, because it can be even
replaced without changing the overall experience. But he goes further sus-
taining the incompatibility between interactivity and storytelling because
of the implosion of the time of narration during interaction.
The formalist theories divide a narrative in two levels: the fabula or story,
consisting in the chronological order of the events told; and the sjuzet or
discourse, the actual disposition of the events during their exposition.
Both levels have respectively their time flow, the fabula time corresponds
to the real duration of all the events told, including temporal ellipsis; the
sjuzet time corresponds instead of just the event presented in the narration.
To this two times Juul adds the Genette’s concept of reading time, in other
words the time spent by the reader to read the story.
According to Juul the interactivity makes implode this three times, not
allowing any temporal technique unlike cinema and literature. Since narra-
tion is based on time, the impossibility to use flashback, flashforward and
similar figures of speech, as well as the absence of tenses support, makes
impossible to tell a story through interaction.
As a designer Schell goes even further, asserting that:
Videogame characters are severely limited in their ability to do anything
that requires something to happen above the neck. Most of what hap-
pens in stories is communication, and at the present time, videogames
just can’t support that. (SCHELL, The Art of Game Design. A book of lenses)
The point of Schell is that video games don’t provide enough variety in what
players can do. Indeed the actions that are usually possible are verbs of
movement (run, jump, shoot, throw, punch) while stories are principally
based on social interaction (argue, convince, lie, plead).
Henry Jenkins sustains that video games are as narrative as dance can
be. In other words storytelling isn’t an intrinsic or defining feature of games.
He argues that video games are a spatial medium and it is through space
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that they can tell a story. In his essay Game Design as Narrative Architecture
he suggests that games are suitable for environmental storytelling.
Historically game designers have put more efforts on the levels develop-
ment rather than plots, this focus on spaces makes games spatial stories.
According to Jenkins, rather than use events, video games outline stories
through their spaces. He find out that this kind of narration is not new and
indeed it can be found in hero’s odysseys, quest myths, or travel narratives.
Also science fiction is recognized to be focused more on the creation of real-
istic spaces than deep narratives. Therefore Jenkins compares and associates
a technique of the classical storytelling to video games.
Despite being the father of ludology, Gonzalo Frasca occupies a moderate
position about narration and storytelling. In the paper that started the trend
Ludology Meets Narratology: Similitude and differences between (video)games
and narrative he considers storytelling in relation to both paidea and ludus
suggesting an hybrid method that use both narratology tools and tools
developed ad hoc for the medium.
Frasca notices that the strong rules of ludus games have a structure sim-
ilar to the one provided by Bremond in Lógique du récit that describes the
“possible narratifs” of a protagonist (or agent). Frasca argues that the basic
pattern of a ludus is formed by beginning, development and result, which can
have two outcome: victory or defeat. At the same time the “possible narratifs”
features a starting task that may or may not be accepted. If accepted it can
be accomplished successfully or end with a failure.
The two schemes are quite similar (Figure 5.1), both start with a beginning,
have a development and can end in a positive or negative way, and both
represent a map of possibilities. Though Frasca remarks that the narration
Frasca's ludus scheme Bremond's "possible narratifs" scheme
Beginning
Development
Result
Victory Defeat
Task that may be accepted
AbstentionThe task is accepted (passage to action)
The task is not accomplished 
(Defeat of the protagonist)
Task accomplished
(Triumph of the protagonist)
Figure 5.1: The representation of both Frasca’s and Bremond’s schemes.
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is realized only in one of the possible sequences and it isn’t represented by
the Bremond’s structure. Moreover the ludus structure doesn’t describe the
possibilities of one specific game session, but all the possible ones. «The
session is not the ludus, it is just a product of it.»4
Another main difference between narration and ludus is the role of the
user, if the player does not act, there isn’t a game neither a session. Frasca
concludes that
[. . . ] while ludus and narrative are not the same thing, some kinds of
ludus (particularly the adventure videogame), can produce narrative
sequences and, therefore, narrative. However, producing narrative and
being narrative are different things.
For what concern paidea instead, Frasca associates it to a narrative setting.
Since it is a web of regularities it allows a certain freedom of activities and
actions determined by the environment. The environment is intended as the
game-world, including topology, objects and other characters.
A fundamental approach to the question is given by the game designer
Chris Crawford that spent the last twenty years to develop his idea of in-
teractive storytelling. Differently from the most part of game designers
and scholars, and opposite to Jenkins propositions, he sustains that the true
nature of games isn’t based on space, but on social interactions.
The aim of Crawford is to use interaction to create a narrative space
that he calls storyworld. Since stories aren’t based on space, but on the
relations between the protagonist and the characters he asserts that spatial
reasoning is useless. He going on making examples on how the narrative
engine of most stories is not the space. Even in The Odyssey spatial motions
aren’t central, instead they are transition from one “stage” to another where
meaningful relations happen.
Crawford recognizes the incompatibility between plot and interactivity,
since a story is basically a concatenated series of events. He though exit
from the impasse between narration and interaction affirming the both are
compatible if the narration is process-driven instead of being event-driven.
The game designer doesn’t specify what path the player takes to get to
the victory condition, only the rules by which the player can attempt
to do so. The gameworld is an orderly place with free will for the
player. That’s because the designer’s control is exercised through the
processes of the gameworld rather than the events of the gameworld.
[. . . ] A plot specifies events, not processes. Interactivity requires that
4FRASCA, Ludology Meets Narratology: Similitude and differences between (video)games and
narrative.
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authorial control be exercised through processes, not events. Yes, plot
and interactivity are mutually exclusive; but process-driven narrative is
perfectly compatible with interactivity. (CRAWFORD, Chris Crawford on
Interactive Storytelling. Second edition, p. 54)
Mateas and Stern slightly shift the problem suggesting to consider dif-
ferently a normal story from an interactive one. They outline an interactive
story as a container of stories, a «potential story space» where each player
could follow a particular story according to her choices. And indeed is what
they have done with Façade.
What emerges from all these points of view is that in a certain way
interactivity allows to go beyond narration, since it radically changes the
way to tell a story. It essentially makes video games the medium more similar
to reality than any other. These freedom of interaction is limited only by
the developers and the available technologies.
Interactivity has deep consequences on narrative, though it doesn’t nullify
it, rather it change it. Narration is a way to represent reality, and each media
use different tools to enact this representation.
The basic narrative unit of literature is the sentence, whose structure has
embedded a narrative sketch. The subject represents the protagonist, the
verb the development, and the object the outcome.
Likewise, cinema too has a primitive narrative unit, that Christian Metz
in Film Language. A Semiotics of the Cinema recognizes in the single shot.
An image usually contains an entire statement making it the basic element
of cinematic narration.
Both media represent a series of events using respectively sentences and
images.5 These two units however, despite the former is based on verbs and
on gestures the latter, don’t emphasize actions, but their causes and their
consequences. Moreover they are rough representations of reality, requiring
an interpretative process to be understood.
As Barthes claims:
Everything suggests, indeed, that the mainspring of narrative is pre-
cisely the confusion of consecution and consequence, what comes after
being read in narrative as what is caused by; in which case narrative
would be a systematic application of the logical fallacy denounced by
Scholasticism in the formula post hoc, ergo propter hoc – a good motto
for Destiny, of which narrative all things considered is no more than the
“language”. (As cited in JUUL, ‘A Clash between Game and Narrative’,
p. 34)
5Of course these are just the basic elements, literature and especially cinema make use
also of other elements, such as music, and dialogues.
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The traditional storytelling provides knowledge through an interpretative
process based on the causes and consequences of actions, since media like
cinema and literature have difficulties in putting emphasis on the actions
themselves.
Interactivity enables a new level of representation incredibly more close to
reality, shifting emphasis from cause and effect to actions. While traditional
storytelling is focused on cause and effect, interactive storytelling is focused
on performing actions. This “performativeness” has two aspects one that
resides in the words and another in the gestures.
John Langshaw Austin is the developer of the theory of speech acts. He
distinguished the two language aspects, written and spoken, arguing that
they have different behaviors. Spoken sentences, differently from the written
ones, have real world consequences on the audience, resulting in its reaction.
Because of this effect Austin calls these sentences performative utterances.
Austin identifies three aspects, or acts in a performative utterance: locu-
tionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary. The locutionary act is the act of
saying something, similar to the concept of signifier; the illocutionary act is
the act performed in saying something, and it’s slightly similar to the concept
of signified. The perlocutionary act isn’t always present in the utterance and
it can be considered as the effect of the illocutionary act via the locutionary
act. The perlocutionary act represents the consequences on the listener, that
may have a physical (if it’s a request, or an offend) or psychological reaction.
The behavior of the language in games is more similar to the one of the
speech acts rather then the written word of the literature. The player reads
or listen to sentences in the game that get her to do or realize something.
Alongside this aspect, interactivity features also the gestures themselves.
To better understand how gestures can tell a story, just think to a play from an
actor standpoint. The basic narrative unit of theatre is the gesture, performed
by someone accordingly to a script.
If we consider a play from a spectator point of view, theatre is not much
different from cinema or literature: it shows a series of events. But the
actor who is actually reciting is making the story. The actor is narrating
with her gestures.
It must be payed attention though that theatre doesn’t features speech
acts, as already stated it follows a script. The reactions of the actors to the
lines are not natural but bound by the story.
The player is a spectator and an actor at the same time, she’s acting a
play to herself, but compared to the actor she has the freedom to decide how
to perform the actions that make the story.
Interactive storytelling produces knowledge through a performative pro-
cess based on the actions of the player.
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When Frasca asserts that games produce narrative he’s indeed right, as
in theatre and real life our actions produce stories. Though video games
simultaneously show what we do, like a film shows the actions of the actors.
The narrative engine of games is the player. Video games don’t tell a story
by their own, the story happens only through the player.
Interactivity changes the usual mainspring of narration, but doesn’t pre-
vent it. It produces just a different kind of storytelling, a performative
storytelling.
As outlined in 4.1 we considered two kind of interactivity: plain control
and non-linearity. This division has deep consequences on performative
storytelling, to such a degree that we can define two branches according
to the depth of the interaction.
The positions regarding game storytelling are usually divided in two
extremes: games cannot tell stories, games tell hypertextual stories. Indeed
games can do both, but can also tell linear stories. Performative storytelling
allows both liner and non-linear plots according to the depth of interactivity.
With plain control the player can perform a determined set of actions
that have predetermined outcomes, established by the designer. With a
deeper interaction can be established rules that changes the outcomes of
the player’s actions (The Stanley Parable, Façade). It’s important to remark
again that cause and effect do not disappear, they just are less important
than the actions that produce the effects.
A game such Another world (1991) developed by Eric Chahi, despite
having a tight set of verbs, succeeds to tell a story with the help of the player.
The game, after having set a narrative frame with a cutscene, never take
off control from the player. The narration is carried on by the actions of
the player that is guided by the game through the correct series of actions.
While to each basic verb is associated a corresponding button, there are
certain stages that the shoot control allows to perform different actions
suited for the situation.
Game design is a craft traditionally more focused on the mechanics than
anything else, though Schell highlights how all the elements of the game
have to be accounted to provide a satisfying experience. At the same time
he treats the story as an accessory of the game and not as something that
can be really embedded in the mechanics.
Stephen E. Dinehart has suggested a new kind of design and a new
professional figure, to give more importance to stories in game design. He
claimed that is necessary to merge the knowledge of game design and game
studies in a new field called interactive narrative design. The narrative
designer should provide a sensible contribution in designing mechanics that
produce articulated narratives.
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Performative storytelling, despite sharing some elements with traditional
narration, is a whole new way to tell stories. The obvious approach to explore
it, hence it’s the one outlined by Stern and Mateas and suggested by the
concept of interactive narrative design: study by doing.
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Chapter 6
The quest for storytelling
As stated by Mateas and Stern in Build It to Understand It game design is
a wicked problem. Rittel and Weber define them as problems not clearly
definable, that doesn’t have a definitive solution. Game design is indeed a
field where doesn’t exist correct or incorrect solutions, but just better/worse
or good enough/not enough good ones.
Schell defines game design as «the act of deciding what a game should be».
In this land there are certain established rules, there are emerged from the
experience of many designers. Though the industry usually refrains experi-
mental design due to the economical risks derived from an eventual failure.
The academic research is free from these restrains and indeed it can
explore new game design paths, as well, if not even more, indie developers.
Tell a story thinking to the gestures that makes it rather than the cause ef-
fect relation of the classical narration is not an easy task. Especially since this
kind of storytelling doesn’t have precedents, but it’s born with the medium.
Until now the majority of game designers have thought to stories in
reference to other media, above all literature and cinema. Therefore they
have excluded the possibility of an organic mix between storytelling and
mechanics. They have instead stitched the two together.
On the other hand, other developers have lost themselves in the labyrinths
of non linear interactive fiction. Although hypertextual games are already
possible, they require cutting edge technologies, proficiencies in AI and
natural language recognition and great efforts, indeed to this date are very
few the successful experiments.
How a story can deviate according to the player’s decision it’s a matter
discussed in game design and some simplistic solutions have been adopted
in some games. Nevertheless there seems to be an overall lack of devel-
opment attempts for games that carry on linear stories through mechanics
and player interaction.
This chapter is intended to provide a general overview on the consolid-
ated techniques used in game design to tell stories, as well as a new approach
and some proposals.
6.1 Narrative techniques
Video games feature stories. They may not tell them in the best of their
possibilities, though game designers have developed several techniques to
add stories to games. The most part of these strategies are based on cutscenes
and linear stories or simple choice trees.
Jenkins, departing from the traditional techniques, suggested environ-
mental storytelling as a valuable strategy for narration, he defined four
ways how it can be used: evoked narration, enacted narration, embedded
narration and emergent narration.
Taking advantage of transmedia storytelling processes, evocative spaces,
based on previous stories or recognized models, can provide rough plots.
This technique is used in themed amusement park attractions.
While a roller coaster can’t tell a story, if it has a theme such as the world
of Batman, it can evoke to the riders their memories about the character
and his adventures. At the same time it’s not strictly necessary an intellec-
tual property, evoked narration can as well take advantage of established
traditions such as the haunted mansion.
Evoked narration can also be used as hook for further development, as
done in American McGee’s Alice (2000). In this game the tale of Alice is used as
a premise to develop a new story: after have been in the Wonderland Alice
comes back to the real world, but she witnesses the death of her family. The
shock causes her to loose the grasp on reality and she is subsequently sent
to an asylum. After ten years she returns to the Wonderland. The original
Alice story, well known by most people, allows a deeper characterization
of the game and solid narrative premises.
Enacted narration makes a different use of spaces. Jenkins outlines them
as scenes that enact a narrative. It can be a cutscene triggered while entering
in the space, though Jenkins discourage this use, or a consequence to some de-
termined player’s action, or even an interaction between two computer con-
trolled characters. The space can also indicates goals or represent an obstacle.
These kinds of spaces can be used to guide the player forward in the
main plot, or can be «localized incidents». In the latter case Jenkins talk of
micronarratives. To better understand what micronarratives are he compares
them to the Odessa Steps sequence in Sergej Ejzenštejn’s Battleship Potempkin:
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Ejzenštejn intensifies our emotional engagement with this large scale
conflict through a series of short narrative units. The woman with
the baby carriage is perhaps the best-known of those micronarratives.
Each of these units builds upon stock characters or situations drawn
from the repertoire of melodrama. None of them last more than a
few seconds, though Eisenstein prolongs them (and intensifies their
emotional impact) through crosscutting between multiple incidents.
(JENKINS, Game Design as Narrative Architecture)
A story though can be told also through the space. Embedded stories are
told by the objects and the settings of the game.
Many graphic adventures make use of this technique since, for the most
part, they are based on objects and on their combinations (the right object
in the right place). However while traditionally these kinds of interactions
were used to resolve puzzles, a beautiful example of embedded narration
is provided by Gone Home (2013).
The game by the Fullbright Company is a sort of graphic adventure set
in a mansion. The player is free to explore the house, searching for hints to
discover where is the protagonist’s sister. The game story is told through
letters, notes and objects found around.
Embedded narration fit very well detective stories because these ones are
based on the search of objects and places’ analysis. In this particular case
it can be said that performative storytelling is achieved, since the story is
carried on by actions that suit coherently and in a relevant way the plot.
Less organic implementation of these strategies are used in game with
vast game worlds where plot elements are scattered all over it. How Craw-
ford reports, Lebowitz and Klug in their book Interactive Storytelling for Video
Games call this specific variation open-ended stories.
Games of the series The Elder Scrolls and Grand Theft Auto set their stories
in huge environment where the player can move freely. At her disposi-
tion there are many secondary quests or missions alongside the main ones
sometimes put at considerable distance from each other.
The last Jenkins’ environmental storytelling strategy is emergent narra-
tion. This kind of narrative is mainly featured in both minor and maior paidea.
Games such as those of the series The Sims (2000, 2004, 2009) or Minecraft
(2011) don’t have a plot, but instead they generate stories. However emer-
gent stories are sensibly different from performative storytelling, since they
are produced casually and without the developers intention.
The Sims basically is a dollhouse simulation, the player can have one or
more “sims” (virtual people) and she have to guide their everyday activities
(job, hobbies, cooking) and needs (social life, personal care, etc).
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The relations between the player’s sim and the ones controlled by the
computer may put up stories. The sims can date themselves and have love
affairs that don’t always end well, according to the player’s will.
These kind of mechanics make emerge stories, though they’re usually
simple. Another example is provided by Minecraft developed by Markus
Perssons, a game that allows players to build constructions out of textured
cubes in a 3D procedurally generated world. Other activities in the game
include exploration, gathering resources, crafting, and combat. The variety
of cubes and the way they can be combined generate narration. The player
just tries out combinations and discovers their outcome in a process that can
be told as a story, moreover the presence of enemies and natural shelters
increase the narration possibilities.
Emergent narratives though usually generate stories that are about the
game, and not told by the game. Therefore these games aren’t really narrative.
Crawford too critics this strategy arguing that the freedom given to the
player doesn’t make a story: «there’s no story at all – at least, none in the
conventional sense».1
Shell on the other hand recognize just this type of narrative alongside
the basic plot structure named “string of pearls”. The string of pearls is a
series of game sessions interspersed by cutscenes.
Called by Crawford constipated stories, the games based upon this struc-
ture reward the player with a piece of story after every session of play (see
Figure 6.1). Players have no influence at all on the events and some gamers
usually play to watch the story.
Cutscene
Game session
Figure 6.1: Visual representation of a string pearl scheme.
The basic string pearls structure can be further developed branching it
and transforming it in a tree. Can be identified two main tree structures that
give to the player different degrees of non-linear interactivity: tree with false
disjunctions and tree with true disjunctions.
1CRAWFORD, Chris Crawford on Interactive Storytelling. Second edition, p. 156.
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The trees with false disjunctions provide choices and consequently paths
that after after some development converge again in one branch (Figure 6.2).
This is the most used technique in gamebooks, interactive fiction and many
RPGs. Moreover it allows great freedom on the plot development, from
Figure 6.2: Visual representation of a false disjunctions tree.
a simple final choice that drive to two different endings, to more complex
trees with parallel developments and multiple endings like in the game The
Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings (2011).
The game by CDProjekt has sixteen different endings, its prologue is
divided in four parts that can be played in different order, and choices
further in the game have long term consequences. Since the protagonist has
lost his memories there are animated cutscenes that show his past life.
Another game that make use of the false disjunction tree is the already
cited The Stanley Parable, though most part of the choices drive to different
endings. Its structure indeed is quite similar to the true disjunction tree.
Hypertextual stories with this structure branch at each choice to new
paths that doesn’t converge. The main problem is that the narration cannot
be prolonged too much, since the ends increase exponentially. The scheme
in Figure 6.3 shows a tree with boolean choices, but can be adopted more
outcomes (three or more), with the consequent drawback of more complexity.
All the solutions presented are actually used in real world games, and the
more complex ones tend toward an idea that was born almost together with
video games: the dream of true interactive storytelling. This idea is compar-
able to an enhanced hypertext (indeed could be intended also as an evolution
of the hypertext): a virtual world where the player could act freely, where all
her actions would have plot relevance and, depending on how they’ve been
performed, would shape the following development of the story.
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Figure 6.3: Visual representation of a true disjunctions tree.
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According to Crawford and also to the Turing’s principle of computer
universality, the computer is the only medium that should be able to reach
this goal. Crawford notices also as we should think the computer not like
a machine for stories (a final product), but rather as a machine for telling
stories (a process).
Hypertext theorists argue that the tree structures are not the best solution
for hypertextual narratives, but instead a true hypertext should have a web
structure. The core difference between the two kind of schemes is to find in
the reading direction. Trees have a starting point and an end point that is
reached following always the same way, the true hypertext instead should
allow to navigate inside it without the necessity of a specific direction, the
web structure should connect the various nodes with each others, without
hierarchies or depth.
In a similar way interactive storytelling should create a sort of narrat-
ive clouds where the player’s actions should cause procedurally generated
reactions which, however, compose a structured story. These clouds are
what Crawford calls storyworlds, and actually he’s one of the main expert
in this kind of storytelling.
6.2 Interactive storytelling
The Crawford’s concept of interactive storytelling is directly depending on
his definition of interactivity (see also 4.1):
a cyclic process between two or more active agents in which each agent
alternately listens, thinks, and speaks – a conversation of sorts. (CRAW-
FORD, Chris Crawford on Interactive Storytelling. Second edition, p. 28)
According to the game designer there are three factors that determine the
degree of interactivity: speed, depth and choice. Speed is necessary to a true
interactive experience, since answers too slow don’t allow much interaction.
Depth represents how much the activity involves the player’s thinking
and cognition. Games traditionally involve hand-eye coordination, puzzle
solving, spatial reasoning and resource management. On the other hand
Crawford claims that for interactive storytelling should be involved so-
cial reasoning.
At last, the third factor is choice, that in turn has two main aspects: the
functional significance, and the perceived completeness. Choices have to be
coherently provided, considering context, users’ desires, needs, and interests.
On the other hand they don’t have to be overabundant, but enough to give
the player a perceived completeness. «The absolute number of choices isn’t
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important; it’s the number of choices offered compared to the number of
possibilities the user can imagine.»2
By a general definition games and interactive storytelling can be con-
sidered the same thing, though Crawford observes how common video
games have a narrower definition. The most part of the games are indeed:
a form of interactive entertainment involving simple and/or violent
themes, relying heavily on cosmetic factors, in which players must exer-
cise precise hand-eye coordination, puzzle solving, and resource man-
agement skills. (CRAWFORD, Chris Crawford on Interactive Storytelling.
Second edition, p. 48)
Interactive storytelling reject this new definition, since it should provide
complex themes, relying on social relations and providing the player choices
that have dramatic relevance. The goal of interactive storytelling is allow the
player to live compelling “literary” stories, shaped by her choices and actions.
What Crawford prospects has some characteristics of the hypertexts and
at the same time it places the same problems. As pointed out in 5.2 to resolve
the impasse between plot and player’s freedom, interactive storytelling
must be based on processes and not on foreseeing the actions of the player.
When Crawford talks about the choices’ perceived completeness he refers
to the ones generated by the storyworld and not decided by the developer.
Interactive storytelling is procedurally generated and not hardcoded.
The techniques to craft a storyworld require abstraction and a flexible
structure. Indeed storyworlds are thematic more than providing a specific
story, for this reason they are based on plots as much as possible generic.
These basic plots are similar to the narrative steps proposed by Propp and the
similar ones proposed by Joseph Campbell in The Hero with a Thousand Faces.
Vladimir Propp studied the tales of magic and he found out that all
this kind of stories have a unique general model. At the same manner
Campbell studied the hero’s journeys in mythologies, discovering a unique
model also for them. This narrative structures have in turn many similarities.
Simplifying, a story has four main steps:
1. initial equilibrium;
2. breakage of the equilibrium;
3. hero’s adventures;
4. establishment of a new equilibrium.
2CRAWFORD, Chris Crawford on Interactive Storytelling. Second edition, p. 41.
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These steps are the ones that have to be generated by the storyworld
engine. Next to this loose plot structure, storyworlds need a general map or
scheme, that, as argued previously, cannot be a branching tree. Crawford
then suggests to adopt directed graphs as a solution.
Directed graphs are structures where the nodes are connected with no
specific hierarchy and that don’t have a reading direction, like a web.
Through a system of state variables that change according to the player
decisions, each node can assume different meanings every time the player
goes into it. Every choice done change the context slightly, but enough
to make the player consider different possibilities if she’s again in front
of the same node.
It’s important to notice again how the emphasis is not on the events but
on the processes. These narrative clouds, or storyworlds change accord-
ingly to the player’s actions, they are based on processes, and therefore
generate events.
Since the storyworlds’ aim is quite complex, doesn’t exists particular
techniques to realize them, instead there are two main approach and several
strategies to develop storyworlds engines.
Figure 6.4: Visual representation of a directed graph.
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The first approach that can be used is top-down: provide a loose plot
in a form of a directed graph. This approach can be applied through three
different strategies: event-based, clock-based and plot-based.
Engines that use an event-based strategy wait for the player to trigger
an event, after which propose her another set of choices. These engines
are almost exclusively based on links between events, though they can be
enhanced adding requirements (such perform specific actions) to access
determined events. The problem of the event-based strategy is that is built
exclusively around the player making difficult to allow different actions
by multiple characters.
Clock based engines are more suitable to manage simultaneously mul-
tiple characters. They are based on turns in which cyclically check certain
determined conditions and the player status.
The storyworlds based on this strategy can be both turn-based or real
time. In the first case, the engine, after it has checked all the conditions,
stops waiting for the player’s input, in the second case instead the engine
performs continuously its checks regardless the player’s actions or inaction.
Turn-based solutions have the advantage to provide specific verbs when
it’s the player’s turn, on the contrary real-time solutions provide a vast
range of verbs for all the kind of events. This approach leads inevitably to
have some verbs that not suit certain situations, on the other hand real-time
is more compelling.
The plot-based strategy is more clearly based on the top-down approach.
These engines were derived from story-generator programs. Basically they
take some parameters and generate a story that can be stopped in key points
to change specifications.
Crawford accounts three main problems to plot based engines: since at
the heart these are inference engines they generate stories that follow logic
reasons and not dramatic ones; the story generated goes on freely, requiring
player’s intervention only at critical moments, therefore the rest of the time
the player just watch; the third problem is that the engine tries to make
the player choose the path pre-calculated, otherwise it attempts to fit her
actions in the general plot.
Opposite to the top-down approach there is the bottom-up one. The
engines based on this approach built the story steps upon the player’s actions
and decision. Though this approach suffer from too loose narrative structures.
To address this problem Crawford suggests the use of plot points, mandatory
passages of the story to give more structure.
Plot points can be based on time, though this means that the player
cannot be in the right place at the right time. To resolve this issue Crawford
proposes also two other kinds of plot points: logic and opportunistic. Logic
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plot points are triggered only when certain preconditions have been reached.
Opportunistic plot points instead are used to avoid that certain choice of the
players turn out to be dead ends. In this case the engine should generate a
subplot that makes the player return on a node narratively more important.
Along with these main approaches and their strategies, the academic
research has produced at least other two solutions to the problem of inter-
active storytelling.
Drama managers are engines that try to monitor the level of conflict and
drama and to intervene when needed, so that the story maintains an overall
entertaining storytelling. Another solution that actually has an implement-
ation is the Comme il Faut engine, developed by the Center for Games and
Playable Media (CGPM) of the UC Santa Cruz.
Comme il Faut is based on the Goffman’s system of dramaturgical analysis
for what concern the narrative part, and on Reiss’s motivation analysis for
what concern the social interactions. The engine indeed doesn’t consider
just relations and characters’ personalities, but also the social rules of the
context where they are.
The game produced with Comme il Faut is called Prom Week (2011) and it’s
a social simulator. The player can manipulate the feelings of the protagonists
making them interact between themselves. The game provides a great control
on the relations between the characters and has realistic outcomes.
Also Chris Crawford has done many efforts on interactive storytelling
engines, though to this date, his project Storytron, an event-based engine is
«in a medically-induced coma» (started in 2012) caused by the complexity
the project had reached, making it difficult to use. Actually Storytron is
under a phase of re-design.
However Crawford has behind a long story of experiments, among them,
one of the most successful was Trust & Betrayal: Legacy of Siboot (1987). The
game puts the player in the role of Vetvel, an alien that must compete with
other six aliens for the shepherdship. The game is based on the exchange of
knowledge between the characters, that is necessary to the “mind combat”
that takes place every nights.
The AI considers the actions of the player and since the exchange of
knowledge requires to tell other characters’ secrets, it considers also the
characters’ reactions, hence the player should be careful on decide who is
to trust and who is to betray.
Instead of natural language Crawford opted to create a symbol based
language for the dialogues. The game allows to compose phrases rather
than have to choice just between formed sentences. The way the player
makes her statements is based, differently to all interactive fiction, on an
inverse parser. Instead to type words directly (that may not be recognized
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by a traditional parser) an inverse parser presents only words that make
sense for the given context.
Alongside the custom language and the inverse parser, the game puts
emphasis also on the facial expressions, dedicating a space on the interface
just for this. All this technical innovations though weren’t taken into account
by successive games.
Only recently some game has featured advanced facial expressions and
used them in the mechanics like L. A. Noir and Heavy Rain.
A game currently in development that is based on simplified interactive
storytelling mechanics is Storyteller.
Developed by Daniel Benmergui the game is based on the language of
comics and storytelling. The interface is composed by two or more empty
panel and the player has at her disposal a series of characters and objects each
with their properties. By putting the characters and the objects inside each
panel, the player creates a comic that change according to the order in which
are put the elements and to their characteristics. Though the games seems
to be more simple than Prom Week or Façade it’s one of the first attempts of
interactive storytelling made inside the videoludic industry.
A radical new approach, that still it hasn’t been attempted, is an engine
based on users. Instead to develop complex AIs and inference algorithms
this hypothetical engine would allow the users to add choices in the plot.
It should have two modes, one to actually play the story and another one
to modify it. Whenever the user is playing and want to do something that
is not available, she could switch to the edit mode and develop a branch
herself for the story. To further enhance the experience this engine should be
web-based, thus all the users could branch all the stories and even connect
them together (see appendix B).
Interactive storytelling is a dream that is slowly realizing despite the
skepticism, and it represents the peak of what should be interactive narration
and hypertextuality.
However many advanced experiments seem to be focused just on pursu-
ing this dream, while interactivity unleashes a new kind of action-based nar-
ration that may be used also to better merge linear stories and mechanics. To
use and take full advantage of interaction in games therefore could be useful
to develop some design strategies based on narration but linearity agnostic.
6.3 Design proposals
Video games tell stories. And they do it in several ways, the mainstream
games use conventional techniques to provide tales that are attached to
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the gameplay, maintaining the two fundamentally separated. Interactive
storytelling seems to be the quantum leap toward the evolution and maturity
of the video game medium, though it’s still in heavy development.
The classic way to put a story in a video game is to use cutscenes that are
showed when the player reaches some goal, alternating play and story. Since
video games are considered to be spatial another way to implement a plot
is to embed it in the game world, linking it to objects or places. Alongside
this strategy there are also other minor ones that use space, like evoked
and enacted narration.
Emergent narratives instead are stories that emerge from the conflict
between the player and the game. They’re not provided for by the developers,
but are interactions that seem to be stories, and indeed often these kind of
narratives are about the game and not in the game itself.
Stories are usually linear but sometimes can be based on branching trees.
In these cases interactivity has a role in the storytelling, according to the
choices taken by the player, the games provide different paths.
Lastly the more organic way to emerge stories and interaction is inter-
active storytelling. Focusing on processes, rather than events, the player
is left free, while the rules that control the world shape the story, accord-
ing to her actions.
Mainstream games and interactive storytelling represent two different
approach on development. On one hand there are designers thinking that
games aren’t a narrative medium and have just to provide fun. These ones
base their games on mechanics. On the other hand there are designers
thinking that games can be much more: compelling stories that provide a
vast range of emotions, where the player is the true protagonist.3
Since the first approach is the dominant one, interactive storytelling
seems sometimes to be a reaction against the actual industry. This sense of
competition has had some negative effects on it.
The pioneers of interactive storytelling seem to be too focused on so-
cial implementations and natural language analysis, rejecting the possibil-
ities given by the space and objects interaction. While mainstream games
are totally based on things and spatial reasoning, interactive storytelling
is based only on people.
Video games are close to reality more than any other media, therefore they
should take advantage of all their potential without discarding anything.
Indeed video games require to think at stories as a series of actions, all
kinds of actions, rather than a consecution of causes and effects. The effects
3This dichotomy could be the reason whereby also the academic research is divided on
how to approach the study of video games.
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should be automatically generated, as consequences of the player’s actions.
To tell stories video games have to use performative storytelling.
The difference between interactive storytelling (as it’s intended by Craw-
ford) and performative storytelling lies in their scope. Both are based on
interactivity, but while the first one requires a system and includes in its
concept also non-linearity, the second is just a way to tell stories, and it’s
achievable with a series of techniques.
In a certain degree performative storytelling could be considered as a
video games’ language (given the multimedia nature of the medium it could
use also other languages or mimic the other media’ ones). Specifically the
best one to tell stories in video games. As language, performative storytelling,
it’s suitable for all kind of stories meaning that it can be used as front end
for both linearity and non-linearity.
In order to provide the best experience though, it can be useful to have a
list of rules to make performative storytelling more simple to implement:
1. Never took off the control from the player.
2. Narration has to be carried through actions.
3. The mechanics should change according to narration’s needs.
4. Some actions have to be challenging to perform.
5. It should be possible to interact, in a meaningful way, with all objects
and characters.
6. Both choices and how actions are performed should have influence on
the plot, if it’s non-linear.
The first point is self explicative, interaction should be the basis of the
story and not something that ruins it. The player should have always the
control of the character, and it’s through the character’s actions that the
story goes on.
To better understand how to tell a story formed by actions it’s enough
to think to the everyday life. We have habits and “rituals” that we do every
day, like have breakfast, go to the bathroom, getting dressed, go to work
and so on. These actions make the story of an ordinary day. Unmanned by
Molleindustria uses exactly these kind of narrative mechanic (see p. 63).
Unmanned is a good example also for the third point. To better allow cer-
tain actions the game has to change mechanics. Unmanned features activities
such as to talk, to drive a car, to escape from chasers, to shoot enemies and
even to smoke. All of these actions are performed differently.
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Classic storytelling is not too different, indeed four types of sequences can
be recognized: narratives, when the narration is carried on; dialogic, when
are presented dialogues; descriptive, that corresponds to descriptions; and
reflective, that reports the characters’ thoughts. In the same way different
mechanics can have different narrative roles.
An application of this principle can be found in the concept of symbolic
design. This approach load the mechanics with a symbolic narrative meaning.
Passage is just an example on how this technique can be used. The character
can go forward only in one direction, the player can decide to pick up a
girl that follows the avatar or not, and while it walks it get old: this is a
metaphor of the life.
One and One Story by Mattia Traverso is another example a bit more
complex. The game is about the love between the two protagonists, each
chapter is introduced by a phrase that tell part of the story or is about love.
The phrase though describe also the mechanic of the chapter.
Therefore, if the phrase of the first chapter says «love is one soul in two
bodies» than the player can switch control between the two characters, if
the phrase of the third chapter is instead «then we walk together» than the
player control both characters simultaneously. In this way, mechanics and
story, despite they aren’t merged, reflect one each other.
In video games there should be conflict, that often is represented by
enemies. Since performative storytelling is based on actions it’s in them that
should be the conflict. Fight enemies is just a possibility, but also run fast
or craft something could be as difficult. The challenges though should be
balanced according to the type of actions, open a door or move a box aren’t
complex activities, therefore is senseless to make them difficult changing the
mechanics. Sometimes it’s enough a click of the mouse.
Players deserve also freedom of interaction, hence the objects present in
the scene should be all usable. One of the most important thing in performat-
ive storytelling, as in the interactive one, is the number of actions, or verbs, at
disposal of the player. Compared to the verbs’ set of mainstream games that
are on average six, Façade features thirty-six verbs and Prom Week about sixty.
Crawford even proposes an average of one hundred verbs per storyworld.
The number of verbs, or actions, corresponds to the number of things
that can be told in a story, therefore is fundamentally. A good approach
to implement many actions is to give to objects and characters determined
properties. Instead to give contextual verbs in turn-based systems, or many
verbs not always useful but always usable in real-time systems, a solution
could be to bind verbs to objects and characters. While the player’s character
should have at disposal a set of basic verbs, the other actions should be
accessible only when an interaction is happening.
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Graphic adventures offer an example of both approaches. The classic
ones (such as the series of Monkey Island) featured an interface with a series
of verbs that could be used on objects like “to look”, “to use” and “to open”,
though sometimes these verbs overlapped each other or are useless to interact
with certain objects. For instance a door could be opened or used as well as a
glass, although “open the glass” doesn’t make any sense.
Recent graphic adventures like The Longest Journey (2001) and Syberia
(2002) feature a control interface close to the approach proposed. These
games don’t provide a set of verbs, but instead a contextual menu that shows
different options for objects and characters. Though as all other graphic
adventures the overall number of verbs is narrow and actions on other
characters (such hugs, or take the hands) are not available.
The contextual menu linked to the object is similar in philosophy to the
one of the inverse parser witch offers just options that are compatible to
the situations. The change of mechanics can be enacted also through these
menus. For instance, if “drive” is selected among a car’s actions, a change
of mechanics to drive it could be desirable.
The last point is intended to offer a hint for the implementation of an
interactive storytelling engine. Given the possibility to interact with both
objects and characters, and some actions have to be challenging, to branch
the story, should be considered not only what the player will decide to say
to the characters, but also how she performs the actions. Depending on
the degree of failure or success for the action undertaken, the story could
develop in different ways.
The contextual menu approach may be useful also for a user-based engine.
Since these menus are linked to the objects and the characters, they provide
a direct way to add other possible choices or actions, without the need to
give the player access to other parts of the engine.
All of these requirements would massively increase the development of a
game, for this reason, video games that will use performative storytelling
should be more short than common games. Usually to complete a short
game requires almost eight hours, longer ones instead may require up to
sixty or one hundred hours. The duration mainly depend on the genre, but
this trend is slowly changing.
More narrative games such as Gone Home and The Stanley Parable last
respectively three hours and half an hour (but only the main branch). A short
duration is strongly required especially for hypertextual games, that make of
replayability their strength. Secondly it useful also to make the experience
more friendly also for a non-gamer audience.
Overall performative storytelling could be the next step to unleash the
potential of video games. Until now even story-driven games had difficulties
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to merge story and interaction in an organic way. Performative story telling
seems to be the solution.
One of the most used mean to transfer knowledge and produce art is
narration. The skepticism about the narrative possibilities of games are based
on the concept of a story as a series of cause and effects. Within this definition
there isn’t place for an interactive reader, since she could dissolve the effects
or prevent the causes. But instead, if we think to stories as a series of actions,
the role of the player is clear: she’s who perform these actions.
Games go beyond the classical concept of narration, but once they can tell
stories, they’re free to reach the next step to became a full fledged form of art.
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Appendix A
El Inmortal an example of
performative storytelling
A.1 Concept
El Inmortal is a proof of concept to show how can be reached performative
storytelling. The game is based on the first part of Borges’s short story El
Inmortal (The Immortal, 1947).
The decision to use a piece of literature instead of a brand new tale is
based on the intention to highlight the differences between the literature’s
narrative modalities and the performative storytelling ones.
The game has been realized trying to maintain the spirit of the story, with
some changes to put emphasis on the actions rather than their consequences.
The original story is divided in five parts, introduced by a brief introduc-
tion and ended by a note. Both introduction and note are a frame, they claim
the the story is a transcription from an ancient manuscript. The presumed ma-
nuscript tells the story of a man, Marcus Flaminius Rufus and his search for a
river that grants immortality and the city of the immortals built nearby. The
tale is especially focused on the philosophical consequences of immortality.
The game doesn’t take account of the introduction and it enacts just the
first part of the story. The process of translation from writing to game started
selecting which actions have to be performed by the player in order to give
narrative meaning and coherence. This process expand incredibly the length
of the story, for this reason a selection is necessary, also because not all the
actions are relevant in the story.
The actions selected were: the restless night, the walk out of the garden
and the encounter with the rider, the journey towards the city of the immor-
tals. The restless night is translated in a gameplay that requires the player
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to close the eyes of the character clicking (or touching the screen) rapidly.
The player has four seconds to completely close the eyes, if she succeeds a
day passes, and the difficulty increase, otherwise the game jumps to the
next scene.
The second part has a different gameplay and it involves the use of both
mouse and keyboard. Interaction with objects is performed thorough the
mouse and contextual menus that show the possible actions that can be
performed. The keyboard instead is used to move the character.
The contextual menus provide different and custom actions for every
objects, some menus contain options starting with a question mark, these
options are not implemented but represent an example of the potentialities
of the system and eventual branch of the story.
In this part are possible three main actions: come back to sleep, open
or break the door, and talk or kill the rider. By talking with the rider the
game pass to the next scene.
The part of the journey is introduced by a text that explains the gap
between the previous scene, and put the player directly in action. The
gameplay is changed again for narrative reasons. To describe the difficult and
long journey of the protagonists, the player moves the character thorough
a desert and has to defend himself from enemies and the light of the sun.
After have passed the desert another scene start where the player slowly
approaches the city.
This translation contains the first five rules (see p. 128) of performative
storytelling: aside from the transitions from a scene to another (that skip non
important passages of the story), the player is always in control; the narration
is carried through actions, and the mechanics change exactly for this reason,
moreover, accordingly to the fourth point some actions provide conflict, such
as the closing of the eyes and the defence from enemies. Last, the contextual
menus provide meaningful options to interact with objects and characters.
A.2 Technologies used
The assets of the game have been realized with open source software, primar-
ily Inkscape and Blender. The characters were designed with Inkscape and
exported in png, while Blender was used to make the environments, that
were subsequently rendered from different points of view and used as back-
ground for the scenes of the game.
For the animations and to build the game itself were used the free versions
of two proprietary programs, respectively Spriter and Construct 2. Spriter
is a modular based animation tool, the animations were all realized using
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forward kinematics, and afterwards exported in png sprites. Contruct 2 is
a WYSIWYG game engine and editor, that exports html5 games.
The choice to use html5 as core technology was taken for the advant-
ages that provides: web applications are multiplatform (compatible at least
with the three main OS), they don’t require installation and can be updated
without user’s efforts.
Construct 2, tough, presented a series of limitations that have influenced
the development of the game, despite being a good tool for fast prototyping.
Indeed Construct 2 is targeted towards beginners and simple games. Since
El Inmortal required different and custom mechanics for each of its parts it
stretched the capabilities of the software.
Construct 2 doesn’t use any programming language, instead it features
a visual system based on events (basically if statements) that requires a
programming-oriented thinking. It uses layouts and event sheets, the firsts
contains all the assets and their properties, the seconds contains the if state-
ments and allow to manipulate the objects in the layouts.
This system is indeed rather limiting because it doesn’t allow access to
single instances of objects, doesn’t allow to use both “and” and “or” in the
same statement, neither to perform complex operations. Furthermore the
free version has additional limitations: the project cannot have more than
100 events, the z order cannot be controlled with precision, cannot be used
more than four layers, the objects cannot be organized, neither classes or
objects extensions are supported.
Despite all the limitations the first part was realized without particular
concerns, aside from the z order. The assets are in different layers the face
on the top, the eyelids in the main and the rest in the bottom layer. The
eyelids are pushed upwards unless the player click or touch the screen, every
time she succeeds is increased the upwards speed of the eyelids, requiring
more clicks to push them down. If the player remains stalled more than
four seconds the game go to the next layout.
The fades are implemented in the engine, though they work only to fade
out, indeed the fade in behaviour is erratic. Therefore the fade in was realized
by starting the animation only after have moved a black rectangle from the
bottom layer to the top one. Have been tried other methods that didn’t
produced the expected results: create the rectangle on the fly and animate
it; create a specific function to fade and pass to another scene, unfortunately
the fade didn’t work and the Construct functions cannot take strings as
argument (despite of what is written in the documentation).
The second part presented more problems. Initially the interactions were
thought as mouse only, however the implemented algorithm of pathfinding
was too slow, therefore it was used the keyboard. The controls change the po-
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sition of an invisible object named “controller”, used also for collision detec-
tion. The sprite of the character is linked to the movements of the controller.
To have a correct zeta order have been used four layers and the character
is moved between them according to his Y coordinate, not having more
layer available the character can’t go behind the trees. To provide a sense of
depth the scale of the character’s sprite change accordingly to the difference
between an Y value that represent the standard scale and the Y coordinate
of the controller multiplied with a constant that change if the movement is
made towards or away from the screen.
The initial idea behind the contextual menus was to pass through the
available actions of the objects and to generate a list, unfortunately this pro-
cess revealed itself not much suitable for Contruct 2. The solution adopted,
though not much elegant, was to hardcode the options in the menus and
to show them at the click of the mouse (or touch).
Construct 2, aside to provide a text object, doesn’t offer advanced manipu-
lation options. To make the dialogue, then, it was used a static global variable
that according to its value point the correct line to show. This method is not
practical, neither efficient for long dialogues, though it works for short ones.
Overall, despite the limitations encountered, Construct 2 allowed to
produce a fully functional prototype which features all the characteristics
required to realize performative storytelling. El Inmortal can be played at
http://inmortal.comxa.com/.
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Appendix B
Specifications of an online
user-based engine for interactive
storytelling
B.1 User’s requirements definition
1. The engine must allow users to perform a wide range of actions, from
the video game basic ones, to more advanced ones specific of the engine
itself.
2. The engine must allow users to insert stories written by them and to
extend the ones written by others.
3. The engine must visualize and manage the stories automatically.
4. The engine must allow many players to play simultaneously.
B.2 User’s requirements specification
1.1 The user must have the possibility to move freely through the game
world, and to perform all the actions at her disposal.
1.2 The stories can change according to the dialogue options chosen and
on how the actions are performed.
2.1 The stories have to be written according to a specific syntax.
2.2 The same story may be extended by others written with the same
syntax.
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3.1 Once the story is uploaded, the engine must recognize its elements
(dialogs, characters, actions) and correctly manages them, both in mem-
orization and execution.
3.2 Every time a story is played the engine manages the visualization of
the characters and their behaviour, and the actions performed by the
player.
4.1 The user must log in to access the engine.
4.2 The engine shows in real time the other users connected to the server.
4.3 The user my interact with other users.
B.3 Software’s requirements specification
1.1.1 Non trivial actions should have different game mechanics, if necessary
also different controls.
1.1.2 Dialogues have multiple options, presented as a list.
1.1.3 Actions are accessed to menu contextually linked with the objects.
1.2.1 Actions and dialogue’s options have a single value associated.
1.2.2 User’s actions that have different mechanics have a variable value that
is calculated depending on how the actions are performed.
1.2.3 Once evaluated, the engine calculates the consequences of the player’s
choices and actions.
2.1.1 In the stories can be used a standard set of actions with their own
mechanics, standard objects and a standard characters provided by the
engine, custom actions without mechanics, dialogue’s options, new
objects and new characters.
2.1.2 Every story and element has a unique id.
2.1.3 The user can manage her stories after the log in through a dedicated
interface.
2.2.1 A story can be modified only by its author, but can be extended by
everyone.
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2.2.2 A story is extended by adding actions to the objects or dialogue options.
2.2.3 To extend a story the user have to use id’s.
3.1.1 The story upload is done through the application.
3.1.2 The engine divide the story recognizing its components and it gener-
ates and memorizes automatically the correspondent instances to use
during the execution.
3.1.3 If the story uploaded extends another one, the elements already existent
are updated and the new ones added.
3.2.1 The engine instantiates all the elements in their respective places and
their graphical representation.
3.2.2 The engine manages all the interactions.
4.1.1 Log in requires email and password.
4.1.2 Once logged in the user have two options: to play or to manage her
stories.
4.2.1 When the player decides to play the server sends the files to execute
and the data of the last session.
4.2.2 The client tracks the player’s action and sends them to the server.
4.2.3 The server keep trace of all the players until their disconnection.
4.2.4 The server sends to the client the other users data.
4.2.5 The client visualize all the other connected users.
4.3.1 To communicate with other users the interface provides a textbox where
to write.
4.3.2 Messages between users are visualized by all.
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B.4 Non functional requirements
1. Stories have to be simple to write.
2. The engine must not take too time for download and upload.
3. Graphics have to coherent and pleasant.
4. The compatibility has to be tested with all the browsers.
5. It must be guaranteed the safety of the users’ data.
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